500 BOOKS UNDER $15.00 — Not One of ‘em offered @ “The Databases”
Adventures of a school-boy. Boston: B. H. Greene, 1832. 12mo. Frontis., (lacking all after p. 132).
$8.75
First person account of growing up and of the schooling that did it. Early U.S. edition.
Publisher's cloth, an incomplete copy. Lacking free endpapers and all after p. 132. Plenty left. (14739)
The book collector. London: The Collector Ltd., 1987. 8vo.
$9.50
Classic approaches, classic reading. Volume 36 no. 1, Spring 1987.

Original wrappers. (14368)

The book collector. London: The Collector Ltd., 1988. 8vo.
$9.50
Volume 37 no. 3, Autumn 1988.
Original wrappers. Pencil marking on front cover. (14369)
The book collector. London: The Collector Ltd., 1988. 8vo.
$9.50
Volume 37 no. 4, Winter 1988.
Original wrappers. Pencil marking on front cover. (14370)
The book collector. London: The Collector Ltd., 1989. 8vo.
$9.50
Volume 38 no. 1, Spring 1989.
Original wrappers. Pencil marking on front cover. (14371)
The book collector. London: The Collector Ltd., 1989. 8vo.
$9.50
Volume 38 no. 2, Summer 1989.
Original wrappers. Pencil marking on front cover. (14372)
The book collector. London: The Collector Ltd., 1994. 8vo.
$9.50
Volume 43 no. 4, Winter 1994.
Original wrappers. (14373)
The book collector. London: The Collector Ltd., 1995. 8vo.
$9.50
Volume 44 no. 1, Spring 1995.
Original wrappers. Top edge of front wrapper creased. (14374)
The book collector. London: The Collector Ltd., 1995. 8vo.
$9.50 Volume 44 no. 3, Autumn 1995.
Original wrappers. One corner of front wrapper creased. (14375)
The book collector. London: The Collector Ltd., 1995. 8vo.
$9.50
Volume 44 no. 4, Winter 1995.
Original wrappers. (14376)
The book collector. London: The Collector Ltd., 1996. 8vo.
$9.50
Volume 45 no. 1, Spring 1996.
Original wrappers. (14377)
The book collector. London: The Collector Ltd., 1996. 8vo.
$9.50
Volume 45 no. 2, Summer 1996.
Original wrappers. Pencil marking on front cover. (14378)
The book collector. London: The Collector Ltd., 1996. 8vo.
$9.50
Volume 45 no. 3, Autumn 1996.
Original wrappers. (14379)
The book collector. London: The Collector Ltd., 1996. 8vo.
$9.50
Volume 45 no. 4, Winter 1996.
Original wrappers. (14380)
The book collector. London: The Collector Ltd., 1997. 8vo.
$9.50
Volume 46 no. 1, Spring 1997.
Original wrappers. (14381)
The book collector. London: The Collector Ltd., 1997. 8vo.
$9.50
Volume 46 no. 2, Summer 1997.
Original wrappers. (14382)
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The book collector. London: The Collector Ltd., 1998. 8vo.
$9.50
Volume 47 no. 1, Spring 1998.
Original wrappers. Front wrapper lightly stained. (14383)
The book collector. London: The Collector Ltd., 1998. 8vo.
$9.50
Volume 47 no. 2, Summer 1998.
Original wrappers. Front wrapper stained; one corner creased.
(14384)
The book collector. London: The Collector Ltd., 1998. 8vo.
$9.50
Volume 47 no. 3, Autumn 1998.
Original wrappers. (14385)
The book collector. London: The Collector Ltd., 1998. 8vo.
$9.50
Volume 47 no. 4, Winter 1998.
Original wrappers. (14386)
The book collector. London: The Collector Ltd., 1999. 8vo.
$9.50
Volume 48 no. 1, Spring 1999.
Original wrappers. Front wrapper slightly wrinkled. (14387)
The book collector. London: The Collector Ltd., 1999. 8vo.
$9.50
Volume 48 no. 2, Summer 1999.
Original wrappers. (14389)
The book collector. London: The Collector Ltd., 1999. 8vo.
$9.50
Volume 48 no. 3, Autumn 1999.
Original wrappers. (14390)
[drop title] The Christian's penny magazine. No. 193. February 13, 1836. London: J. S. Hodson, 1836. 8vo.
(49)–56 pp.; illus.
$10.00 Weekly periodical, published from 1832 to 1837. The lead article in this issue is titled, "Isis Omnia,
an Egyptian divinity; the Isa of India, and Grecian Ceres," and the first page is illustrated with a full-page
engraving of Isis. Other articles include "Christian Lady's Friend: Biography of Eve, the Mother of Mankind -Part II" and a review of "Missionary Researches in Armenia." "Published every Saturday," stated.
Removed from a bound volume; sewing holes present, leaves loose, lightly chipped at edges. Now in a Mylar
folder. (9752)
Members of the Société Jersiaise at 31st December 1983. A supplement to the annual bulletin of the Société
Jersiaise, volume 23. St. Helier, Jersey: Société Jersiaise, The Jersey Museum, 1984. 8vo. xlii pp.
$10.00
Founded in 1873, the Society promotes the study of the history, antiquities, and natural history
of Jersey, Channel Islands, U.K.
Original wrappers. Fine. (17625)
Mount Vernon: an illustrated handbook. Mount Vernon, Va.: Mount Vernon Ladies' Association Union, (1967).
8vo. 99 pp.; illus.
$8.00
Original illustrated wrappers. Library shelf label at lower left corner of front cover. Near fine.
(17667)
The poem of The Cid. Berkeley & Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1962. Small 8vo. xvi, [4], 139
pp.
$12.50 Third printing. Translated by Lesley Byrd Simpson.
Paperback. Binding lightly rubbed. Interior
near-fine. Overall very good. (12801)
Poema de mio Cid. Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1966. 8vo. 299 pp.
$12.50 Clásicos castellanos 24. Edición, introducción y notas de Ramón Menéndez Pidal. Undécima edición.
Paperback. Tears at head and foot of spine. Spot of soil on back cover. Shelving number inked on spine.
Small ownership label on front endpaper. Text block loose in binding. (13039)
Princeton University Library chronicle. Princeton: Princeton University Library, 2005. 8vo. [8], 265-381, [3]
pp.
$7.50 Volume LXVI, Number 2, Winter 2005. This issue dedicated entirely to the life and times of George
F. Kennan. With articles by John Lewis Gaddis, William B. Pickett, Robert C. Tucker, Richard H. Ullman,
and others.
Original wrappers. Fine. (15683)
Scribner's magazine. Vol. LXIII, May, 1918, no. 5. [New York]: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1918. 8vo. 513–536
pp.; illus.
$10.00
"War letters of Edmond Genet: the first American aviator killed flying officially the stars and
stripes." Edmond Genet was a descendent of the infamous "Citizen Genet."
Disbound; leaves loose and
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fastened together with a paper clip. Inner margin of first and last pages with traces of rust stains from an
old paper clip (now absent). Small chip at outer edge of first leaf. Very good overall. (17751)
Société Jersiaise. 108th annual bulletin, 1983. Volume 23, part 3. St. Helier, Jersey: Société Jersiaise, The
Jersey Museum, 1983. 8vo. xvi, 251-386 pp.; illus.
$10.00
Founded in 1873, the Society promotes the study of the history, antiquities, and natural history
of Jersey, Channel Islands, U.K.
Original wrappers. Fine. (17624)
Société Jersiaise. 109th annual bulletin, 1984. Volume 23, part 4. St. Helier, Jersey: Société Jersiaise, The
Jersey Museum, 1984. 8vo. x, 397-544 pp.; illus.
$10.00
Founded in 1873, the Society promotes the study of the history, antiquities, and natural history
of Jersey, Channel Islands, U.K.
Original wrappers. Fine. (17623)
The Southern quarterly review. No. V. January, 1843. Charleston, S. C.: Pub. for the proprietors; New
Orleans: Norman, Steel & Co.; London: Wiley & Putnam, 1843. 8vo. [4 (blank)], (iii)–iv, 112 pp. (lacking pp.
113–261).
$12.50
Present here is vol. V (January, 1843). Article titles present: "General History of Civilization in
Europe," "Oeuvres de Massillon," "Collections of the Georgia Historical Society," "The Civil Law," and the
first three pages (of 31) of "Anthon's Classical Dictionary." This periodical was published from January, 1842,
to February, 1857, with the exception of January, 1849.
Sabin 88452. Original front wrapper, rear
wrapper missing. Lacks pp. following p. 112. Foxed. Some insect nibbling in top margins. Front wrapper,
contents leaf, and final leaf heavily soiled. Spine chipped. Fly-leaf torn. Incomplete. (7441)
The Tribune almanac.. A facsimile reproduction, slightly enlarged, of an 1861 almanac. Iowa City: State
Historical Society of Iowa, 1961. 12mo. 80 pp. (plus covers).
$10.00 Excellent facsimile. Clean, crisp in printed paper wrappers. Library bookplate inside front cover.
(275)
The Tribune almanac.. A facsimile reproduction, slightly enlarged, of an 1862 almanac. Iowa City: State
Historical Society of Iowa, 1962. 12mo. 72 pp. (plus covers).
$10.00 Excellent facsimile.
Clean, crisp in printed paper wrappers. Library bookplate inside front cover.
(274)
The Tribune almanac.. A facsimile reproduction, slightly enlarged, of an 1867 almanac. Iowa City: State
Historical Society of Iowa, 1967. 12mo. 104 pp. (plus covers).
$10.00
Excellent facsimile.
Clean, crisp in printed paper wrappers. (273)
Abbott, Jacob. Hernando Cortez. New York & London: Harper & Brothers, 1901. 8vo. 348 pp.; 14 plts. (incl.
in pagination).
$10.00
From the "Makers of History" series.
Publisher's quarter sheep in imitation of morocco over
green cloth, leather lost from spine, boards stained. Front pastedown with institutional bookplate (stamped
"withdrawn"). (18320)
Alabama. Department of Education. Program and selections for celebration of the anniversary of the day on
which Alabama was admitted to the Union. December 14, 1903. Montgomery, Ala.: Press of the Brown
Printing Co., 1903. 8vo. 24 pp.
$12.50
"For use in the schools of Alabama. Issued by the Department of Education."
Original salmon
wrappers. Ink and pencil notations, and Alabama Dept. of Archives and History rubber-stamp on front
wrapper. A little soiling and two-inch tear to back wrapper. Shallow tear in outer margin of several pages.
(17450)
Alabama. Legislature. [drop-title] Memorial of the legislature of Alabama, praying a grant of land to complete
a geological survey of the state. February 5, 1852. Referred to the Committee on Public Lands, and ordered
to be printed. [Washington: 1852]. 8vo. [1] f. (verso blank).
$10.00 Government document: 32d Congress, 1st Session. Senate. Miscellaneous no. 29.
Removed from
a nonce volume. Very good. (17611)
Alarcón, J. Ruiz de. Las paredes oyen. Zaragoza: Editorial Ebro, 1964. 16mo. 126, [2] pp.
$10.00
Edición, estudio y notas por Isidora Montiel. Cuarta edición. Biblioteca Clásica Ebro 86.
Paperback; front cover scratched at top. Small price labels on covers. (13021)
Alarcón, Pedro Antonio de. The three-cornered hat. Great Neck, NY: Barron's Educational Series, (cop. 1958).
Small 8vo. [2], vii, [1], 107, [1] pp.
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$12.50
Translation of "El Sombrero de Tres Picos" by Harriet de Onís. With an introduction by William
E. Colford.
Paperback. Moderate wear over spine and corners. Paper shelving label in top left corner of
front cover, partly covering two letters of title. Small ownership label above the title on title-page. Good+.
(12814)
Allen, Anson. Allen's New-England almanack for ... 1812 ... calculated for the horizon and meridian of
Hartford ... but will serve for any of the New-England states. Hartford: Pr. by Peter B. Gleason, [1811]. 12mo.
[6 of 12] ff.
$12.50
Food tips, anecdotes, and jokes.
Drake 741; Shaw & Shoemaker 22177. Old stitching holes;
stitching renewed; dog-earing; waterstains; last 6 leaves supplied in Xerox facsimile. (9454)
Allen, George R. History of William H. Allen, bookseller, 1918–1997. Bethlehem, Pa.: Special Collections,
Lehigh University Information Resources, 1997. Small 8vo. 34, [2] pp.; illus.
$12.50 Limited to 500 copies. Introduced by Steven Rothman. History of a Philadelphia firm known since
1918 for its stock of used scholarly books. The author was the son of the founders, served in World War II
with the 101st Airborne, fought in the Battle of Bulge, and was the 101st's intelligence officer (though only
a sargent, but he had good command of German).
Original wrappers. Fine. (19279)
Allen, Richard Sanders. Rare old covered bridges of Windor County, Vermont. Brattleboro, Vt.: The Book
Cellar, 1962. 8vo. 42, [2] pp.; illus.
$10.00 Inscribed by the author.
Original wrappers. Bookplate on inside of front wrapper. Fine. (17394)
Álvarez, Guzmán. Mateo Alemán. Buenos Aires: Espasa-Calpe, 1953. Small 8vo. 152, [12] pp.
$10.00
Colección Austral, no. 1157. With "Indice des Autores de la Colección Austral" in the back.
Paperback. Pages toned. Small booklabel on front endpaper. In the original dust jacket. (12964)
American Committee to Celebrate the One Hundredth Anniversary of Peace Among English Speaking
Peoples, 1814–1914. General prospectus of the Project to Celebrate the Centenary of the Signing of the
Treaty of Ghent, which established lasting peace between American and Great Britain; as well as the plan
to signalize, in fitting manner, the peace which has existed between the United States, Great Britain and
other nations. [New York: 1915]. 8vo. 135, [1] pp.
$10.00
Lists of members.
Stapled, in original wrappers. Very good. (7088)
American Heritage Foundation. Good citizen: the rights and duties of an American. [New York: 1948]. Small
8vo. 72 pp.; illus.
$7.00 Original wrappers. Four pinholes on back cover. Light creases at corners of front cover. Very good.
(16988)
Arensberg, Ann. Sister wolf: a novel. New York: Ballantine Books, 2000. 8vo. 209, [2] pp.
$7.00
First Ballantine Books edition.
Paperback. Minor traces of wear at cover edges, and corners
slightly bent. Very good. (14150)
Armstrong, John. Letter from the Secretary of War, to the chairman of the Committee on Military Affairs,
accompanying a bill establishing an elementary exercise for the infantry of the militia and army of the U.
States; presented this day. February 12th, 1813. Ordered to be printed. Washington City: Pr. by Roger C.
Weightman, 1813. 8vo. [2] ff. (versos blank).
$10.00
Concerns the adoption of "A Hand Book for Infantry" by William Duane, for use by the army.
Shaw & Shoemaker 30231. Removed from a nonce volume. Librarian's pencilled notation on title-page.
Leaves separated. Chip out of inner margin of both leaves (not affecting text). Browned at top edge of p. [1].
(17846)
Atlantic Union. [cover title] The Atlantic Union. Annual report. 1912. London: Thomas Murby & Co., 1912.
16mo. 24 pp.; 4 plts.
$12.50
Stated on p. 2: "The Atlantic Union is a Club or Society for the purpose of enabling visitors from
the British Dominions beyond the seas, and the United States of North America to acquire a more intimate
knowledge of English people and their customs than it is possible to gain by a residence at an hotel or by
casual visits to the ordinary places of interest."
Original wrappers. Near fine. (17258)
Azorín. Don Juan. Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1962. Small 8vo. 152, [15] pp.
$10.00
Colección Austral, no. 153. With "Indice des Autores de la Colección Austral" in the back. Sexta
edición.
Paperback; covers lightly soiled, spine with small tear. Small ownership label on front endpaper.
Pages toned. (13018)
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Azorín. Salvadora de Olbena. (Novela romántica). Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1953. Small 8vo. 145, [13] pp.
$10.00
Colección Austral, no. 160. With "Indice des Autores de la Colección Austral" in the back.
Paperback. Pages toned. Front endpaper with small ownership label. In the original dust jacket. (12994)
Azorín. La voluntad. Novela. Madrid: Biblioteca Nueva, 1965. Small 8vo. 249, [3] pp.
$10.00
Décima edición.
Paperback. Small ownership label on front endpaper. Very good copy. (13019)
Baines, Peter Augustine. Faith, hope, and charity. The substance of a sermon preached at the dedication of
the Catholic Chapel, at Bradford, in the county of York, England, on Wednesday, July 27, 1825, by Peter
Augustine Baines, D.D. Bishop of Siga, etc. Philadelphia: Matthias Fithian (T. K. & P. G. Collins, printers),
1843. 8vo. 15 pp.
$10.00 Later edition, early American edition. First published at York, in 1825. Church dedication sermon
on 1 Corinthians XIII: 12–13.
Removed from a nonce volume. Heavy foxing and toning throughout. Bugspotting on title-page. Blue stain in a few bottom outer corners, obscuring several words but not sense of text.
Early inked ownership signature on last (blank) page. Tear at top margin of last leaf, exetending a little into
text; tiny holes to last page, resulting in loss of a few letters. Pamphlet with lengthwise fold marks. (11802)
Baker, Russell. So this is depravity and other observations. New York: Congdon & Lattès, 1980. 12mo.
$12.50
Book Club edition with copyright page unchanged from the first trade edition. A collection of
articles which appeared in Russell Baker's "Observer" column in The New York Times and his "Sunday
Observer" column in The New York Times Magazine, from 1973 to 1980.
Publisher's cloth. Good
condition. (6690)
Baltimore. Society of Friends. [drop-title] Memorial of the representatives of the yearly meeting of Friends
or Quakers of Baltimore, praying that government would extend its protection over certain Indian tribes, &c.
March 22, 1830. Ordered to lie on the table and be printed. [Washington]: 1830. 8vo. 1 f. (verso blank).
$10.00
Opposes the removal of the Cherokees and other confederated Southwestern tribes from their
ancestral lands. Government document: 21st Congress, 1st Session. 100.
Removed from a nonce volume;
inner margin a little irregular. Light spotting. First page with ink numeral in upper margin. (12301)
Baptist General Tract Society. [drop-title] The causes and cure of spiritual darkness. A letter from an old
minister to another in a depressed state of mind. Philadelphia: Baptist General Tract Society (at no. 21 South
Fourth Street), [ca. 1833–40]. 12mo. [133]–140 pp.
$12.50
Tract no. 143. The "Baptist General Tract Society" became the "American Baptist Publication
Society" in 1840.
Removed from a nonce volume; three stitch holes in inner margin. Ink numeral in top
right corner of p. [1]. Foxed. (17971)
Baroja, Pío. El mundo es ansí. Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1964. Small 8vo. 152, [20] pp.
$10.00 Colección Austral, no. 331. With "Indice des Autores de la Colección Austral" in the back. Tercera
edición.
Paperback. Pages toned. Front endpaper with small ownership label. In the original dust jacket.
(12982)
Baroja, Pío. Paradox, rey. Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1966. Small 8vo. 216, [20] pp.
$10.00
Colección Austral, no. 620. With "Indice des Autores de la Colección Austral" in the back. Cuarta
edición.
Paperback. Pages toned. Front endpaper with small ownership label. Text block loose in its
binding. In the original dust jacket. (12981)
Baroja, Pío. Zalacaín el aventurero. Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1967. Small 8vo. 156, [18] pp.
$10.00
Colección Austral, no. 346. With "Indice des Autores de la Colección Austral" in the back. Quinta
edición.
Paperback. Pages toned. Front endpaper with small ownership label. In the original dust jacket.
(12992)
Barrie, J. M. The little minister. New York & Boston: H. M. Caldwell Company, (copyright 1898). 8vo. [2 (1
blank)], frontis., vii–ix, [5 (2 blank)], 454, [2 (blank)] pp.; illus.
$5.00
"The Sarony Illustrated Edition," stated on the title-page. The illustrations are black-and-white
photographs of scenes from the dramatic version of "The Little Minister," performed by actress Maude
Adams (1872–1953), in her first starring role, Robert Edeson, and other members of the Sarony Company.
Adams is perhaps best known for her roles in two other Barrie plays, namely "Peter Pan" (1905) and "What
Every Womans Knows" (1908). Publisher's green cloth, lettered in gilt and decorated in an ornate gilt- and
black-stamped design. Spine darkened, stained, with the staining spilling over onto rear cover. Corners
bumped. Rearmost pages waterstained and soiled. Occasional spots. Top outer corners of pp. 193–208 folded.
Paper tops gilt, other edges deckle. Fair copy. (5814)
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Baum, Willa K. Oral history for the local historian. Nashville: American Association for State and Local
History, 1971. 8vo. 62 pp.; illus.
$12.50
Guide on how to do oral history.
Original wrappers. Very good. (15506)
Beattie, Peter M., ed. The human tradition in modern Brazil. Wilmington, Del.: Scholarly Resources, Inc.,
(cop. 2004). 8vo. 304 pp.
$12.50 A social history of Brazil in the last two centuries. No. 7 in the series "The human tradition around
the world."
Paperback. A fine copy. (12747)
Beckos, Barbara. Traditions in American basketry. New York: Everson Museum of Art, 1976. Oblong 8vo.
[6] ff.; illus.
$12.50
Selected from the full exhibition, which appeared at the Everson Museum of Art, Syracuse, New
York, 17 December 1976 to 6 February 1977. "Organized by Barbara Beckos, Everson Museum of Art.
Produced and circulated by the Gallery Association of New York State."
Original wrappers. Fine. (17129)
Bellman, Robert A. "Great is Diana:" or, Mother Church and the babes. A rejoinder to the Rev. Charles Wills'
playful tractate, entitled "The Rev. C. H. Spurgeon settled." London: Passmore & Alabaster, [ca. 1864]. 12mo.
16 pp.
$12.00
A Penny Pulpit tract. 10th thousand edition.
Removed from a nonce volume. (855)
Bellman, Robert A. The Lambeth gospel: Or every man his own saviour. London: Passmore & Alabaster, ca.
1864. 8vo. 8 pp.
$12.00
A Penny Pulpit tract.
Removed from a nonce volume. (854)
Benét, Stephen Vincent. Selected works of Stephen Vincent Benét. Volume one: Poetry; & Volume two: Prose.
New York: Farrar & Rinehart, 1942. 8vo. 2 vols. I: 487 pp. II: 483 pp.
$5.00
Publisher's cloth, in broken publisher's slipcase. (7830)
Berceo. Milagros de nuestra señora. Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1964. 8vo. xxxii, 211 pp.
$12.50
Clásicos castellanos 44. Edición y notas de A. G. Solalinde. Sexta edición.
Paperback. Shelving
number inked on spine. Small ownership label on front endpaper. (13038)
Bernard Quaritch (London). A catalogue of books & periodicals on astronomy, chemisty[,] electricity,
engineering[,] mathematics, mining[,] physics, etc. London: Bernard Quaritch, Ltd., 1940. 8vo. 36 pp.
$10.00
Catalogue no. 573.
Original printed wrappers. Removed from a nonce volume, wrappers
separating. Slip of paper (a notice on British currency regulations) affixed to front wrapper, obscuring one
letter of printing. Back cover and pp. 34-36 torn, with some small pieces missing and loss of text. (4507)
Bernard Quaritch (London). A catalogue of books in English literature and history (including translations)
together with books from modern presses. London: Bernard Quaritch, Ltd., 1939. 8vo. 34, [2] pp.
$12.00 Catalogue no. 569. Original printed wrappers. Resewn; removed from a nonce volume. Each page
(including wrappers) with one short tear in outer margin, without loss. (4491)
Bernard Quaritch (London). A catalogue of books on a variety of subjects specially selected from the stock
of Bernard Quaritch Ltd. as being suitable for Christmas presents. London: Bernard Quaritch, Ltd., 1941.
8vo. 16 pp.
$10.00
Catalogue no. 593.
Original printed wrappers. Removed from a nonce volume. One tab affixed
to front wrapper, torn off at the edge. Rear wrapper chipped at one corner. (4535)
Bernard Quaritch (London). A catalogue of books selected from the stock of Bernard Quaritch Ltd. London:
Bernard Quaritch, Ltd., 1940. 8vo. 42, [2] pp.
$10.00
Catalogue no. 582.
Original printed wrappers, front wrapper loose and chipped (with loss).
Removed from a nonce volume. One-inch long stain to first page, one short tear each to pp. 1-28, becoming
progressively shorter towards the middle of the text block. (4534)
Bernard Quaritch (London). A catalogue of important and rare books on astronomy[,] chemistry,
engineering[,] mathematics and physics. Also the wooden and metal numbering rods called Napier's bones.
London: Bernard Quaritch, Ltd., 1925. 8vo. Frontis., 57, [7] pp.
$12.50
Catalogue no. 394.
Original printed wrappers. Removed from a nonce volume, front wrapper
separating. Stitching holes in inner margins. Final three leaves (ads) chipped in lower outer corners, with
loss of text. Covers soiled a bit. Paper of spine nearly gone. (4501)
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Birkenhead, Frederick Winston Furneaux Smith. Rudyard Kipling. New York: Random House, 1978.
$10.00
History Book Club edition. With photographs.
Publisher's cloth. Dust jacket somewhat worn,
with spine faded. (6605)
Bloomsbury Book Auctions, auctioneers, London. Catalogue of esoterica and occult sciences. London:
Bloomsbury Book Auctions, 2003. 8vo. 151, [1] pp.; illus. & 2 plts.
$12.50
Auction catalogue for sale 457 (Thursday, 3 April 2003 at 11:00am and 2:00pm). 657 lots. Blackand-white illustrations.
Original wrappers. A few page corners are folded. (14408)
Bloomsbury Book Auctions, auctioneers, London. The library of an Indian gentleman. London: Bloomsbury
Book Auctions, 2003. 4to. 49 pp.; illus.
$7.50
Auction catalogue for sale 476 (Thursday, 27 November 2003 at 1:00pm). 315 lots. Color
illustrations.
Original wrappers. Fine. (14412)
Boardman, George D. The spiritual doctrine of blood. Philadelphia: American Baptist Publication Society, n.d.
[ca. 1880]. 16mo. 16 pp.
$12.50 "No. 23."
Removed from a nonce volume. Title-page with ink numeral, very small chip, and light
fold mark at corner. (16748)
Bond, Frank. Historical sketch of "Louisiana" and the Louisiana purchase. Washington: Government Printing
Office, 1912. 8vo. 14 pp.; 7 maps.
$10.00 Printed at head of title: "Department of the Interior, General Land Office." Running title: "Louisiana
purchase progress maps." Title continues: "by Frank Bond, Chief Clerk[,] General Land Office, with a
statement of other acquisitions." Illustrated with seven color maps.
Original wrappers. Pencilled shelf
number at bottom left corner of front cover. Fine. (17054)
Bonham-Carter, Violet. Winston Churchill: An intimate portrait. New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1965.
$10.00
History Book Club edition.
(6566)
Borton, Elizabeth. Pollyanna's castle in Mexico. New York: Grosset & Dunlap, [1934]. Small 8vo. x, 322 pp.
$12.50 Pollyanna glad book no. 8. The term "(Trade mark)" follows words "glad" and "Pollyanna" on titlepage.
Very good, in publisher's cloth. Pages age-toned. In original dust jacket with protective transparent
covering. Dust jacket with slight losses on edges and a little faded on spine. (18081)
Borum, George E. Guide to the covered bridges of Parke County. Rockville, Ind.: Museum of Covered Bridges,
1971. Small 4to. [30] ff.; illus.
$12.50
Illustrated with black-and-white photographs, drawings, tour maps of all four major routes and
mini-tour maps.
Original wrappers. Fine. (17088)
Bradford, Earl of, collector. Magnificent plate books from the Library of the Earl of Bradford. London:
Sotheby's, 2000. 4to. 124 pp.; illus.
$12.50
Auction catalogue for sale L00201 (Wednesday, 15 March 2000 at 2:00 pm). 86 lots. Color and
black-and-white illustrations.
Original illustrated wrappers. Back cover with some faint creases and
scratch-marks, and residue of sticky substance. (14401)
Greek Islands
Bradford, Ernle. The companion guide to the Greek Islands. New York: Harper & Row, (1963). 8vo. 288 pp.;
illus.
$10.00
First edition. Illustrated.
Publisher's cloth. Near fine. (8042)
Bradley, Chester D., & Miriam D. Bradley. [cover title] Craven and O'Meara: medical Boswells to Jefferson
Davis and Napoleon Bonaparte. N.p.: [1952]. 8vo. 141–152 pp.
$12.50
"Reprinted from Bulletin of the History of Medicine, Vol. XXVI, No. 2, March-April, 1952." "Read
at the twenty-fourth annual meeting of the American Association of the History of Medicine, Baltimore, May
4, 1951."
Stapled, in original wrappers. Inked library shelf number in lower left corner of front cover.
Covers sunned. Very good. (17262)
Bragg, Rick. All over but the shoutin'. New York: Pantheon Books, 1997. 8vo. xxii, 329, [1] pp.
$10.00
Paperback first edition.
Publisher's wrappers. Front cover curling just a bit. Very good. (9341)
Brenni, Vito J. Edith Wharton, a bibliography. Morgantown: West Virginia University Library, 1966. 12mo.
Frontis., 99 pp.
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$7.50

An early attempt at a comprehensive bibliography.

Publisher's cloth. (16863)

Brooks, Van Wyck. The world of Washington Irving. New York: E.P. Dutton & Co., 1944. 8vo. [10 (3 blank)],
495, [7 (blank)] pp.
$8.50
First edition. It states on the copyright page that this is a "wartime book" produced "in full
compliance with the government's regulations for conserving paper and other essential materials." On the
early literary history of the United States.
Publisher's cloth. No dust jacket. Near fine. (5226)
Brown, John Mason. Dramatis personae: A retrospective show. New York: The Viking Press, 1963. 8vo.
$14.00 Book Club edition. A collection of articles written by drama critic John Mason Brown that appeared
in The Saturday Review, from 1929 to 1963
Publisher's cloth. Very good condition, no dust jacket. (6700)
Browning, Robert. Dramatic lyrics: The return of the Druses: A blot in the 'scutcheon: Colombe's birthday:
Dramatic romances: A soul's tragedy: Luria. With the author's latest corrections. Boston & New York:
Houghton, Mifflin & Co. (The Riverside Press, Cambridge), 1894. 12mo. [6 (3 blank)], v-vii, 404, [4 (blank)]
pp.
$8.00 Riverside edition. Volume II from the six-volume series, "The Poetic and Dramatic Works of Robert
Browning." Signed by the previous owner, dated 1895.
Publisher's green cloth, stamped in gilt on the
spine. Covers good, a bit worn at edges, corners bumped, spine slightly cocked. Pages clean. Good +. (5238)
Bruun, Bertel. The Hamlyn guide to birds of Britain and Europe. London & elsewhere: The Hamlyn
Publishing Group, 1972. Small 8vo. 319, [1 (blank)] pp.; illus.
$11.50
Reprint. With 516 color illustrations of birds by Arthur Singer and 448 maps. Bruce Campbell is
the consultant editor.
Paperback. Near fine. (5209)
Buchanan, James. [drop-title] In Senate of the United States. February 28, 1839. Read, made the special order
for to-morrow, and ordered to be printed. Mr. Buchanan made the following report: The Committee on Foreign
Relations, to which was referred the messages of the President of the United States of the 26th and the 27th
instant, and the accompanying documents, in relation to the existing difficulties on the northeastern frontier
of the United States, report the following resolutions, and recommend their adoption by the Senate: ...
[Washington]: Blair & Rives, printers, [1839]. 8vo. 2 pp.
$10.00
Four Senate resolutions relating to the border disturbances in Maine. One concerns possible
military action to repel an invasion from Great Britain. Government document: 25th Congress, 3d Session.
Senate. 272.
Removed from a nonce volume; two stitch holes in inner margin. Ink notation of an early
owner in blank areas of both pages. (19286)
Buero Vallejo, Antonio. En la ardiente oscuridad. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1954. 8vo. xxi, [1], 196
pp.
$10.00 Edited by Samuel A. Wofsy. The Scribner Spanish Series.
Paperback; lightly rubbed. Very good.
(13016)
Burke, Edmund. Conciliation with the colonies. The speech by Edmund Burke. Edited by Robert Andersen.
Boston, New York, Chicago: Houghton, Mifflin, & Company (The Riverside Press, Cambridge), 1896. 16mo.
xxii, 79, [5] pp.
$12.50 In "The Riverside Literature Series."
Original wrappers, with pencilled ownership signature and
inked shelf number on front wrapper. Several instances of pencilled notations and jottings in margins.
(15511)
Butler, Charles. The silver bell, a new singing book for schools, academies, select classes, and the social
circle... Boston: Henry Tolman & Co., [ca. 1866]. Oblong 12mo. [4 (2 blank)], 248, [6 (5 blank)] pp.
$14.00
Contains "a choice selection of the most favorite songs, duetts, trios, quartettes, hymn-tunes,
chants, and pieces for concerts and exhibitions, arranged with piano-forte accompaniment, also, a complete
course of elementary instruction, with a large number of exercises suitable for practice."
Publisher's
quarter sheep over printed paper boards, rubbed and abraded, spine leather chipped, rear (hinge) open, covers
shaky. Front free endpaper loose. A bit of pencilling to blank pages. Pages overall clean. (7310)
Calderón de la Barca, Pedro. La vida es sueño. El alcalde de Zalamea. Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1964. 8vo. lxi,
238 pp.
$12.50 Clásicos castellanos 138. Estudio, edición y glosario por Augusto Cortina.
Paperback. Shelving
number inked on spine. Small ownership label and rubber-stamp on front endpaper. Small chip to back cover.
(13033)
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Cambreleng, Churchill Caldom. [drop-title] Marine hospital—Charleston, S.C. February 4, 1830. [Washington:
1830]. 8vo. 4 pp.
$7.50
Includes the report of Mr. Cambreleng, from the Committee on Commerce, relating to the
construction and support of a marine hospital, and letters from the Collector of the port of Charleston, S.C.
Government document: 21st Congress, 1st Session. Rep. No. 150. Ho. of Reps.
Removed from a nonce
volume. Ink notation in top margin of p. [1]. Light foxing. Very good. (18918)
Carey, Roas Nouchette. Esther: A book for girls. New York: A. L. Burt, n.d.. Small 8vo. Frontis., iv, 305, [1
(blank)], [8] pp.; illus.
$13.50
Publication date not stated, though probably circa early 1900's. Illustrated with a frontispiece.
Publisher's ads in the back.
Publisher's cloth, rubbed, cocked spine. Hinges (inside) starting, front free
endpaper and frontispiece loosening. Endpapers foxed, pages browned with light spotting and soiling to some
pages. A few small dog-ears and short tears. Top edges gilt. Fair. (5812)
Castlemon, Harry [pseud. of Charles A. Fosdick]. Guy Harris, the runaway. New York: A. L. Burt, 1887.
12mo. Frontis., [3], 6–285, [1 (blank)] pp.; 2 plts.
$10.00
Adventure novel for adolescents.
Library quarter cloth over marbled paper boards, spine with
(chipped) paper shelving label, front and back covers pressure-stamped by a now-defunct library, spine
stamped "Fosdick" and "Guy Harris" in black. Spine cocked and darkened, boards rubbed, corners worn. Exlibrary, with several pages rubber-stamped and library charge pocket at rear free endpaper. Marginal chips
and tears, corners chipped or creased (and brittle) throughout, with occasional page repairs and the loss of
some page numbers and a few words of text--but without overall loss of sense. Pages 139–140 torn cleanly
across one corner, with tear affecting text but without loss of text. Long tear to another leaf repaired with
transparent tape without obscuring printing. Mild soiling and toning. Staining to early pages. Frontispiece
slightly loosening from binding. Good. (10915)
Castlemon, Harry. Our fellows; Or, skirmishes with the swamp Dragoons. Philadelphia: Porter & Coates,
(copyright 1887). 12mo. Frontis., 304 pp.; 3 plts.
$10.00
Adventure novel for adolescent boys.
Publisher's brown cloth, pictorial front cover, covers
pressure-stamped by a now-defunct library, spine with paper shelving label; rubbed. Spine cocked and
darkened, hinges (inside) open but sewing (barely) holding, title-page separated, frontispiece tissue guard torn
at inner hinge. Short marginal tears to first four leaves. A few spots. Ex-library, with bookplate, library
charge card and pocket, and several perforation stamps. (14420)
Castor, Henry. The Spanglers. Garden City, NY: Doubleday & Company, 1948. 8vo. [10 (5 blank)], 308, [2
(blank)] pp.
$12.50
First edition. A novel of Lancaster, Pennsylvania, and the Civil War.
Publisher's tan cloth.
Rubber stamp and ink notes on front pastedown. Flaps of dust jacket taped to pastedowns, with tape
continuing around covers as well. Illustrated dust jacket good (front flap torn), in mylar. Very good. (7259)
Cela, Camilo José. The hive. New York: The Noonday Press, (1965). 8vo. xx, 257 pp.
$10.00
First Noonday Press printing. Translated from the Spanish by J. M. Cohen, in consultation with
Arturo Barea who also wrote the introduction. Stated on the back cover: "In this modern classic, an
extraordinary novel of life in contemporary Madrid, Cela shows himself to be a kind of Spanish Hemingway,
with all that implies of naturalism, excitement, and glowing, brutal life. ... His many characters—all of whom
bear the scars of the city, its barred houses and its public lies—weave in and out of the action, which centers
about a shoddy café. From its dark, unsavory interior, we follow them into the streets and tenements and
brothels, into the great beehive (la colmena) of Madrid."
Paperback. Small ownership label on half-title.
Pages toned. (12819)
Central Conference of American Rabbis, eds. [one line in Hebrew, then] The Union prayerbook for Jewish
worship ... Morning service for week days. Cincinnati: Central Conference of American Rabbis, 1921. 16mo.
25 pp.
$10.00 Revised edition. Gilt-stamped on front cover: "Morning Service for Week Days. Congregation Berith
Kodesh, Rochester, N.Y."
Publisher's black cloth, gilt-stamped on front. Several pages with shallow tear
from fore-edge. (15753)
Cervantes Saavedra, Miguel de. Don Quijote de la Mancha. Texto y notas de Martin de Riquer ... Segundo
tomo[,] segunda parte. Barcelona: Editorial Juventud, (cop. 1967). Small 8vo. [7], 528–1095 pp.; illus.
$5.00 Vol. II only (of 2). Fifth edition. Colección Z nu. 5. Illustrated with line drawings.
Paperback; light
creases to front cover and spine. Small ownership label on half-title. Leaves a little toned. Very good. (12825)
Cervantes, Miguel de. Los trabajos de Persiles y Sigismunda. Buenos Aires: Espasa-Calpe, 1952. Small 8vo.
340, [12] pp.
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$10.00 Colección Austral, no. 1065. With "Indice des Autores de la Colección Austral" in the back. Tercera
edición.
Paperback. Pages toned. Front cover with signature of previous owner at top edge. Front
endpaper with rubber-stamps. In the original (chipped) dust jacket; front and back flaps detached. (13003)
Charles W. Traylen, bookseller, Guildford, Surrey. Voyages and travels. Guildford, Surrey: Charles W.
Traylen, [1986]. 48 pp.
$7.50
Catalogue 99, 1985–86. 480 items.
Original printed wrappers. Brief notations on both covers.
Pages clean. Very good. (19208)
Cheyney, Edward P., ed. Translations and reprints from the original sources of European history. The early
Reformation period in England. Wolsey, Henry VIII, and Sir Thomas More. Philadelphia: Department of
History of the University of Pennsyvlania, 1894. 8vo. 16 pp.
$7.50
"Vol. I. No. I." Includes bibliographical references.
Original printed wrappers. Tear along spine
at head and foot. Lengthwise fold mark down the center. Pencilled library shelf number at bottom of front
wrapper. Pages age-toned. (15505)
Christie's. Autographs, manuscripts and modern literature. New York: Christie's, 1998. 4to. 93 pp.
$10.00
276 lots. Some illustrations in color.
Original wrappers. (18191)
Christie's. The Joseph Laico collection of the Civil War. New York: Christie's, 1999. 4to. 82 pp.
$10.00
253 lots. Some illustrations in color.
Original wrappers. (18192)
Clarke, James Freeman. Why am I a Unitarian? Boston: American Unitarian Association, [1877]. 12mo. 22,
[2] pp.
$10.00
Lecture delivered in the Music Hall, Boston. At head of title: "Fourth series. No. 28."
Removed
from a nonce volume. Inked numeral in top right corner of p. [1]. Very good. (15057)
Coe, Michael D. Breaking the Maya code. New York: Thames & Hudson, 1993. 8vo. 304 pp.
$7.50
Reprint. The story of the decipherment of the ancient Mayan script. With 112 illustrations.
Paperback. A near-fine copy. (12748)
Cohen, J. M., ed. The Penguin book of Spanish verse. Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1966. Small 8vo. xxxx, 472
pp.
$5.00 Reprint. First published in 1956. Introduced and edited by J. M. Cohen with plain prose translations
of each poem.
Paperback. Small ownership label on half-title. Near fine. (12788)
Collins, William. Poetical works of William Collins. New York: J.A. Clussman, [ca. 1833?]. 16mo. Frontis.,
127, [1] pp. (lacking half-title).
$10.00 "With the life of the author, by Dr. Johnson, and critical observations, by Dr. Langhorne. To which
is added, The ruined abbey, by W. Shenstone." Collins's collected works were first printed in 1765.
Rough
copy: Disbound lacking covers, with spine leather cracked. Half-title lacking; contents page with owner's
stamp in upper margin. Pages foxed. (17292)
Connolly, Francis, ed. Man and his measure. New York, Chicago, & Burlingame: Harcourt, Brace & World,
(© 1964). 8vo. xxx, 1394 pp.
$8.50
Anthology of prose fiction, poetry, and drama designed on the theme: "What does it mean to be a
man?"
Near fine, in publisher's cloth. Previous owner's singature on front free endpaper. (10713)
Conrad, Joseph. Chance: A tale in two parts. London: Methuen & Co., [1914]. Small 8vo. viii, 406, [2 (1 blank)],
31, [1 (blank)] pp.
$5.00 Fifth edition.
Publisher's green cloth, stamped in gold on the spine. Foxing. Front endpaper torn
out. Spine cocked. Reading copy. (5137)
Cooke, Alistair. Alistair Cooke's America. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1977. Tall 8vo. 400 pp.; illus.
$13.50
A Borzoi book.
Publisher's wrappers. Very good. (9340)
Cortina, R. Diez De La. The Cortina method. Intended for self-study and for use in schools. Spanish in twenty
lessons with a system of articulation based on English equivalents, for acquiring a correct pronunciation.
New York: R. D. Cortina Co., 1913. 12mo. xiv, [2], 400, [8] pp.
$10.00
Twenty lessons in Castilian Spanish. 73rd edition. With an autograph introduction by Don Carlos
de Borbon.
Publisher's green cloth, stamped in gilt and blind. Covers spotted, foot of spine slightly pulled.
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Front pastedown with small paper label. Title-page with the rubber-stamp of the Libreria Colombiana, at
Bogota; else, clean with no library or other markings. Good+. (12793)
Coughlan, Margaret N. Creating independence, 1763–1789: background reading for young people; a selected
annotated bibliography. Washington: Library of Congress, 1972. Oblong 8vo. 62 pp.; illus.
$8.00
Compiled by Margaret N. Coughlan, Children's Book Section, General Reference and Bibliography
Division, Library of Congress.
Original printed blue wrappers. Fine. (17031)
Courthope, W. J. Addison. London & New York: Macmillan, 1889. 8vo.
$10.00 In the "English Men of Letters" series edited by John Morley.
Publisher's cloth, covers heavily
soiled and interior quite clean. Private ownership stamp on front free endpaper. (6688)
Coward, Noel. To step aside: Seven long short stories. New York: Avon Book Co., (1943). 12mo. 183 pp.
$10.00
First edition in paperback. Number 3 in the series "Avon Modern Short Story Monthly."
Very
Good condition. Original printed wrappers, spine lightly sunned. Pages browned from cheapness of paper.
(3406)
Cowen, David L. Louisiana, pioneer in the regulation of pharmacy. [New Orleans: Louisiana Historical
Society, 1943]. 8vo. 13 pp.
$12.50
Reprinted from the Louisiana Historical Quarterly, vol. 26, no. 2, April 1943. Original wrappers.
Front wrapper with white-lettered shelf number in lower left corner. Wrappers with several shallow tears.
Upper outer corners bumped. Ink numeral in inside margin of p. [3]. (17475)
Cowles, Virginia. The great Marlborough and his duchess. New York: Macmillan, 1983.
$5.00
Publisher's cloth. Ownership signature, dust jacket worn; waterstained and with photos sticking
from water damage. (6565)
Craven, Thomas. Modern art: The men, the movements, the meaning. New York: Simon & Schuster, 1934.
8vo. Frontis., xxii, 378 pp.; illus.
$12.00
With 34 black and white plates. A scathing critique of modernist impulses in contemporary art,
namely its emphasis on composition for its own sake, a style that dispenses with or distorts natural forms.
The author advocates instead a return to art that is derived from the experiences of the people and has
meaning for them.
Publisher's cloth, stamped in gilt and red on the spine and on the front. Light wear
to edges, corners, and over joints; spine darkened. A very good copy. (6434)
Crawford, William H. Letter from the Secretary of the Treasury, to the chairman of the Committee of Ways
and Means, relative to the collection of duties. February 24, 1817. Read and ordered to lie upon the table.
Washington: Pr. by William A. Davis, 1817. 8vo. 4 pp.
$12.50
Government document: House document (United States. Congress. House); 14th Congress, 2nd
session, no. 97. Printed at head of title: [97].
Shaw & Shoemaker 42629. Removed from a nonce volume.
Lightly pencilled librarian's notation and War Dept. Library rubber-stamp on p. [1]. Very good. (17542)
Crichton, Michael. The great train robbery: a novel. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1975. 8vo. xvii, [1], 266, [2]
pp.
$10.00
Book Club edition.
Publisher's cloth. Spine slightly cocked. In a slightly chipped and torn dust
jacket. Very good, in a good dust jacket. (10788)
Crick, Francis. The astonishing hypothesis: The scientific search for the soul. New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1994. 8vo. xiv, 317, [5 (4 blank)] pp.
$14.50
Trade paperback. Crick writes in the preface, "This book is about the mystery of consciousness-how to explain it in scientific terms....What I want to know is exactly what is going on in my brain when I
see something."
Paperback. Fine. (4127)
Cruikshank, Jeffrey. Murder at the B-school. New Yorkk & Boston: Mysterious Press, (copyright 2004). 8vo.
[10], 323, [3] pp.
$10.00
First printing.
Publisher's blue cloth with d/j. Ex-library but properly deaccessioned, with
bookplate and rubber-stamp on front free endpaper. Flaps of dust jacket adhered to front and back
pastedowns. Dust jacket with plastic covering. VG/VG. (19460)
Cumming, John. A guide for the writing of local history. [Lansing, Mich.]: Michigan American Revolution
Bicentennial Commission, (1974). 8vo. 53, [3] pp.; illus.
$10.00
Original wrappers. Fine. (17743)
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Russia
Custine, Astolphe, marquis. Journey for our time. Chicago: Henry Regnery Company, (1951). Small 8vo. viii,
373, [1 (blank)] pp.
$5.00
The Russian journals of the Marquis de Custine. Edited and translated by Phyllis Penn Kohler.
Introduction by Gen. Walter Bedell Smith.
Publisher's wrappers. Very good. (8080)
Daboll, Nathan. New-England almanack, for the year ...1816 ... By Nathan Daboll. New-London [Conn.]: Pr.
by Samuel Green, [1815]. 12mo. [8 of 16] ff.
$12.00
American eagle woodcut on title-page. Genealogy of the Bourbon family, medical advice, poetry,
recipes.
Drake 782; Shaw & Shoemaker 35414. Disbound; old sewing holes. Lacks final 8 leaves; only
the astronomical/weather content present. (9483)
Dearborn, Henry. Report of the Secretary of War, on the petition of Peter Gansevoort, junior, of the state of
New York, referred to him on the seventh instant. City of Washington: A. & G. Way, printers, 1807. 8vo. [2]
ff. (versos blank).
$10.00 "December 11, 1807. Referred to the committee of ways and means." Concerns reimbursement for
services performed as military agent of the northern department of the United States. Shaw & Shoemaker
14087. Removed from a nonce volume. Lightly pencilled librarian's notation on title-page. (18871)
Defourneaux, Marcelin. Daily life in Spain in the golden age. New York [& Washington]: Praeger, [1971]. 8vo.
256 pp.
$10.00
Translated by Newton Branch; the title tells all.
Blue publisher's cloth, in very good condition,
with dust jacket (soiled). (3168)
Deighton, Len. Mexico set. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1985. 8vo. [6 (2 blank)], 374, [4 (3 blank)] pp.
$10.00
Cold War thriller.
Publisher's cloth. Dust jacket with a small stain from old price sticker. Near
fine, in a good dust jacket. (6843)
Italy
Deiss, Joseph Jay. Herculaneum: Italy's buried treasure. A vivid re-creation of life of Pompeii's sister city.
New York: Harper & Row, 1985. Small 8vo. Illus.
$12.50 Paperback edition, revised and updated. First published in 1966. Lots of photographs.
Very good
condition. (6741)
Devon, Stanley. The Royal Canadian tour. The complete pictorial study. London: Pitkin Pictorials Ltd., n.d.
[ca. 1951]. 8vo. [45] ff.; illus.
$12.50 An eye-witness account (with photos on every page) of the Canadian tour of Princess Elizabeth and
her husband, the Duke of Edinburgh, in 1951. Published in association with the daily graphic.
Publisher's
cloth, gilt-stamped on the front. A bit sunned on the spine and near the edges. Small chip at top end of spine.
No dust jacket. Very good. (5848)
Italy
Dickens, Charles. Pictures from Italy. Illustrations by Marcus Stone & F. O. C. Darley. New York: The Ecco
Press, 1988. Small 8vo. [8], 176 pp.; illus.
$8.50 Reprint. Charles Dickens's journal of observations (a series of letters published in 1846 in London's
Daily News), written on his 1844 trip to Italy.
Publisher's wrappers. Near fine condition. (8048)
Dickinson, Asa Don. One thousand best books. The household guide to a lifetime's reading and clue to the
literary labyrinth. Compiled from many authoritative lists. New York: H. W. Wilson Company, 1931. 8vo. xiii,
[3], 379 pp.
$12.50 A list of great works of literature and non-fiction, with brief comments on each work by the author
and some noted scholar. The author was the librarian at the University of Pennsylvania.
Publisher's full
green cloth, spine stamped in gilt. Ex-library, with rubber-stamps at endpapers, title-page, and one other
page; library charge slip at front free endpaper; spine with white-lettered shelving number. Very good.
(14170)
Diefendorf, Elizabeth, ed. The New York Public Library's books of the century. New York & Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1996. Small 8vo. viii, 229 pp.
$12.50
Companion volume to the exhibition: Books of the century, New York Public Library, 1995. With
illustrations by Diana Bryan.
Fine, in a near fine dust jacket. (16118)
Dixon, W. MacNeile. British Navy at war. Boston & New York: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1917. 16mo. ix, [1], 86,
[8 (2 blank)] pp.; 24 plts. (incl. frontis., maps, & fold. map).
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$8.50
Early history of Royal Navy operations during World War I. Illustrated with 24 plates, including a
frontispiece of Lord Nelson; portraits of Admirals Jellicoe, Beatty, Craddock, and Sturdee; maps of the battles
of Jutland, the Falkland Isles, and the engagement between the H.M.A.S. Sydney and the Emden; and one
folding map of the world showing ocean battles and Germany's lost colonial possessions.
Original printed
wrappers. Fold marks down length of of front wrapper and some early leaves. With printed slip ("With the
compliments of Professor W. MacNeile Dixon..."), laid in.Overall, very good. (9893)
Dowdey, Clifford. Bugles blow no more. Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 1937. 8vo. 497 pp.
$10.00
Reprint.
Publisher's cloth; spine slightly cocked, binding a bit soiled, front cover with stains.
Gift inscription on front fly-leaf. Front fly-leaf with tears. A few dog-ears. (13896)
Doyle, Arthur Conan. The adventures of Gerard. New York: McClure, Phillips & Co., 1903. 8vo. Frontis., [10],
297, [1 (blank)], [6 (ads)] pp.; illus.
$12.50
Second American edition. Illustrated by W. B. Wollen.
Publisher's dark green cloth, stamped
in green on the spine, stamped in gilt and green on the front cover. Front cover bears an image of the
"Brigadier" holding a saber. Frontispiece with protective tissue guard. Spine slightly cocked. Spine lettering
rubbed. Ownership signature at front free endpaper. In mylar. (10461)
Dubos, Rene. Celebrations of life. New York: McGraw-Hill, [copyright 1981]. 8vo. xi, [1], 260 pp.
$12.50
Book club edition of this humanist look at social evolution.
Very good; dust jacket faintly agetoned with one short edge tear, cloth clean and nice save for stain along lower back edge. Pages crisp. (3178)
Dubos, René. God within. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, [1972]. 8vo. 325, [1] pp.
$12.50
Book Club edition of Dubos's study in the philosophy of religion.
Very good. Blue publisher's
cloth stamped in green and gold. Some fading to spine and top of covers. (3102)
Dumas, Alexandre. The three guardsmen. New York: A.L. Burt, [ca. 1915]. 12mo. 592 pp.
$9.00
In expensive reprint.
Publisher's cloth. Light wear to corners and edges; head and foot of spine
frayed. Hinge (inside) at rear cracked. A few corner-chips and dog-ears, otherwise, a sound and good copy.
(3174)
Durán, Manuel, & Federico Alvarez, eds. Voces españolas de hoy. New York & elsewhere: Harcourt, Brace,
& World, (cop. 1965). 8vo. viii, 216 pp.
$10.00
Contains poems, stories, essays, and a long play. Intended as an intermediate reader for college
students. Edited by Manuel Durán, Yale University, and Federico Alvarez, Universidad Nacional Autonoma
de Mexico. Under the general editorship of Robert G. Mead, jr., University of Connecticut.
Paperback;
lightly rubbed over spine. Several instances of ink underlining. Very good. (12839)
Russia
Dvinsky, E. Moscow, a tourist's companion. Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1969. Small 8vo. 273, [3 (2 blank)]
pp.; illus.
$8.00
First printing. Illustrated.
Publisher's wrappers. Very good. (8081)
Eaton-Dikeman Co. (Mount Holly Springs, Pa.). Handbook of filtration. Mount Holly Springs, PA: The EatonDikeman Company, 1960. 8vo. various paginations.
$10.00
First edition. Color fold out graph at middle.
Publisher's cloth bound, dust jacket. (1397)
Eco, Umberto. The name of the rose. Translated from the Italian by William Weaver. San Diego, New York
and London: Harcourt, Brace & Jovanovich, Publishers, 1983. 8vo.
$12.00
Book Club edition.
Publisher's cloth. Very good condition, in a very good dust jacket. (6709)
Edel, Leon. Henry James: A life. New York: Harper & Row, 1985.
$12.50
The one-volume version. Book club Edition.
Publisher's cloth. Dust jacket worn. (6600)
Eliot, T. S. Murder in the cathedral. New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., 1935. 8vo. 88 pp.
$10.00
Date code "w.2.63" on verso of title-page. "There is no rest in the house. There is no rest in the
street. / I hear restless movement of feet. And the air is heavy and thick."
Black cloth with gold spine title.
Ex-library bookplate, markings, and pressure stamp. In mylar. (10439)
Enelow, H. G. What do Jews believe? Cincinnati: Union of American Hebrew Congregations and Central
Conference of American Rabbis, n.d. [1940]. 8vo. 8 pp.
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$14.00
Jewish Tracts, no. 1. One of a series of tracts, published by the Union of American Hebrew
Congregations, designed to spread knowledge about Jewish history and religion. The author was rabbi of
Temple Emanu-El, in New York City. OCLC lists 31 tracts in this series.
In self-wrappers. Very good.
(7037)
Eoff, Sherman H. The modern Spanish novel. New York: New York University Press, (cop. 1961). 8vo. viii,
280 pp.
$10.00
The modern Spanish novel is presented in its greater European context. Consists of comparative
analyses of a few representative Spanish novels with other European works. For example, Dickens' "David
Copperfield" is paired with Pereda's "Sotileza" and Flaubert's "Madame Bovary" with Leopoled Alas's "La
Regenta." Part of The Gotham Library series of paperbacks.
Paperback. Binding lightly soiled, spine
sunned somewhat. Small ownership label on half-title. Very good. (12811)
Erickson, Harvey D. Preservation of wood artifacts: the problems and recommendations. Seattle: College of
Forest Resources, University of Washington, 1977. 8vo. 52 pp.; illus.
$10.00
Original wrappers. Ink jottings on title-page. Near fine. (7060)
Erskine, John. Adam and Eve. Though he knew better... New York: Grosset & Dunlap, (1927). 8vo. (3)–338
pp.
$12.00
An irreverent version of the story of Adam and Eve. The novel begins, "There's an old story that
Adam took his soul among the animals, and tried to make friends with the dog, the horse, the cow and the
cat. Up to a point he succeeded, but a day came at last when the divine loneliness could not be endured. "You
mean you want a mate like a mere animal?" "I'm afraid I do," said Adam. "It doesn't sound elevated, as you
put it, but I can think of nothing better." God made Lilith, the most seductive body of a woman the oldest poet
remembers..." Erskine was also author of "The Private Life of Helen of Troy." Publisher's blue-green cloth,
stamped in blue, black, and mauve on the front cover and spine. Some light foxing to a few pages. Without
dust jacket. Very good. (5773)
Fairbank, Noah. [drop-title] Document on the subject of preventing the destruction of steamboats by fire.
[Washington]: Blair & Rives, printers, [1840]. 8vo. 2 pp.
$12.50
"February 4, 1840. Referred to the Committee on Commerce, and ordered to be printed."
Government document: 26th Congress, 1st Session. Senate. 151.
Removed from a nonce volume; stitch
holes in inner margin, not touching text. Ink numeral in top right corner of p. [1] and notation in blank area
of p. 2. Light foxing. (18836)
Falconer, William. The shipwreck. [London: Cadell and Davies, Longman, Hurst, Rees, and Orme,
Lackington, Allen and Co., J. Mawman, C. Law and Robert Scholey, 1808]. 16mo. [7]–135 pp. (lacks prelims.).
$10.00
An oft-reprinted owrk. A chestnut, in fact. Describes the loss of the Britannia on the coast of
Greece.
Disbound; first two and last two leaves separated. Occasional spots of foxing. Rubber-stamped by
a now-defunct library. First two and last two leaves chipped in margins. Lacking preliminary pages (pp. xiv
and pp. 1–6), including title-page. Complete text of poem present. (17939)
Farrand, Max. Frederick Jackson Turner, a memoir. No place: no publisher/printer, [ca. 1935 or 1936]. 8vo.
11 pp.
$10.00 On the most influential historian of American history during the first half of the 20th century and
the originator of the "frontier thesis." Off-print from the "Massachusetts Historical Society Proceedings,'
vol. 65.
Stapled in original printed wrappers. Good. (13274)
Faulkner, John. My brother Bill. New York: Pocket Books, Inc., 1964. 16mo. [6], 248, [2] pp.
$10.00
First paperback edition: William Faulkner's brother writes about their early lives in a small
Southern town. Pocket Book number 50018.
Paperback, fine condition with next to no wear. (2252)
Faust, Joan Lee. The New York Times book of house plants. New York: Quadrangle, 1973. 8vo. Illus.
$12.50 Illustrated by Allianora Rosse. Undetermined edition. With black-and-white photographs and color
drawings.
Publisher's cloth. Very good condition, in a very good dust jacket. (6714)
Fermor-Hesketh family, collectors . Books and manuscripts from the Fermor-Hesketh Library at Easton
Neston. London: Sotheby's, 1999. 4to. 220 pp.; illus.
$12.50 Auction catalogue for sale L09223 (Wednesday, 15 December 1999 at 10:30 am and 2:30 pm). 605
lots. Color and black-and-white illustrations.
Original illustrated wrappers. Fine. (14398)
Ferrell, Robert H., ed. The Eisenhower diaries. New York: W. W. Norton, 1981.
$10.00
History Book Club edition.
Publisher's cloth. Dust jacket worn. (6584)
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Fister, Gordon B., ed. [cover title] Muhlenberg bicentennial, 1742–1942. For God and country: the epic story
of the heroic Muhlenberg family. Muhlenberg College, May twenty-fourth to June first, 1942. Allentown,
Penn.: Muhlenberg Bicentennial Celebration, Inc., 1942. Folio. 32 pp.; illus.
$10.00
Commemorative pamphlet with brief biographies of prominent family members.
Original
wrappers, lightly soiled. Near fine. (10924)
Fodor's Modern Guides
Fodor, Eugene, ed. Austria 1966. Illustrated edition with atlas and city plans. London: MacGibbon & Kee,
Ltd., (1966). 12mo. x, [2], 394, [16] pp.; illus. & maps.
$12.00
In "Fodor's Modern Guides" series. With illustrations, 1 16-page four-color road map, and ads for
restaurants, hotels, etcetera. Dated, but interesting.
Publisher's cloth. Gilt bright. Fine. (8019)
France
Fodor, Eugene. Fodor's France 1970. New York: David McKay Company, 1970. Small 8vo. x, [2], 468, [16]
pp.; illus. & maps.
$8.00
Publisher's cloth. Near fine. (8032)
Greece
Fodor, Eugene. Fodor's Greece 1964. New York: David McKay Company, Inc., 1970. Small 8vo. ix, [3], 328,
[8] pp.; illus. & maps.
$8.00
Publisher's cloth. Near fine. (8040)
Italy
Fodor, Eugene. Fodor's Italy 1966. New York: David McKay Company, Inc., 1966. Small 8vo. ix, [3 (2 blank)],
432, [16] pp.; illus. & maps.
$8.50
Publisher's cloth. Spine slightly sun-faded. A very good copy. (8049)
Ford, Mary Molesworth, collector. The Pencarrow collection of autographs including the newly-discovered
Beethoven quartet movement. London: Sotheby's, 1999. 4to. 136 pp.; illus.
$12.50
Auction catalogue for sale L092221 (Wednesday, 8 December 1999 at 10:30 am). 202 lots. Blackand-white illustrations.
Original illustrated paper boards. Fine. (14405)
Fowler, Karen Joy. The sweetheart season: A novel. New York: Ballantine Books, 1998. 8vo. [10], 352, [16]
pp.
$9.00
First Ballantine Books edition. Included is a "Reader's Guide" at the end in the form of a
transcription of a conversation with the author and questions for a reading group. Paperback. Light crease
to upper right corner of front cover; in very good condition. (6723)
Fraser, John. The Chinese: Portrait of a people. New York: Summit Books, 1980. 8vo. Illus.
$12.50
Book Club edition. A foreign correspondent's encounters with ordinary Chinese people.
Publisher's cloth. Very good condition, no dust jacket. (6716)
Frazer, James George. The golden bough: A study in magic and religion. New York: MacMillan Co., 1944.
8vo. xiv, 752, [2 (blank)] pp.
$11.00 Later reprint. In one volume, abridged edition.
Publisher's red cloth, gilt-stamped on the spine.
Gilt faded, top of spine frayed. Otherwise, very good. (5268)
Galerie Charpentier. Poupées et automates depuis la renaissance. Collection de Madame E. De Galea. Paris:
Galerie Charpentier, 1952. 8vo. [24] pp.; illus.
$9.75
Catalogue of Mme. Edmond de Galea's collection of antique dolls, exhibited at the Galerie
Charpentier, located at 76, Faubourg Saint-Honoré, in Paris. With numerous illustrations including
photographs of dolls posed within miniature period rooms. Stapled, in original wrappers; moderately foxed.
Faint discoloration in top margins. Good ++ copy. (8524)
Gallatin, Albert. Letter from the Secretary of the Treasury to the chairman of the Committee of Ways and
Means. City of Washington: A. & G. Way, printers, 1807. 8vo. [2] ff. (versos blank).
$10.00
"Accompanying a bill making appropriations for the support of government, during the year one
thousand eight hundred and eight, presented twenty-third December, one thousand eight hundred and
seven."
Shaw & Shoemaker 13955. Removed from a nonce volume. A librarian's lightly pencilled notation
on title-page. (18863)
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Gallatin, Albert. Letter from the Secretary of the Treasury, addressed to the chairman of the Committee of
Ways and Means. Accompanying a bill making appropriations for the support of government during the year
1804, presented 23d January, 1804. [Washington: 1804]. 8vo. [2] ff. (versos blank).
$12.00 Removed from a nonce volume; stitch holes in inner margin, not touching text. A librarian's lightly
pencilled notation on title-page. (19400)
Gallatin, Albert. Letter from the Secretary of the Treasury, to the Chairman of the Committee of Commerce
and Manufactures, in relation to the act, entitled "An act to prohibit the incorporation of certain goods, wares,
and merchandise." City of Washington: A. & G. Way, printers, 1807. 8vo. 4 pp.
$10.00
"December 11, 1807."
Shaw & Shoemaker 13954. Removed from a nonce volume. Lightly
pencilled librarian's notation on title-page. (18869)
Gallico, Paul. Mrs. 'Arris goes to parliament. Garden City, NY: Doubleday & Co., 1965. 16mo. [8 (2 blank)],
152 pp.; illus.
$8.00
First U.S. edition. "With customary story-telling mastery Paul Gallico blends the comedy of a
charlady running for Parliament—and the disaster of her being elected" (from the front flap). Illustrated with
drawings by Gioia Fiammenghi. Publisher's quarter pink cloth, stamped in purple, with brown cloth sides.
In an illustrated dust jacket. Gift inscription from father to son on the front endpaper. Fine, in a near fine
dust jacket. (5138)
Galvino, Italo. Italian folktales. Selected and retold by Italo Galvino. New York: Pantheon Books, (1980). 8vo.
xxxii, 763 pp.
$12.00
Quoted from back cover: "In bringing together two hundred traditional tales, Italo Galvino, a
brilliant storyteller as well as one of modern Italy's most admired writers, now joins the ranks of Hans
Christian Andersen and the Brothers Grimm." Translated into English by George Martin. Paperback. Mild
age-toning to pages. Minor traces of wear at cover edges, and corners slightly bent. Very good. (13885)
Gibran, Kahlil. The prophet. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1963. 8vo. [4 (2 blank)], frontis., (iii)-vi, [2 (1 blank)],
96, [2 (1 blank)] pp.; 12 plts.
$12.50
Book Club edition, stated 68th printing. First published in 1923. A book of poetry on such topics
as love, marriage, children, giving, eating and drinking, work, joy and sorrow, freedom, reason and passion,
teaching, friendship, talking, time, and others. Illustrated with the author's own drawings.
Publisher's
black cloth, stamped in blind and gold. Fine. (5219)
Gilbert, Martin. Churchill: Great lives observed. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1967.
$8.50
Paperback, good condition. (6568)
Gilbert, Martin. Winston Churchill: The wilderness years. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1982.
$10.00
History Book Club edition.
(6570)
Gilbert, W.S. Bab ballads. With illustrations by the author. London: Macmillan & Co., 1930. 16mo. vi, 189,
[1] pp.
$12.50
Humorous poems from W.S. Gilbert with appropriately amusing illustrations.
Very good. Red
publisher's cloth, spine amply gilt; corners a little bumped. Without dust jacket. (3150)
Gilbert, W.S. More bab ballads. With illustrations by the author. London: Macmillan & Co., 1925. 16mo. vi,
197, [1] pp.
$12.50
Yea, even more silly songs from W.S. Gilbert—with appropriately amusing illustrations.
Very
good. Red publisher's cloth, front cover and spine gilt. Without dust jacket. (3151)
Glasgow, Ellen. Vein of iron. New York: Harcourt, Brace & Co., 1935. 8vo. [6 (1 blank)], 462 pp.
$12.50 First edition. Depression-era novel set in rural Virginia. With illustrated endpapers.
Publisher's
black cloth. Spine cocked. Paper tops somewhat dusty. Minor paper damage to half-title. Very good condition.
(5144)
Góngora, Luis de. Antología. Prólogo de Antonio Marichalar, Marqués de Montesa. Madrid: Espasa-Calpe,
1960. Small 8vo. 163, [10] pp.
$10.00
Colección Austral, no. 75. With "Indice des Autores de la Colección Austral" in the back. Sexta
edición.
Paperback. Pages toned. Front endpaper with small ownership label, rubber-stamps, and inked
signature of previous owner. In the original dust jacket. (12993)
Gore, Al. Earth in the balance: ecology and the human spirit. Boston, New York, London: Houghton Mifflin
Co., (copyright 1992). 8vo. 407 pp.; illus.
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$12.50 First edition, ninth printing.
Publisher's cloth over paper boards. In a very good dust jacket; not
price clipped. Just a bit dusty at top and outer edges. Near-fine. (14361)
Grafton, Sue. C is for corpse. A Kinsey Millhone Mystery. New York: St. Martin's Press, 2005. Small 8vo.
[10], 305 pp.
$5.00
St. Martin's Paperbacks edition.
Paperback. Price label on back cover. Fine. (15884)
Grahame, Kenneth. The golden age. Chicago: Stone & Kimball; London: John Lane, 1896. 8vo. vii, 241 pp.
$11.50
Third edition. Collection of children's stories.
NSTC 0972746. Publisher's gold-colored cloth,
gilt-stamped on the front and spine. Top edge gilt, other edges deckle. Gift inscription on front free endpaper.
Binding a little soiled. Very good. (13952)
Granada, Fray Luis de. Introducción del símbolo de la fe. Buenos Aires: Espasa-Calpe, 1946. Small 8vo. 278,
[9] pp.
$10.00
Colección Austral, no. 642. With "Indice des Autores de la Colección Austral" in the back.
Paperback. Pages toned. Front endpaper with small ownership label and rubber-stamp. In the original
(sunned) dust jacket. (13002)
Gray, Wood, & others. Historian's handbook: a key to the study and writing of history. Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Co., (1959). 8vo. 58 pp.
$12.50
Original wrappers. Several instances of ink underlining. Very good. (17745)
Green, Calvin E. United Way at 100: a rich heritage, a bold vision. New York & elsewhere: The Newcomen
Society of the United States, 1988. 8vo. 24 pp.; illus.
$10.00 First printing. "This address, dealing with the history of United Way, was delivered at a '1987 New
York Meeting' of the Newcomen Society of the United States when Mr. Calvin E. Green was the guest of
honor and speaker on December 2nd, 1987."
Original printed wrappers. Author's last name underlined
in pencil. Fine. (17516)
Griffin, John. [drop-title] Bravery and happy death of James Covey. Philadelphia: Baptist General Tract
Society, [ca. 1826–33]. 12mo. 4 pp.
$12.50
Tract no. 39.
Removed from a nonce volume; three stitch holes in inner margin. Ink numeral
in top right corner of p. [1]. Foxed. (17973)
Guevara, Fr. Antonio de. Menosprecio de Corte y Alabanza de Aldea. Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1966. 8vo. xxiv,
200 pp.
$12.50 Clásicos castellanos 24. Edición y notas de M. Martinez de Burgos.
Paperback. Shelving number
inked on spine. Front endpaper with small ownership label and rubber-stamp. Short tears to spine. (13040)
Gunther, John. Inside Latin America. New York & London: Harper & Brothers, 1941. 8vo. xi, [3], 498 pp.;
fold. map.
$5.00 First edition. A political reporter's observations of Latin America at the outbreak of global war. With
comments on the German influence in each country and possible wartime defense measures. Includes a
reprint of Book-of-the-Month Club news (containing an article about Gunther and this book), laid in.
Publisher's tan cloth. Front hinge (inside) starting, front cover a bit wobbly. Binding soiled, lower corners
bumped. Previous owner's signature on front free endpaper; otherwise, clean. (12815)
Hahn, Emily. The Soong sister. Garden City : Doubleday, Page & Co., 1943. 12mo. Frontis., 349 pp., illus.
$10.00 Biographical study of Madame Chiang Kai Shek, Madame Sun Yat-sen, and Madame Kung. 12th
printing.
Publisher's cloth; tattered d/j. Discoloration at inner area of the end-apers. (8766)
Halacy, D. S., jr. With wings as eagles. The story of soaring. Indianapolis & New York: The Bobbs-Merrill
Company, (copyright 1975). 8vo. [12 (4 blank)], 235, [1 (blank)] pp.; illus.
$12.00
First edition, first issue. All about sailplanes and soaring. Chapter titles include, "Flight without
Power," "The Sailplane," "Learning to Soar," "Cross-Country Soaring," "Mountain Soaring," "Soaring for
Badges," "The Big One: Diamond Distance," "Record Soaring Flights," "Competitive Soaring," "The Soaring
Society of America," and "Soaring's Future." With appendixes listing further reading material, world and U.S.
soaring records, soaring schools, and soaring clubs.
Publisher's cloth. No dust jacket. Very good copy.
(5215)
Hamilton, Milton W. Sir William Johnson and the Indians of New York. [Albany, N.Y.]: University of the State
of New York, State Education Dept., Office of State History, [1967]. 8vo. vii, 47 pp.; illus.
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$10.00
Original wrappers, with traces of soiling and paper shelf label in lower left corner of front cover.
Institutional bookplate on inside of front wrapper (rubber-stamped "deaccessioned"). Near fine. (17049)
Hardy, Thomas. Under the greenwood tree. A rural painting of the Dutch school. New York & London: Harper
& Brothers, [ca. 1900]. 8vo. Frontis., x, [2], 272, [1] pp.; map.
$12.00
Publisher's limp red sheep, spine gilt-stamped; edges and extremities worn, with one corner
bumped and leather pulled away over head of spine. (14569)
Harris, Thomas. Black Sunday. New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, (©1975). 8vo. 318 pp.
$5.00
A novel. Second impression.
Publisher's cloth. Half-title and title-pages neatly torn in inner
margins and separating. Title-page with black ink stain, not obscuring printing. Dust jacket with old tape
on front and back flaps. Front free endpaper neatly excised. Good, in good dust jacket. (10031)
Harvey, Max. [cover title] The covered bridges of Parke County (in duotone color). [Montezuma, Ind.: Wabash
Valley Printing Co., ca. 1970]. 4to. [40] pp.; illus. (Jim Watson).
$12.50 Consists of 39 full-page photographs in Duo-Tone color and one map.
In original ring binder with
gold wrappers; lightly soiled on covers; fold mark across one corner of back wrapper. Pencilled notation in
inner margin of one page. Very good. (17337)
Harvey, Max. The covered bridges of Parke County, Indiana. Montezuma, Ind.: The Wabash Valley Printing
Co., 1963. 4to. [24] ff.; illus.
$12.50 5th edition. Consists of 45 pages of full-page and half-page black-and-white photographs of covered
bridges and a map of Parke County, Indiana.
Original wrappers. Gift inscription on inside of front
wrapper. Near fine. (17087)
Harvey, Miles. The island of lost maps. A true story of cartographic crime. New York: Random House,
(copyright 2000). 8vo. xxiii, [3], 405, [3] pp.
$7.50 Third printing of this real-life tale of map thievery.
Publisher's printed wrappers, clean and fresh
save for slight rubbing to upper front corners. (13424)
Haskin, Frederic J. Historic churches in the United States. [Washington: Haskin Information Service],
(copyright 1938). 8vo. 46 pp.; illus.
$10.00
A Haskin Educational Booklet. Brief descriptions and histories of 53 historic churches, with
accompanying photograph.
Original wrappers, slightly soiled. Front cover with shallow tear from foreedge. One other page with small tear. Inked library shelf number at bottom left corner of front cover. (17106)
Hauser, Robert. Paper: Its history and conservation. Housatonic, MA: Rising Paper Company, 1980. 8vo. 15,
[1] pp.
$5.00 This brochure answers the questions, "How are papyrus, vellum and parchment made?," "When was
paper invented and when was it first used in America?," "What are the different processes for making hand,
mould and machine paper?," "How is a watermark made?," and "What do Permanence and Durability mean?"
Wrappers included in pagination.
Stapled; original wrappers. Front cover lightly soiled. (5292)
Haviland, Virginia. Children's literature: A guide to reference sources. Washington: Library of Congress,
1966. 8vo. 341 pp.
$10.00 First edition of an important reference book for children's books. Two supplements were published
later.
As new in publisher's cloth. (8476)
Hawley, Cameron. The Lincoln Lords. Boston & Toronto: Little, Brown & Company, (copyright 1960). 8vo.
[10 (blank)], 556, [2 (blank)] pp.
$12.50 First edition. A novel exploring the role and life of the "organization man." Somewhat reminiscent
of Sloan Wilson's "The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit."
Publisher's blue cloth. Spine cocked, gilt rubbed.
Old tape marks at top and bottom edges of both covers and free endpapers. Dust jacket worn, in a protective
plastic cover; in fair condition. Good overall. (5837)
Henty, G. A. By right of conquest or with Cortez in Mexico. New York: Hurst and Company, n.d.
[ca.1910–1920]. 12mo. Frontis., v, [1 (blank)], 378, [4 (blank)] pp.; 5 plts.
$12.50
Inexpensive reprint. No publishing date given, probably ca. 1910–1920. Originally published in
1891. An adventure story about an English boy who goes off with Cortez and his army to conquer Mexico.
Written for adolescents. Illustrated with a frontispiece, 2 in-text maps, and 5 plates.
Publisher's green
cloth. Covers and spine rubbed a bit and with a few spots on back cover; corners and edges lightly worn.
Frontispiece and free endpapers loosening. Front hinge (inside) starting. Pages (especially outermost pages)
soiled and waterstained, with the middle section mostly clean. Rubber stamp on back of plate facing p. 124
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and on p. 126, obscuring some letters of text. Short tears to top margins of pp. 373–374 and final two (blank)
leaves. Good. (5789)
Heritage Book Shop, booksellers, Los Angeles, California. Charles Dickens. Los Angeles: Heritage Book Shop,
199?. 8vo. 108 pp.; illus.
$10.00
Catalogue 206. 227 items.
Original wrappers, traces of wear at spine. Near fine. (14418)
Hernández, José. Martín Fierro: poema argentino. Argentina: Espasa-Calpe, 1943. Small 8vo. 187, [5] pp.
$12.50 Quinta edición. Colección Austral.
Paperback, spine darkened. Pages age-darkened; brittle with
early leaves chipped at upper outer corner. Previous owner's rubber-stamp on first (blank) page. Without the
dust jacket. (15802)
Hersey, John. Hiroshima. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1946. Small 8vo. [10 (4 blank)], 3-118, [2 (1 blank)] pp.
$7.00
Book club (Borzoi Books) edition. Sub-title on dust jacket: "The story of six human beings who
survived the explosion of the atom bomb over Hiroshima—this is the complete text of the brilliant report to
which "The New Yorker" devoted its entire issue of August 31, 1946." From the front flap: "John Hersey tells
what these six—a clerk, a widowed seamstress, a physician, a Methodist minister, a young surgeon, and a
German Catholic priest—were doing at 8:15 a.m. on August 6, 1945, when Hiroshima was destroyed by the
first atom bomb ever dropped on a city. Then he follows the course of their lives, hour by hour, day by day...."
Publisher's cloth, stamped in green on the spine and front. With dust jacket, illustrated on the back with
photographs of the six survivors. Near fine, in a very good dust jacket. (5068)
Heynen, William J. Agricultural maps in the National Archives of the United States, ca. 1860–1930.
Washington: National Archives and Record Service, General Service Administration, 1976. 8vo. vii, 25 pp.
$10.00 Reference Information Paper No. 75. Compiled by William J. Heynen.
Original wrappers. Fine.
(17053)
Hills, George. Franco: the man and his nation. New York: Macmillan Co., (©1967). 8vo. 464 pp.; illus.
$13.50 First American edition, stated on copyright page. Illustrated.
Publisher's cloth, in a dust jacket.
Bookplate on front pastedown. Dust jacket with creased edges, a tear, and folded front flap. Near fine, in a
good + dust jacket. (9305)
Hinde, Thomas (comp.). Spain: A personal anthology. London: Newnes, (copyright 1963). 8vo. viii, 184 pp.,
illus.
$12.50
First edition. Topics such as "The People," "Church and palace, town and city," "love, courtship
and marriage" are illustrated with photographs and quotations from a variety of writers. Publisher's cloth;
spine sunned. Very good copy. (7681)
Hobart, Alice Tisdale. Venture into darkness. New York, London & Toronto: Longmans, Green & Co., (1955).
8vo. ix, [3 (2 blank)], 367, [3 (blank)] pp.
$10.00 Stated first edition. A novel about an American businessman in Communist China.
Publisher's
cloth, spine slightly cocked. Dust jacket a bit soiled; minor wear along edges. Rubber stamp on front free
endpaper. Very good, in a good + dust jacket. (5744)
Holland Herring Fisheries Association. Genuine imported Holland herring. The Hague: Holland Herring
Fisheries Association, [ca. 1970?]. 8vo. [24] pp.; illus.
$12.75 This promotional booklet (stamped by Teddy's The House of Sea Foods, Inc., Fulton Market, N.Y.C.)
includes color photographs illustrating some of the recipes. Original color-printed paper wrappers, slightly
rubbed and worn over the edges. Pages with light staining confined to upper inner margins. (13406)
Hollander, Anne. Seeing through clothes. New York: The Viking Press, (cop. 1978). 8vo. xvi, [2], 504 pp.; illus.
$14.50
Profusely illustrated history of clothing and the human figure in Western pictorial art. Chapter
titles: Drapery, nudity, undress, costume, dress, mirrors.
Publisher's cloth over red paper boards.
Notations and signature of previous owner on front fly-leaf and rear pastedown. About 30 pages with some
underlining and marginal notations in blue ink. In the original dust jacket, which shows some mild
discoloration along top edge of flap and inside of jacket; price clipped. Very good book, in a very good, lightly
worn dust jacket. (12790)
Holmes, Richard. Coleridge: Early visions. New York: Viking, 1990.
$10.00
Publisher's cloth. Dust jacket in good condition. History Book Club edition. (6573)
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Hopkins, Mark. Address, delivered before the Society of alumni of Williams college, at the celebration of the
semi-centennial anniversary, August 16, 1843. Boston: Press of T.R. Marvin, 1843. 8vo. 40 of 41 pp., lacks
last page.
$10.00
Second edition.
Removed from a nonce volume. Lacks last page. (15568)
Horder, W. Garrett. England's parnassus: an anthology of anthologies. London: Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons,
1906. Small 8vo. xii, 320, [8] pp.
$9.00 Publisher's limp red leather, spine with gilt-stamped title, spine and front cover with gilt decorations.
Top edge gilt. Worn at corners and at head of spine, with small loss of leather. Joints abraded. (14531)
York
Horton, R. W. The city of York. London: Pitkin Periodicals, Ltd., 1978. 8vo. 24 pp.; illus.
$12.00 From the "Pitkin Pride of Britain Books" series. With color photographs.
Publisher's wrappers.
Fine. (8092)
Howard, Benjamin Chew. [drop-title] Trade with Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, &c. February 25, 1839.
Read, and laid upon the table. Mr. Howard, from the Committee on Foreign Affairs, submitted the following
report: ... [Washington]: Thomas Allen, printer, [1839]. 8vo. 4 pp.
$12.50
Relates to "sundry petitions and memorials from citizens of Maine" in relation to the commercial
intercourse between the United States and the British provnices of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.
Government document: 25th Congress, 3d Session. Rep. No. 301. Ho. of Reps.
Removed from a nonce
volume; two stitch holes in inner margin, costing several letters of text. Ink numeral in top right corner of
p. [1]. (19283)
Hunter, Andrew, Rare Books (London). Catalogue Four: Twenty-one Important Mathematical Books from a
private collection. London: Andrew Hunter, Rare Books, 2004. 8vo. 43 pp.
$7.50
Archimedes, Descartes, Fermat, Gauss, Wallace, Newton ("Optics," not "Principia"), and others.
Printed & illustrated wrappers. (12292)
Mexico
Hunter, Bruce. A guide to ancient Mexican ruins. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1984. 8vo. xix,
[1 (blank)], 261, [5 (blank)] pp.; illus.
$8.00
Third printing.
Publisher's wrappers. Fine. (8056)
Hunter, Stephen. The master sniper. New York: William Morrow & Co., 1980. 8vo. 292, [12 (10 blank)] pp.
$7.50
Book club edition. World War II novel set during the final days of the Third Reich.
Publisher's
brown cloth, plain paper sides. Front cover bumped at outer edge and lower corner. Clean and crisp. Near
fine. (5142)
Hutton, R. H. Sir Walter Scott. London & New York: Macmillan, 1894. 8vo.
$10.00
In the "English Men of Letters" series edited by John Morley.
Publisher's cloth, lightly soiled.
Lacks front free endpaper. Interior clean. (6825)
Hyman, Harold M. Lincoln's Reconstruction: neither failure of vision nor vision of failure. [Fort Wayne,
Indiana]: Louis A. Warren Lincoln Library & Museum, 1980. 8vo. 32 pp.; illus.
$8.50 The third annual R. Gerald McMurtry Lecture, delivered in the Board Room at the Lincoln National
Life Insurance Company, in Fort Wayne, Indiana on May 8, 1980.
Original wrappers. Fine. (17760)
Idell, Albert. The corner store. Garden City, NY: Doubleday & Company, 1953. 8vo. 287, [1 (blank)] pp.
$10.00 The plot centers around Chester Jones, owner of a corner store in Philadelphia during the 1930's.
Publisher's tan cloth. Spine cocked. Good +. (5742)
Indiana. General Assembly. [drop title] Resolutions of the General Assembly of Indiana, in relation to the
northeastern boundary. April 10, 1840. Ordered to be printed. [Washington]: Blair & Rives, printers, 1840.
8vo. 2 pp.
$10.00
Approves the actions of Maine regarding the boundary dispute on the U. S.-Canadian border.
Government document: 26th Congress, 1st Session. Senate. 371. Rare: We fail to trace any copies via OCLC.
Removed from a nonce volume; gutter margin a little irregular; two holes in inner margin, not touching
text. Light spotting. Early inked notation above title and at foot of p. 2. (11604)
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Indiana. Legislature. [drop-title] Resolution of the legislature of Indiana, in favor of restricting the entry of
the public lands to settlers, and to them only i[n] limited quantities, and at the cost only of surveying and
patentin[g] them. February 9, 1852. Ordered to be printed. [Washington: 1852]. 8vo. [1] f. (verso blank).
$10.00 Government document: 32d Congress, 1st Session. Senate. Miscellaneous no. 36.
Removed from
a nonce volume; inner edge a little irregular. Outer margin closely cropped, shaving portions of last letter of
some lines of text. (17612)
Irving, John. The fourth hand: A novel. New York: Ballantine Books, 2002. 8vo. xii, 316, [24 (7 blank)] pp.
$10.00
The plot can be summed up like this: Patrick Wallingford, a New York journalist, gets his hand
eaten by a lion while covering a story in India. As he's about to get the nation's first hand transplant, the
donor's widow demands visitation rights with the hand. A New York Times bestseller. With a nine-page
"reader's guide" in the back of the book.
Paperback. Fine. (4108)
Irving, Washington. The Alhambra [bound and issued with] The conquest of Granada [bound and issued with]
The conquest of Spain. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell & Co., n.d. [ca. 1900]. 8vo. 205, [1], 355, [1], 219 pp.
$10.00
Later edition.
Publisher's quarter sheep over marbled paper sides, spine stamped in gilt. Spine
rubbed and abraded; chipped at head and foot; middle of spine with another chip resulting in loss of gilt
lettering. Previous owner's signature inked on front free endpaper. (12868)
Irving, Washington. Astoria; or, anecdotes of an enterprise beyound the Rocky Mountains [bound and issued
with] The adventures of Captain Bonneville [bound and issued with] Salmagundi. New York: Thomas Y.
Crowell & Co., n.d. [ca. 1900]. 8vo. 376, 291, [1], 271 pp.
$10.00 Later edition.
Publisher's quarter sheep over marbled paper sides, spine stamped in gilt. Spine
worn: Rubbed and abraded, with small chips at head and foot, and spine leather almost completely detached
at joints, revealing binding underneath. Previous owner's signature inked on front free endpaper. (12866)
Irving, Washington. The life and voyages of Christopher Columbus. New Haven: Thomas Y. Crowell & Co.,
n.d. [ca. 1900]. 8vo. 730 pp.
$10.00 Later edition.
Publisher's quarter sheep over marbled paper sides, spine stamped in gilt. Spine
rubbed and abraded, with piece of leather chipped at foot of spine, just touching gilt rule. Previous owner's
signature inked on front free endpaper. (12860)
Irving, Washington. Life of Oliver Goldsmith [bound and issued with] Mahomet and his successors [bound
and issued with] Moorish chronicles. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell & Co., n.d. [ca. 1900]. 8vo. 251, [1], 479,
[1], 115 pp.
$10.00 Later edition.
Publisher's quarter sheep over marbled paper sides, spine stamped in gilt. Spine
worn: Rubbed and abraded, with small chips at head and foot, and tear across middle of spine resulting in
its partial separation from the front joint. Previous owner's signature inked on front free endpaper. (12867)
Irving, Washington. The sketch book [bound and issued with] The crayon papers [bound and issued with] A
history of New York .... By Diedrich Knickerbocker [bound and issued with] A tour of the prairies. New York:
Thomas Y. Crowell & Co., n.d. [ca. 1900]. 8vo. 287, 192, 295, [1], 133 pp.
$10.00 Later edition.
Publisher's quarter sheep over marbled paper sides, spine stamped in gilt. Spine
worn: Rubbed and abraded, with small chips at head and foot, and spine leather detached from back joints.
Previous owner's signature inked on front free endpaper. (12869)
Irving, Washington. Tales of a traveller [bound and issued with] Bracebridge Hall; or, the humorists [bound
and issued with] Abbotsford and Newstead Abbey [and] Wolfert's roost, and miscellanies. New York: Thomas
Y. Crowell & Co., n.d. [ca. 1900]. 8vo. 260, 310, 123, [1], 152 pp.
$10.00 Later edition.
Publisher's quarter sheep over marbled paper sides, spine stamped in gilt. Spine
worn: Rubbed and abraded, with small chips at head and foot, and spine leather completely detached from
binding. Previous owner's signature inked on front free endpaper. (12870)
Italy
Italian Touring Club. Italy in three weeks. Paris: Nagel Publishers, 1950. 16mo. 336 pp.; illus.
$10.00 In "Les Guides Bleus Foreign Series." With 10 maps and 25 plans throughout text, and color foldout maps of Italy and Rome in the front and back of the book. With ribbon placemarker.
Publisher's stiff
wrappers. Spine sun-faded, edges lightly worn. A good-plus copy. (8050)
James, P. D. The lighthouse: an Adam Dalgliesh mystery. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2005. 8vo. ix, [1], 335
pp.
$12.50 First American edition.
Publisher's quarter cloth over paper boards. Fine, in a fine dust jacket.
Price label on front of d/j. (16622)
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Jarrett, Derek. England in the age of Hogarth. New Haven & London: Yale University Press, 1986. 8vo. ix,
[1 (blank)], 11-223, [1 (blank)] pp.; illus.
$14.00
Later edition. First published in 1974. A social history of 18th-century England. Illustrated.
Paperback. Fine. (5205)
Jenkins, Elizabeth. Elizabeth the Great. New York: Coward-McCann, 1959.
$10.00
(6585)
Jerome, Jerome K. Tea table talk. London: Hutchinson, 1903. 12mo. Frontis., 128 pp., plts.
$7.50
Second edition.
Publisher's cloth, frayed, some bubbling of cloth. Fair condition. (16486)
Jiminez, Juan Ramon. Platero and I: an Andalusian elegy. New York: The New American Library, (cop. 1960).
Small 8vo. xvi, [2], 19–128 pp.
$12.50
Third printing. Translated from the Spanish by William H. and Mary M. Roberts. The selection,
especially approved by the author, is a translation of the complete text of the original edition, with forty-three
additional chapters from a later edition. Drawings by Baltasar Lobo. As stated on the back cover, this story
about a donkey named Platero "has found favor with the young, who delight in the adventures of the merry
little donkey and the sad poet, and with their elders, who look beyond the narrative to see what the writer
has to say about man and his world." It's sort of part "Don Quixote," part "Le Petit Prince."
Paperback.
Small tear at head of spine, light creases to front cover. Small ownership label on front free endpaper. Very
good. (12809)
John Windle, bookseller, San Francisco. William Blake and his circle: books of scholarship, books of beauty.
San Francisco: John Windle, 2005. 8vo. [4], 104 pp.; illus.
$7.50
Catalogue 40. 431 items.
Original wrappers. Fine. (15684)
Johnson, Amandus. Johan Classon Rising: the last governor of New Sweden. N.p.: 1915. 8vo. Frontis., 16
pp.
$12.50
Address delivered at the Sixth Annual Meeting of the Swedish Colonial Society, April 6, 1915.
Original printed green wrappers, a little faded; very shallow edge tears. (17024)
Johnson, Samuel. The rambler: in three volumes. Philadelphia: Abraham Small, 1821. 16mo. Frontis., vii,
304 pp. (lacks half-title).
$10.00 Vol. I only. A new edition, corrected from the originals. With an historical and biographical preface,
by Alex. Chalmers, F.S.A.
Lacks covers, spine leather gone. Front matter separated from binding.
Pencilled number on title-page, inked number at bottom of another page. (14565)
Jones, A. H. M., & Elizabeth Monroe. A history of Ethiopia. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1966. 12mo. Illus.
$14.50 Later edition.
Publisher's cloth. Spine and part of the front cover sunned. Good condition. (6757)
Jones, James. From here to eternity. A novel by James Jones. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1951. 8vo.
[14 (6 blank)], 861, [5 (blank)] pp.
$10.00
Later printing, without the "A" on the title-page.
Publisher's cloth. Ownership inscriptions on
front pastedown. Very good, in a good dust jacket; lightly chipped, soiled, price clipped. (6844)
Jonge, J[ohannes] C[ornelis] de. Geschiedenis van het Nederlandsche Zeewezen... Algemeen zaakregister.
Haarlem: A. C. Kruseman, 1862. Large 8vo. [4 (2 blank)], 194 pp.
$10.00 Index volume only (vol. 5 of 5), with errata leaf. Second edition ("Tweede druk"). "Vermeerderd met
de nagelaten aanteekeningen van den overleden Schrijver, en uitgegeven onder toezigt van Jhr. J. K. J. de
Jonge."
Sabin 36635. Publisher's blue cloth with blind framing and detail, gilt centerpiece of a lookout
in the rigging. Very good condition. (7955)
Kalb, Marvin & Bernard Kalb. Kissinger. Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 1974.
$12.50
Book club Edition.
(6606)
Africa
Kane, Robert. Africa A to Z. Garden City, New York: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1961. 8vo. 408 pp.; illus.
$10.00
First edition. Endpaper maps. Black and white photos.
Publisher's cloth. Front cover slightly
soiled. Very good, in mylar. (8014)
Karp, Abraham J. Jewish perceptions of America: from melting pot to mosaic. [Syracuse, N.Y.]: Syracuse
University, 1976. 8vo. iv, 20 pp.
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$12.50

The B. G. Rudolph Lectures in Judaic Studies.

Original wrappers. Fine. (17471)

China
Keijzer, Arne J. de, & Frederic M. Kaplan. China guidebook 1980/81 edition. New York: Lippincott & Crowell
(Eurasia Press), 1980. Small 8vo. xviii, 446 pp.; illus.
$7.00
Second edition. First edition published in 1979. With maps.
Publisher's wrappers. Very good
condition. (8022)
Kelby, Robert Hendre. Memorial of Colonel Andrew Warner, recording secretary of the New York Historical
Society. New York: Pr. for the Society, 1915. 8vo. 26 pp.; 1 plt.
$12.50
With an appendix of proceedings. Andrew Warner served 20 years in the New York militia,
resigning his command of the 5th Regiment, New York Militia, in 1854.
Original wrappers. Pressurestamp of the New Jersey Historical Society on the front wrapper. Small dog-ears. Very good. (17720)
Kendall, Amos. [drop-title] Post Office estimate. Estimate of appropriations for the Post Office Department,
for the year commencing 1st July, 1837. December 28, 1836. Referred to the Committee of Ways and Means.
[Washington]: Blair & Rives, printers, [1836]. 8vo. [1] f. (verso blank).
$10.00
Lists sums of money required for the running of the Post Office Department, with amounts for
transportation of the mails, compensation of postmasters, wrapping paper, office furniture, mail-bags, special
agents, etc. Government document: 24th Congress, 2d Session. Doc. No. 48. Ho. of Reps. P.O. Dept.
Removed from a nonce volume; stitch holes in inner margin; inner edge a little irregular. Ink numeral in top
margin of p. [1]. Light spotting. (18086)
Kendrick, Charlotte Phelps. The religious development of Poquonock and Rainbow. A thesis by submitted
to the faculty of the Hartford School of Religious Education, Hartford Seminary Foundation in candidacy for
the degree of Master of Art, Department of Education... May 27, 1936. [Windsor, CT: 1955]. 8vo. [6], 88 pp.;
illus.
$12.00
Illustrated with a photograph of Ms. Kendrick.
Original wrappers. Spine sunned. Ex-library,
with spine shelving label and bookplate (rubber stamped "deaccessioned") on inside of front cover. (7288)
Kennedy Galleries, Inc., New York. (cover title) A showcase of early American prints. New York: Kennedy
Galleries, (copyright 1987). Folio. [8] ff.
$7.50 Exhibition catalogue of 37 items, all of which are illustrated in black and white. Introduction signed
by Mindy Ellen Moak.
Fine in original wrappers. (4069)
Kennedy Galleries, Inc., New York. Dorothy Dell Dennison. May 8 -- June 1, 1968. New York: Kennedy
Galleries, 1968. 4to. [6] ff.
$7.50
Exhibition catalogue of 28 items, some illustrated (in black & white). Introduction signed Clyde
Singer.
Fine in original wrappers. (4064)
Kennedy Galleries, Inc., New York. Georges Schreiber. Watercolors, 1969-1970. New York: Kennedy
Galleries, 1970. 4to. [6] ff.
$7.50 Exhibition catalogue of 27 items, 17 of which are illustrated (some in black & white, some in color).
Includes a chronology. Exhibition held 24 Nov. to 16 Dec. 1970
Fine in original wrappers. (4065)
Kennedy Galleries, Inc., New York. Harold Sterner. New York: Kennedy Galleries, 1970. 4to. [4] ff.
$7.50 Exhibition catalogue of 35 items, 13 of which are illustrated (in black & white). Text signed by Lloyd
Goodrich. Exhibition held Sept. 1970
Fine in original wrappers. (4066)
Kenyon, F. W. The Emperor's lady. A novel based on the life of the Empress Josephine. New York: Thomas
Y. Crowell Company, (copyright 1952). 8vo. [10 (4 blank)], 501, [1 (blank)] pp.
$9.00
First edition.
Publisher's red cloth. Rubbed at top end of spine and back cover, spine gilt
darkened. Endpapers slightly yellowed; otherwise, the interior is clean and tight. A good + copy. (5810)
Keyes, Frances Parkinson. Steamboat Gothic. New York: Julian Messner, (copyright 1952). 8vo. xiii, [1
(blank)], 562 pp.; illus.
$4.25 First edition. Endpapers illustrated.
Publisher's dark green cloth. Lightly rubbed over joints and
edges, spine gilt darkened. Without the dust jacket. Very good. (5811)
King, Alexander. Mine enemy grows older. New York: Simon & Schuster, 1958. 8vo. [6 (1 blank)], 374, [2
(blank)] pp.
$10.00 Fifth printing.
Publisher's cloth. Some cloth damage to front cover, front joint starting. Rubber
stamp on front free endpaper. Only one dust jacket present; creased, with small chips and tears. There is a
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note on the front of the jacket which reads: "If this jacket (the author painted it) is too strong for you, take
it off. There's a conservative jacket for conservative people underneath." Unfortunately, the inner jacket is
missing. A good copy. (5735)
Kipling, Rudyard. For all we have & are [wrapper title]. London: Methuen, [1914].
$12.00 First separate UK edition.
STEWART 428. REILLY (WWI), p.189. Folded leaflet. Rather foxed,
good. (6310)
Koeppel, Adolph. New discovery from British archives on the 1765 tax stamps for America. Boyertown, Pa.:
American Revenue Association, (copyright 1962). 4to. [2], ii, 27 pp.; illus.
$10.00
Original wrappers, somewhat soiled. Library shelf number in ink on front cover, and in pencil on
verso of title-page. Very good. (17130)
Kraus, H. P., bookseller, New York. Arts: Art, Architecture, Archaeology, Festivities, Music, Drama, Film.
New York: H. P. Kraus, (19--). 4to.
$7.50
Catalogue 166.
Original wrappers. (6486)
Kraus, H. P., bookseller, New York. Bibliography. New York: H. P. Kraus, [1987]. 8vo. 58 pp.
$10.00
Catalogue 175.
Original wrappers. (11216)
Kraus, H. P., bookseller, New York. Books and documents of the sixteenth century. New York: H. P. Kraus,
[1987]. 4to. 122, [2] pp.; illus. & fold plt.
$7.50
Catalogue 176.
Original wrappers. Date inked on front cover. Near fine. (11144)
Kraus, H. P., bookseller, New York. Continental books from the 16th & 17th centuries. New York: H. P.
Kraus, [1980]. 4to. [2], 76, [2] pp.; illus.
$7.50
Catalogue 158. With two Kraus brochures, laid in.
Original wrappers. Fine. (11158)
Kraus, H. P., bookseller, New York. Europe in the seventeenth century. Its history & literature, arts &
sciences, thought: religious & secular, and exploration & settlement in Asia & America. New York: H. P.
Kraus, [1987]. 4to. [2], 100, [2] pp.; illus.
$7.50
Catalogue 177.
Original wrappers. Fine. (11145)
Kraus, H. P., bookseller, New York. France: History, literature, law, science, printing, illustration, travel,
autographs, theology, photography. New York: H. P. Kraus, [after 1982]. 4to. 131 pp.; illus. & 4 plts.
$7.50 Catalogue 214. 247 items. Illustrated in color and black-and-white.
Original wrappers. Near fine.
(14393)
Kraus, H. P., bookseller, New York. From Trothemius to Proctor bibliography and reference books before
1900. Part I of the private library of Hans P. Kraus. New York: H. P. Kraus, [1990]. Fol. 170, [2] pp.
$10.00
Catalogue 184.
Original wrappers. Near fine. (11225)
Kraus, H. P., bookseller, New York. Geography, atlases, maps, views, cartography, navigation, star maps,
military maps. New York: H. P. Kraus, [1967]. 8vo. [4], 84 pp.
$14.50
Catalogue 116.
Original wrappers. Near fine. (11163)
Kraus, H. P., bookseller, New York. History of medicine. I. Early English medicine. II. European works since
the 15th century. New York: H. P. Kraus, [199-]. 4to. 33 ff.; 3 plts.
$5.00
List 196.
Stapled in wrappers with cloth shelf back. Lower corners creased. (11215)
Kraus, H. P., bookseller, New York. A holiday miscellany. New York: H. P. Kraus, [after 1982]. 4to. 116 pp.;
illus.
$7.50
Catalogue 212. 208 items. Illustrated in black-and-white.
Original wrappers. Fine. (14392)
Kraus, H. P., bookseller, New York. Illustrated books & fine bindings. New York: H. P. Kraus, [1982]. 4to.
[2], 98, [2] pp.; 28 plts.
$7.50
Catalogue 163.
Original wrappers. (11212)
Kraus, H. P., bookseller, New York. Italia: Printed books, illuminated & text manuscripts, documents and
autographs, all related to Italy, and covering a great variety of subjects from art to zoology. Included is a
large section of printing from the Aldine press. New York: H. P. Kraus, [199-?]. 4to. 143 pp.; illus.
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$12.50
(14765)

Catalogue 220.

271 items; illustrated, some in color. Index.

Original wrappers. Near fine.

Kraus, H. P., bookseller, New York. Law, diplomacy, economics, political science, politics. New York: H. P.
Kraus, [1995]. 4to. [2], 89, [5] pp.; illus.
$7.50
Catalogue 199.
Original wrappers. Date inked on front cover. Near fine. (11125)
Kraus, H. P., bookseller, New York. The low countries. Books and manuscripts relating to or originating in
Holland and Belgium. New York: H. P. Kraus, [199- ?]. 4to. [2], 88, [2] pp.; illus.
$7.50
Catalogue 198.
Original illustrated wrappers. Fine. (11132)
Kraus, H. P., bookseller, New York. Manuscript and printed Americana. I. North America. II. Mexico & South
America. III. Maps, views & drawings. IV. General Americana. New York: H. P. Kraus, [1981]. 4to. 98, [6] pp.;
illus.
$7.50
Catalogue 160
Original wrappers. Fine. (11157)
Kraus, H. P., bookseller, New York. Miscellanea. New York: H. P. Kraus, [198-]. 4to. [2], 106, [4] pp.; illus.
$7.50
Catalogue 180.
Original wrappers. Fine. (11147)
Kraus, H. P., bookseller, New York. New arrivals in a wide variety of fields including archaeology,
bibliography, classics, English history & literature, illustrated books, numismatics, Italian history &
literature, medicine, stenography, natural history, Reformation, women. New York: H. P. Kraus, [199- ?]. 4to.
[2], 115, [1] pp.; illus.
$7.50
Catalogue 197.
Original wrappers. Fine. (11127)
Kraus, H. P., bookseller, New York. One hundred seventy-five manuscripts & books with 46 plates and 25
text illustrations. New York: H. P. Kraus, [1965]. 8vo. [4], 104 pp.; illus.
$12.50
Catalogue 111.
Original wrappers. Date rubber-stamped on front (blank) page. Fine. (11160)
Kraus, H. P., bookseller, New York. Rare books and manuscripts. Part I: Middle ages. Part II: Reformation
& counter-reformation. Part III: Seventeenth & eighteenth century. New York: H. P. Kraus, [199- ?]. 4to. 122,
[6] pp.; illus. & 3 plts.
$7.50
Catalogue 191.
Original wrappers. Very good. (11131)
Kraus, H. P., bookseller, New York. Recent acquisitions. New York: H. P. Kraus, [198-]. 4to. [2], 109, [1] pp.
$7.50
Catalogue 181.
Original wrappers. Small paper label on front cover. Fore-edge lightly stained.
edges. Near fine. (11148)
Kraus, H. P., bookseller, New York. Recent acquisitions in a wide variety of fields including art &
architecture, natural history, geography & maps, illustrated books including French 20th-century,
humanism, classics, Italy, music, Judaica, military science, Ireland, emblems, England, Low Countries, law.
New York: H. P. Kraus, [1994]. 4to. [2], 133, [1] pp.; illus.
$7.50
Catalogue 195.
Original wrappers, date inked on front cover, covers lightly soiled. Very good.
(11165)
Kraus, H. P., bookseller, New York. Science including medicine and the occult. New York: H. P. Kraus,
[1991]. 8vo. 115, [1] pp.; illus.
$7.50 Catalogue 186. Original wrappers. Date pencilled on front cover and inked on title-page. Near fine.
(11136)
Kraus, H. P., bookseller, New York. Science: books, manuscripts, & autographs in various scientific fields.
New York: H. P. Kraus, [after 1982]. 4to. 138, [1] pp.; illus.
$7.50 Catalogue 215. 260 items. Illustrated in black-and-white. Original wrappers. Light crease on front
cover. Near fine. (14394)
Kraus, H. P., bookseller, New York. Science. Agriculture, astrology, astronomy, chronology, instruments,
mathematics, medicine including gynecology, military science, natural history, nautica, optics, physics,
technology. New York: H. P. Kraus, [199- ?]. 4to. [2], 112 pp.; illus.
$7.50
Catalogue 192.
Original illustrated wrappers. Fine. (11133)
Kraus, H. P., bookseller, New York. A selection of printed books. New York: H. P. Kraus, [1981]. 4to. 82, [2]
pp.; illus.
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$7.50
Catalogue 161. Contents: Fifteenth to eighteenth century printed books. Kraus brochure, laid in.
Original wrappers, small paper damage to front cover, light creases and staining to back cover. Very good.
(11164)
Kraus, H. P., bookseller, New York. The seventeenth century. Books, manuscripts, documents & autographs
including at least one item for each year of the century. New York: H. P. Kraus, [199-?]. 4to. 133, [3] pp.; illus.
$7.50
Catalogue 221.
Original wrappers. Near fine. (11130)
Kraus, H. P., bookseller, New York. The seventeenth century. Continental printed books in various fields,
history, theology, law, politics, Jesuitica, Judaica & Hebraica, genealogy, classics, etc. Together with a
selection of German illustrated broadsides. New York: H. P. Kraus, [198-]. 4to. 100, [12] pp.; illus.
$7.50
Catalogue 167.
Original wrappers. Fine. (11156)
Kraus, H. P., bookseller, New York. Spain, Portugal, and their overseas empires. New York: H. P. Kraus,
[199- ?]. 4to. [2], 124, [2] pp.; illus. & fold. plt.
$7.50
Catalogue 196.
Original illustrated wrappers. Fine. (11134)
Kraus, H. P., bookseller, New York. Varia. New York: H. P. Kraus, [1986]. Fol. 117, [3] pp.
$10.00
Catalogue 174.
Original wrappers. Fine. (11213)
Kraus, H. P., bookseller, New York. Voyages, travels & ancillary sciences including geography, cartography,
navigation, etc., both printed and manuscript. New York: H. P. Kraus, [198-]. 4to. [2], 100, [2] pp.; illus.
$7.50
Catalogue 178.
Original wrappers. Fine. (11146)
Kraus, H. P., bookseller, New York. War and revolution, rebellion and treason. New York: H. P. Kraus, [after
1982]. 4to. 129, [3] pp.; illus. & 4 plts.
$7.50
Catalogue 211. 238 items. Illustrated in color and black-and-white.
Original wrappers. Covers
with very light creases. Very good. (14391)
Krewson, Margrit B. Von Steuben and the German contribution to the American Revolution: a selective
bibliography. Washington: Library of Congress, 1987. 8vo. 44 pp.
$10.00
Original wrappers. A couple of pencil marks on title-page and on front cover. Very good. (16978)
Kronenberger, Louis, ed. Cavalcade of comedy. 21 brilliant comedies from Jonson and Wycherley to Thurber
and Coward. New York: Simon & Schuster, [copyright 1953]. 4to. xv, [3], 715, [1] pp.
$10.00 Anthology of important theatrical works. Good, cloth faded around edges and over spine, corners
bumped. (3160)
Lamont, Corliss, & Lansing Lamont, eds. Letters of John Masefield to Florence Lamont. New York: Columbia
University Press, 1979. 8vo. 4 plts.
$9.00
First edition.
Publisher's cloth. Very good condition, in a very good dust jacket. (6761)
Landels, W. Baptismal regeneration. Remarks on the controversy between the Rev. C. Spurgeon and certain
evangelical clergymen of the Church of England. London: Passmore & Alabaster, 1864. 12mo. 8 pp.
$12.00
A Penny Pulpit tract.
Removed from a nonce volume. (858)
Lawrence, D. H. Nettles. London: Faber & Faber, (1930). 12mo. 28 pp.
$10.00
First edition. "Criterion Miscellany -- No. 11."
Roberts A52.b. Publisher's cloth. Lacks d/j.
Text loosening from binding. Nick on spine. Dusty. (5556)
League of Nations. Publications issued by the League of Nations. American agent: World Peace Foundation,
40 Mt. Vernon St., Boston 9, Mass. Boston: World Peace Foundation, [1925]. 8vo. 20 pp.
$12.50
At head of title: "Catalog No. 7[,] Supplement." A catalogue of official League of Nations
publications published up to January 1, 1925, with prices and arranged by subject (e.g., mandates, epidemic
reports, refugee work, etc.).
Stapled, in self-wrappers. Very good. (6501)
Lecuyer, Jim. A brick for Offissa Pupp. Pure poetry. Point Reyes Station: Floating Island Publications, 1989.
8vo. 60, [4] pp.; illus.
$7.50
Paperback. Near fine. (13108)
León, Fray Luis de. De los nombres de Cristo. III. Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1948. Small 8vo. 260, [1] pp.
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$12.50 Clásicos castellanos 41. Edición y notas de Federico de Onís. Tercera edición.
Paperback. Small
ownership label on half-title. Price label on inside of front cover. Shelving number inked on spine. Very good.
(13065)
Leonard, R. M., comp. The pageant of English poetry. Being 1150 poems and extracts by 300 authors.
London, New York, & elsewhere: Oxford University Press, 1909. 8vo. Frontis., xv, [1], 606, [1] pp.
$9.00 Contemporary red leather, spine and front cover with gilt-stamped title, spine with gilt decorations.
Rubbed, with some peeling over joints, and small loss of leather at corners and head and foot of spine. Pages
lightly toned at edges. A couple of edge tears. (14532)
Lewis, Flora. One of our H-bombs is missing ... New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., (© 1967). 8vo. [10], 270,
[2] pp.
$10.00 Book club edition. A report on the so-called Palomares incident, the collision of two military planes
over a hamlet in Southern Spain on 17 January 1966. As quoted from the front flap, "They exploded,
showering the earth and sea with 800,000 lbs. of debris. Miraculously, not a single person on the ground was
seriously hurt. But somewhere amidst the wreckage were four H-Bombs ..."
Fine, in publishers cloth.
Owner's bookplate on the front pastedown. In a very good dust jacket. (10708)
Litvak King, Jaime. Ancient Mexico: An overview. Albuquerque, NM: University of New Mexico Press, 1985.
8vo. Illus.
$8.00
Paperback edition. With black-and-white photographs.
Very good condition. (6759)
Logan, Walter Seth. Thomas Hooker, the first American democrat. An address by Walter Seth Logan
delivered before the New York Society of the Order of the Founders and Patriots of America. February 19,
1904. [New York?]: New York Society of the Order of the Founders and Patriots of America, 1904. 8vo. 28,
[4 (blank)] pp.
$14.00 Walter S. Logan was New York state attorney during the administration of Robert B. Roosevelt and
delivered this address on the life of Hartford minister Thomas Hooker (1596?–1647) at a meeting held in
Hotel Manhattan, New York City, on February 19, 1904.
Stapled, in original wrappers. Ex-library, with
rubber stamps. Very good. (5356)
Londres, Albert. The road to Buenos Ayres ... with an introduction by Theodore Dreiser. London: Constable
& Co., (1935). 8vo. xx, 175, [1 (blank)], 31, [1 (blank)] pp.
$10.00 Translated by Eric Sutton. Later edition; first was 1928. On white slavery or the international sex
trade. With 31 pages of advertisements in the back.
Publisher's green cloth, spine sunned. Previous
owner's rubber-stamp on front free endpaper, small bookplate on front pastedown. In mylar. (10441)
Loth, David. The story of Woodrow Wilson. New York: Woodrow Wilson Foundation, 1955. 8vo. 48 pp.
$10.00
Centennial edition. Biography published on the occasion of Woodrow Wilson's 100th birthday.
Inserted inside is the program of the New Jersey Woodrow Wilson Memorial Celebration and dedication of
a commemorative plaque, held at the War Memorial Building, Trenton, N.J., on Wednesday, November 14,
1956.
Original wrappers. Fine. (17666)
Love, William F. The chartreuse clue: A novel. New York: Donald I. Fine, 1990. 8vo. 284, [4 (blank)] pp.
$12.50
First edition, first issue. Crime/mystery novel about Father William Fuller, a Benedictine monk
who gets involved in a tryst with a woman while working on his Ph.D. in New York City. "A little harmless
diversion. Until the morning Fuller wakes up in Barbara's apartment and finds her stabbed to death." What
follows is a race against time, as Bishop Francis X. Regan, anxious to avoid a potential scandal by keeping
Fuller's identity secret, and Detective Davey Goldman, a Jewish ex-cop, try to find the real killer before the
police find Fuller.
Publisher's cloth, in a dust jacket. Crisp and tight. Remainder mark on bottom edge.
Near fine, in a near fine dust jacket; price on dust jacket crossed out in black ink. In a mylar cover. (5561)
Lyon, Marguerite. Hurrah for Arkansas! From razorbacks to diamonds. Indianapolis: Bobbs–Merrill, 1947.
8vo.
$12.50 Illustrated. With the year 2000 behind us, this woman's energetic 1947 exploration of the state of
Arkansas seems to describe an American time much more distant than the specific locality she was
introducing to outsiders—outsiders then (as now) given to ridiculous stereotypes of the place she came to love.
Schoolcraft, she feels, is one who has a lot of bad hillbilly jokes to answer for!
In tattered dust jacket.
Owner's name and address rubber–stamped on half–title. (6809)
MacLean, Alistair. Partisans. Garden City : Doubleday, Page & Co., 1983. 12mo. 244 pp.
$10.00
First edition.
Ex-library with stamps and charge pocket. Dust jacket and plastic covering. A
good+ copy. (8765)
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MacManus, Seumas. Lo, and behold ye! ... With eight illustrations by Mabel Hatt. New York: Frederick A.
Stokes Co., (copyright 1919). 8vo. Frontis., vii, [5], 280 pp.; 7 plts.
$12.50
Publisher's green cloth, stamped in gilt on the front and spine; spine with white-lettered library
shelving number. Gilt on spine darkened. Ex-library, with bookplate, rubber-stamps, library charge card, slip,
and pocket; inked four-digit number on copyright page and bottom margin of another page. (14497)
Madison, James (President, 1809–1817). [drop-title] Message from the President of the United States, in
compliance with a resolution of the 26th inst. requesting a copy of any letters or despatches which may have
been received from Mr. Pinkney, our minister at the court of London, since his receipt of the letter of the 23d
Nov. 1809, from the Secretary of State. March 27th, 1810. Received, March 26th, 1810. Read, and ordered
to lie on the table. Washington City: Pr. by Roger C. Weightman, 1810. 8vo. [2] ff.
$10.00
Removed from a nonce volume. Lightly browned with traces of soiling. (12022)
Magaziner, Ira, & Mark Patinkin. The silent war: inside the global business battles shaping America's future.
New York: Random House, (copyright 1989). 8vo. 415 pp.
$13.50 First edition, second printing.
Publisher's cloth over paper boards. Fine, in a good+ dust jacket.
(14419)
Maggs Bros., booksellers, London. Austria. London: Maggs Bros., 1971. 8vo. 72 pp.; illus.
$8.00
Catalogue 933. 367 items.
Printed paper wrappers. Very good. (19205)
Maggs Bros., booksellers, London. Autograph letters & historical documents. London: Maggs Bros., 1971.
Small 8vo. 49 pp.; illus.
$8.00
Catalogue 934. Summer 1971. 200 items.
Printed paper wrappers. Very good. (19195)
Maggs Bros., booksellers, London. Autograph letters & historical documents. London: Maggs Bros., 1972.
Small 8vo. 54 pp.; illus.
$8.00
Catalogue 941. Spring 1972. 204 items.
Printed paper wrappers. Very good. (19196)
Maggs Bros., booksellers, London. Autograph letters & historical documents. London: Maggs Bros., 1972.
Small 8vo. 39 pp.; illus.
$8.00
Catalogue 949. Winter 1972. 150 items.
Printed paper wrappers. Very good. (19197)
Maggs Bros., booksellers, London. Autograph letters & historical documents. London: Maggs Bros., 1973.
Small 8vo. 39 pp.; illus.
$8.00 Catalogue 954. Summer 1973. 163 items.
Printed paper wrappers. Just faint soiling near edges
of front cover. Very good. (19198)
Maggs Bros., booksellers, London. Autograph letters & historical documents. London: Maggs Bros., 1975.
Small 8vo. 44 pp.; illus.
$8.00
Catalogue 965. Spring 1975. 168 items.
Printed paper wrappers. Mild soiling on covers. Very
good. (19199)
Maggs Bros., booksellers, London. Autograph letters & historical documents. London: Maggs Bros., 1976.
Small 8vo. 48 pp.; illus.
$8.00
Catalogue 971. Spring 1976. 182 items.
Printed paper wrappers. Very good. (19200)
Maggs Bros., booksellers, London. Autograph letters & historical documents. London: Maggs Bros., 1979.
Small 8vo. 44 pp.; illus.
$8.00
Catalogue 991. Spring 1979. 172 items.
Printed paper wrappers. Very good. (19201)
Maggs Bros., booksellers, London. Autograph letters and historical documents. London: Maggs Bros., 1966.
Small 8vo. 54 pp.; illus.
$8.00
Catalogue 902. 164 items.
Printed paper wrappers. Very good. (19189)
Maggs Bros., booksellers, London. Autograph letters and historical documents. London: Maggs Bros., 1967.
Small 8vo. 40 pp.; illus.
$8.00
Catalogue 907. Summer 1967. 144 items.
Printed paper wrappers. Very good. (19192)
Maggs Bros., booksellers, London. Autograph letters and historical documents. London: Maggs Bros., 1969.
Small 8vo. 59 pp.; illus.
$8.00
Catalogue 920. Winter 1969. 205 items.
Printed paper wrappers. Very good. (19193)
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Maggs Bros., booksellers, London. Autograph letters and historical documents. London: Maggs Bros., 1969.
Small 8vo. 54 pp.; illus.
$8.00
Catalogue 916. Spring 1969. 182 items.
Printed paper wrappers. Just faint soiling on fore-edge
of front cover. Very good. (19194)
Maggs Bros., booksellers, London. Continental books. London: Maggs Bros., 2005. 8vo. 110 pp.; illus.
$7.50
Catalogue 1380. Contains 150 items.
Printed paper wrappers. Very good. (15682)
Maggs Bros., booksellers, London. English literature of the 19th & 20th centuries[.] Books on sports &
pastimes. (Forming a supplement to catalogue 599). London: Maggs Bros., 1934. 8vo. 21, [1] pp.
$10.00 Catalogue 602.
Original printed wrappers. Covers soiled. Outer margins lightly creased. Overall,
very good. (4325)
Maggs Bros., booksellers, London. Maggs musical miscellany concerning mainly songs and their singers.
London: Maggs Bros., 1975. 8vo. 48 pp.; illus.
$7.50
December, 1975, no. 2 issue. 325 items listed. Items include songs by a number of classical
composers, folk songs, opera, noted liturgical manuscripts (c. 1300 to c. 1500), books about composers and
singers, works by Chopin, and works on voice technique. Illustrated.
Stapled in original wrappers, soiled.
Very good. (5939)
Maggs Bros., booksellers, London. Music. Part three: Twentieth century. London: Maggs Bros., 1975. 8vo.
124 pp.; 6 plts.
$7.50
Catalogue 956. 757 items listed. Highlights include a Gustav Mahler autograph letter, signed (no.
325); a Sir Edward Elgar autograph musical quotation, signed, of 9 bars from Falstaff (no. 164); manuscript
music for the Spanish Cittern, from the early 18th-century (no. 592); and "New Instructions for the French
horn," London, dated c. 1798 (no. 645).
In original wrappers, soiled. Very good. (5940)
Maggs Bros., booksellers, London. Novels and tales of the 19th & 20th centuries. London: Maggs Bros., 1939.
8vo. Frontis., 52 pp.; 4 plts.
$10.00 Catalogue 673.
Original printed wrappers. Covers a bit soiled along edges and with a short thin
line of red ink. Plates waterstained. Else, good. (4320)
Mahony, Thomas H. The Monroe doctrine: the vital necessity of its continued maintenance. [Boston]: Knights
of Columbus Historical Commission, 1921. 8vo. 91 pp.
$7.50
"With a foreword by Rear-Admiral W. S. Benson, U.S.N."
Original wrappers. Ink shelf number
on front wrapper. Lower right corner of front wrapper chipped. Institutional pressure-stamp on title-page.
Near fine. (17393)
Mann, Stuart E.; V. Swoboda; & Metchie J. E. Budka. Marginalia: Don Gjon Buzuk's Litany of 1555 ... Some
recent observations from the American continent ... The American notebooks of Julian Ursyn Niemcewicz:
an early source of the Polish ballad. N.p.: [ca. 1960]. 8vo. [177]–191, [1] pp.
$10.00
Reprinted from The Slavonic & East European Review, Volume XLIII, No. 100, December 1864.
Stapled, in original wrappers. Inked/pencilled shelf number on front wrapper, and some underlining of title
on front wrapper. Bookplate (inked shelf number) on inside of front wrapper. Near fine. (17395)
Manucy, Albert. Artillery through the ages. A short illustrated history of cannon, emphasizing types used
in America. Washington: United States Government Printing Office, 1956. 8vo. [4], 92 pp.; illus.
$14.00
Reprint of this National Park Service pamphlet. First printed in 1946. With 51 drawings, by the
author. Technical review by Harold L. Peterson.
Original wrappers. Spine and edges a bit sunned. Very
good. (7268)
Maryland State Medical Society. Medical books chiefly from the Maryland State Medical Society. New York:
Swann Galleries, 2004. 8vo.
$7.50 Auction catalogue for sale 1997 (Thursday, February 19, 2004). Illustrated. 397 lots.
Printed and
illustrated wrappers. (14416)
Massachusetts. Legislature. [drop-title] Massachusetts Legislature. Resolutions of the Legislature of
Massachusetts, in relation to steamboats. [Washington]: Blair & Rives, printers, [1840]. 8vo. [1] f. (verso
blank).
$10.00 "May 18, 1840. Referred to the Committee on Commerce." Government document: 26th Congress,
1st Session. Doc. No. 208. Ho. of Reps.
Removed from a nonce volume; stitch holes in inner margin. Ink
notation on p. [1]. Foxed. (18882)
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Massie, Robert K. Nicholas and Alexandra. An intimate account of the last of the Romanovs and the fall of
Imperial Russia. New York: Atheneum, (©1967). 8vo. xxi, [1 (blank)], 613, [3 (2 blank)] pp.; illus.
$12.50 Book Club edition. Illustrated.
Publisher's cloth, in a dust jacket. Dust jacket with some soiling,
small creases, and tears. Bookplate on blank side of front free endpaper. Very good, in a good + dust jacket.
(9304)
Maupassant, Guy de. Selected tales of Guy de Maupassant. New York: Random House, 1950. Tall 8vo. [2
(blank)], vi, [2 (1 blank)], 334, [4 (blank)] pp.; illus.
$11.00
Book club edition. Edited, with an introduction, by Saxe Commins. Illustrated by Alfred Dehn.
Publisher's quarter black cloth, over patterned paper boards. No dust jacket. Near fine. (5276)
McDowell, John. The obligation of Christian citizenship. A sermon delivered in the Brown Memorial
Presbyterian Church. Sunday morning, October 15th, 1916. N.p.: 1916. 32mo. 16 pp.
$10.00
"Printed by request."
In self-wrappers. First page with a light stain and a couple of pencilled
notations. Near fine. (17439)
McLaughlin, Patrick D. Transportation in nineteenth-century America: a survey of the cartographic records
in the National Archives of the United States. Washington: National Archives and Records Service, General
Services Administration, 1974. 8vo. vii, [1], 15 pp.
$10.00
Reprint. Reference Information Paper No. 65.
Original wrappers. Fine. (17124)
McMaster, John Stevenson. Makemieland: A eulogy of the Eastern Shore -- Land of evergreens. No place
[Virginia]: no publisher/printer, [1908]. Narrow 16mo. 12 pp.
$12.50
"An address delivered May 14, 1908, at the unveiling, etc., of the monument at Holden's Creek,
Accomack Country, Virginia, to the Rev. Francis Makemie, founder of the Organized Presbyterian Church
in America."
Original printed wrappers. Very good. (13268)
McPike, Eugene Fairfield. Halley's comet; its past history and 1910 return. Washington: Smithsonian
Institution, 1907. 8vo. 69–74 pp.
$12.50
No. 1580. "Reprinted from Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections (Quarterly Issue), volume 48,
part I." Originally published June 10, 1905.
Original printed green wrappers, front cover with several
shallow chips and tears. Lengthwise fold marks. Ex-library, with rubber-stamp and pencilled shelf label on
front cover. (17029)
Meyer, Martin A. Jew and non-Jew. Cincinnati: [Union of American Hebrew Congregations and Central
Conference of American Rabbis], n.d. [ca. 1913-1920]. 8vo. 20 pp.
$14.00
Jewish Tracts, no. 3. One of a series of tracts, published by the Union of American Hebrew
Congregations, designed to spread knowledge about Jewish history and religion. The author was rabbi of
Temple Emanu El, San Francisco, California. OCLC lists 31 tracts in this series. There were to issues of this
pamphlet: one of 35 pp. and this of 20. The date ascribed to the 35-page issue is the 1940s.
Stapled, in
self wrappers, some tearing along spine of front and final leaves. One two-inch tear to final leaf, without text
loss. Light chipping in outer margins of last few pages. Good +. (7038)
Miers, Earl Schenck. The drowned river: the story of Chesapeake Bay. Newark, Del.: Friends of the Curtis
Paper Co., 1967. 8vo. 30 pp.; maps.
$10.00
This is the 14th booklet in a series of publication in Americana by the Curtis Paper Company,
Newark, Delaware.
Original wrappers. Inked notation at top of front wrapper. Fine. (17396)
Miller, Merle. Plain speaking: An oral biography of Harry S. Truman. New York: Berkley Publishing, 1974.
$12.00
Publisher's cloth. Dust jacket in fair condition. (6643)
Miró, Gabriel. Glosas de Sigüenza. Buenos Aires: Espasa-Calpe, 1952. Small 8vo. 148, [12] pp.
$10.00
Colección Austral, no. 1102. With "Indice des Autores de la Colección Austral" in the back.
Paperback. Page toned. Small booklabel on front endpaper. In the original dust jacket. (12962)
Missouri. Legislature. [drop-title] Lands in Missouri and Arkansas. Memorial of the legislature of Missouri,
praying for a grant of certain lands in Missouri and Arkansas for draining the Great swamp. January 2, 1847.
Read, and laid upon the table. [Washington]: Ritchie & Heiss, printers, [1847]. 8vo. 2 pp.
$10.00
Government document: 29th Congress, 2d Session. Doc. No. 27. Ho. of Reps.
Removed from a
nonce volume; inner edge a little irregular. Shallow tear at bottom margin, not extending into text area. Ink
numeral at top margin of p. [1]. (18567)
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Mitchell, Arthur. The Past in the Present. What is civilization? New York: Harper & Brothers, 1881. 8vo.
362 pp.
$10.00
The contents is composed of "ten of the Rhind Lectures on Archaeology delivered in 1876 and
1878." An early U.S. edition. Publisher's cloth; title-page detached, present, and cut down; text block loose
in binding. A poor copy. (1717)
Molina, Tirso de. El vergonzoso en palacio. El burlador de Sevilla y convidado de piedra. Madrid: EspasaCalpe, 1966. Small 8vo. 244, [18] pp.
$10.00
Colección Austral, no. 73. With "Indice des Autores de la Colección Austral" in the back. Octava
edición. Paperback. Pages toned. Small booklabel and rubber-stamp on front endpaper. In the original dust
jacket. (12971)
Montemayor, Jorge de. Los siete libros de la Diana. Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1967. 8vo. ciii, 302 pp.
$12.50
Clásicos castellanos 127. Edición, prólogo y notas de Francisco López Estrada. "Bibliografía de la
'Diana'" on pp. lxxxvii–ciii. Cuarta edición.
Paperback. Shelving number inked on spine. Small ownership
label and rubber-stamp on front endpaper. Light wear at cover edges and bottom of spine. (13035)
Montgomery, Eric. The Scotch-Irish and Ulster. Belfast, Northern Ireland: Ulster-Scot Historical Society,
[1965]. 16mo. 31, [1 (blank)] pp.; illus.
$10.00
A brief history of the Scotch-Irish from Ulster who became pioneers and frontiersmen in early
America. Includes a little section on American presidents of Scotch-Irish descent.
Stapled, in original
illustrated wrappers. Fine. (7055)
Moran, Charles Wilson, lord. Churchill: Taken from the diaries of Lord Moran. The struggle for survival,
1940-1965. Boston: Houghton, Mifflin & Co., 1966. 12mo. xv, 877 pp.
$12.00
First American edition, 3rd printing. Lord Moran was Churchill's personal physician from 1940
until Churchill's death.
Publisher's cloth and d/j, small crumpling to d/j at lower front corner. Bookplate.
(7694)
More, Paul Elmer. Shelburne essays. New York & London: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1906. 12mo. [3] ff., 283 pp.
$10.00 Fourth series. Essays on Fanny Burney, Keats, Lamb, Walt Whitman, and others.
Publisher's
green cloth with paper spine label. Ex-Club library with bookplate. A good copy. (16397)
Morrow, Honoré Willsie. Forever free: A novel of Abraham Lincoln. New York: William Morrow & Co., 1927.
8vo. vi, [2 (1 blank)], 405, [3 (blank)] pp.
$6.50
Second printing. The novel begins after Lincoln's first inauguration as president.
Publisher's
cloth. Spine slightly cocked. Covers a bit soiled, and with some specks of white. (5759)
Morton, Charles W. A slight sense of outrage. Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott, (copyright 1955). 8vo. 218 pp.
$12.50
Publisher's cloth, lacking dustwrapper; boards very slightly sprung, with upper edges a touch
sunned. Front free endpaper with rubber stamp and pencilled inscription. (13013)
Mosher, Thomas Bird. [drop-title] The Mosher books. A list of books in Belles Lettres issued in choice and
limited editions MDCCCXCI–MDCCCCXII. Portland, Me.: Thomas B. Mosher, 1912. 8vo. 79, [1] pp.; illus.
$10.00
Catalogue of books from the Press of Thomas Bird Mosher, arranged by series, including a
description of the contents of 18 volumes of The Bibelot and an index.
Original wrappers, front wrapper
separated, edges of wrappers chipped. (13072)
Mosley, Leonard. Dulles: a biography of Eleanor, Allen, and John Foster Dulles and their family network.
New York: Dial Press, 1978.
$10.00 History Book Club edition. With photographs. Publisher's cloth. Dust jacket slightly worn, faded
on spine. (6581)
Mowbray, J. P. Tangled up in Beulah Land. New York: Doubleday, Page & Co., 1902. 8vo. vi, 227, [3 (blank)]
pp.; illus.
$8.50
First edition. With illustrated endpapers and numerous in-text decorations by Charles Edward
Hooper.
Publisher's green cloth, lettered in gilt and stamped in green with arboreal decorations. Spine
slightly cocked, darkened. Top edges gilt, other edges deckle. Very good. (5806)
Myers, Robert Manson. From Beowulf to Virginia Woolf: An astounding and wholly unauthorized history of
English literature. New edition. Thoroughly devised. Diffusely illustrated. Urbana & Chicago: University of
Illinois Press, 1984. 8vo. [4 (2 blank)], ix, 91, [3 (blank)] pp.; illus.
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$12.50
First published in 1951. An irreverent, pun-filled romp through the history of English literature.
Publisher's cloth. Card inscribed by the author, laid in. A little yellowing to spine of dust jacket, which is
still very good. Pages crisp and clean. A fine copy, in a near fine dust jacket. (5201)
Nash, D. H., & others. [drop-title] Ohio—public lands. Petition of D. H. Nash and others, of Litchfield, Medina
county, Ohio, praying the right to buy government lands on certain specified conditions. January 15, 1838.
Referred to the Committee on the Public Lands. [Washington: 1838]. 8vo. 3 pp.
$12.00
Government document: 25th Congress, 2d Session. Doc. No. 101. Ho. of Reps.
Removed from
a nonce volume. Ink numeral in outer margin of p. [1]. (18690)
National Archives (Washington, D.C.). Immigrant and passenger arrivals: a select catalog of National
Archives microfilm publications. Washington, D.C.: National Archives Trust Fund Board, U.S. General
Services Administration, 1983. 4to. xi, [1], 46 pp., [2] ff.
$5.00 "One in a series that describes National Archives microfilm publications related to specific subjects
of high research interest."
Original wrappers. Fine. (17085)
National Archives of the United States. The formation of the Union: a documentary history based upon an
exhibit in the National Archives Building. Washington: National Archives Trust Fund Board, National
Archives and Records Service, 1970. 4to. 80 pp.; illus.
$7.50
National Archives Publication No. 70-13.
Original wrappers. Librarian's pencilled notation on
front cover and p. [2]. Fine. (17324)
New York (city). Metropolitan Museum. Catalogue of a loan exhibition of French gothic tapestries, May 26
to September 16. New York: The Southworth Press for the Metropolitan Museum, 1928. 8vo. 25 pp., [1] f.,
2 plts.
$8.50
Printed sage green wrappers. (6465)
New York. Legislature. [drop-title] Pilot system. Resolutions of the Legislature of the state of New York,
respecting the pilot system of the United States. December 16, 1846. Read, and referred to the Committee
on Commerce. [Washington: 1846]. 8vo. [1] f. (verso blank).
$10.00
Government document: 29th Congress, 2d Session. Doc. No. 15. Ho. of Reps.
Removed from a
nonce volume; inner edge a little irregular. (18152)
Newburyport, Mass. Merchants. [drop-title] Merchants of Newburyport—French spoliations. Memorial of
inhabitants of Newburyport, in the state of Massachusetts, praying that their claims for French spoliations,
prior to year 1800, may be immediately paid; the government of the United States having virtually assumed
the payment thereof, under a treaty with the government of France. December 26, 1836. Referred to the
Committee on Foreign Affairs. [Washington]: Blair & Rives, printers, 1836. 8vo. 2 pp.
$10.00
Government document: 24th Congress, 2d Session. Doc. No. 42. Ho. of Reps.
Removed from a
nonce volume; two small holes in inner margin, not touching text. Inner edge slightly irregular. Ink numeral
in upper margin. (12700)
Newgate Historical Corporation. Newgate of Connecticut[,] 1707–1927. Hartford: R. S. Peck & Co., [1927].
8vo. 15, [1] pp.; illus. & map.
$12.00
A collection of photographs, with detailed captions, of the ruins of Old Newgate Prison in
Connecticut. Also includes a map.
Stapled, in original wrappers. Front cover chipped at one corner. Very
good. (6060)
Nichol, John. Byron. London & New York: Macmillan, 1888. 8vo.
$10.00
In the "English Men of Letters" series edited by John Morley.
Publisher's cloth, covers with a
few stains and interior quite clean; tiny label of a Belfast bookseller inside front cover and small private
ownership stamp on front free endpaper. (6703)
Norvell, John. [drop-title] In Senate of the United States. July 7, 1840. Mr. Norvell made the following report:
[To accompany bill H. R. No. 448.] The Select Committee, to whom was referred the bill from the House of
Representatives "to establish a uniform rule of computing the mileage of members of Congress," having had
the same under consideration, make the following report: ... [Washington]: Blair & Rives, printers, [1840].
8vo. 3 pp.
$10.00 Concerns compensation to members of Congress based on the estimated distance from their place
of residence. Government document: 26th Congress, 1st Session. Senate. 599.
Removed from a nonce
volume; two stitch holes in inner margin, not touching text. Ink notation of an early owner in top right corner
of p. [1]. Light spotting. (19287)
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Nylander, Jane C. Fabrics for historic buildings. Washington: National Trust for Historic Preservation, 1980.
Tall 8vo. [8 (2 blank)], 58, [2 (1 blank)] pp.; illus.
$12.50
Second edition. A guide to selecting reproduction fabrics—curtains, upholstery, bed hangings—suitable for furnishing historic buildings. Illlustrated.
Paperback. Covers illustrated in color. Very
light creases. Near fine. (5327)
O'Neill, Eugene. Dynamo. New York: Horace Liveright, 1929. 8vo. 159 pp.
$14.50
First trade edition, first issue.
Publisher's cloth; no d/j; rear hinge open. (5551)
O'Neill, Tip. Man of the House: the life and political memoirs of Speaker Tip O'Neill, with William Novak.
New York: Random House, (copyright 1987). 8vo. viii, 387 pp.; illus.
$12.50
First trade edition, second printing.
Publisher's cloth over paper boards. In a very good dust
jacket; not price clipped. Lightly pencilled inscription on front free endpaper. Near-fine. (14362)
Oates, Joyce Carol. Because it's bitter, and because it is my heart: A novel. New York: Dutton, 1990. 8vo. [10
(4 blank)], 405, [1 (blank)] pp.
$10.00
First edition.
Paperback. Near fine. (4818)
Oliver, Roland; & J. D. Fage. A short history of Africa. Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1966. 16mo. 284, [4 (1
blank)] pp.
$6.00
Second edition. First edition was published in 1962. From the "Penguin African Library" series.
Paperback. Lightly worn covers, joints rubbed, inside of back cover discolored. Good + condition. (5270)
Olsen, Tillie. Yonnondio: from the thirties. New York: Delta, (cop. 1974). 8vo. viii, [2], 132, [1] pp.
$5.00
Paperback. Front cover with crease-mark across lower right corner. Very good. (13030)
Ondaatje, Michael. The English patient. New York: Vintage International, 1992. 8vo. 305 pp.
$7.50
Paperback. Light scuff marks on spine and back cover. Rubber-stamp on first page. Gold circular
"#1 Bestseller ***** Academy Award Winner" sticker placed on front cover. Very good. (13891)
Onís, Harriet de, ed. Cuentos y narraciones en lengua española. New York: Washington Square Press, 1961.
16mo. 304 pp.
$10.00
Paperback. Spine sunned and lightly rubbed. Light crease-mark on front cover. Small ownership
label at top edge of half-title. Pages toned. (13022)
Palgrave, Francis Turner, ed. The golden treasury of the best songs and lyrical poems in the English
language. Revised and enlarged. London & New York: Macmillan & Co., 1891. 8vo. [10], 381, [1] pp.
$5.00 Publisher's blue cloth, front cover with gilt-stamped monogram, spine with gilt-stamped title; edges
and extremities rubbed, with spine slightly darkened. Front free endpaper with "Believe me, if all these
endearing young charms" copied in ink; half-title with inked ownership inscription dated 1892. First few
leaves with waterstaining to margins. (14483)
Palgrave, Francis Turner, ed. The golden treasury selected from the best songs and lyrical poems in the
English language and arranged with notes. Second series. London & New York: Macmillan & Co., 1897. 8vo.
xii, 275, [5 (2 adv.)] pp.
$8.00
Publisher's blue cloth, spine with gilt-stamped title; corners and extremities a touch rubbed, with
spine very slightly darkened. (14485)
Palgrave, Francis Turner, ed. The golden treasury selected from the best songs and lyrical poems in the
English language and arranged with notes. Second series. London & New York: Macmillan & Co., 1902. 8vo.
xii, 275, [3 (2 adv.)] pp.
$8.00
Publisher's blue cloth, spine with gilt-stamped title; edges and extremities rubbed, with slight
sunning to spine and a small dent to front outer edge. (14486)
Palgrave, Francis Turner, ed. The golden treasury selected from the best songs and lyrical poems in the
English language, and arranged with notes. Revised and enlarged. London & New York: Macmillan & Co.,
1913. 8vo. [12], 387, [1] pp.
$8.00 Publisher's blue cloth, spine with gilt-stamped title; corners and extremities a bit rubbed, with spine
darkened. Front free endpaper with inked inscription dated 1916 (14484)
Paper, Thomas. [cover title] Sulgrave Manor House and the Washington family. London: Sulgrave Institution,
[ca. 1920]. 8vo. Frontis., 17, [2] pp.; illus.
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$7.50
Map on inside of front wrapper. Information about the Sulgrave Institution on inside of back
wrapper. Includes a genealogical tree of George Washington (p. 17) and subscription form.
Original
wrappers. Back wrapper with a couple of small stains and a little soiling. Minor rust stains on top margin
of several pages from an old paper clip (now absent) having been fastened to it. Page 17 detached from
binding. Ink notation on p. 17. (17618)
Pardo Bázan, Emilia. Los pazos de Ulloa. México: Editorial Novaro, 1958. Small 8vo. 318, [1] pp.
$10.00
Colección Nova-Mex 123. Primera edición.
Paperback. Front endpaper with small ownership
label. Pages toned. Small tear at spine, creases to front cover. (13015)
Paulding, J. K. [drop-title] Pay of officers of the Exploring Expedition. Letter from the Secretary of the Navy,
in relation to the allowance of additional pay to the officers of the exploring expedition. February 12, 1840.
Referred to the Committee on Naval Affairs. [Washington]: Blair & Rives, printers, [1840]. 8vo. [1] f. (verso
blank).
$10.00
Government document: 26th Congress, 1st Session. Doc. No. 83. Ho. of Reps. Navy Dept.
Removed from a nonce volume. Ink numeral in top right corner of p. [1]. (19351)
Paulding, J. K. [drop-title] Report from the Secretary of the Navy, in compliance with a resolution of the
Senate, in relation to the rank and commissions of Charles Wilkes, jun., and William L. Hudson, of the United
States navy. March 27, 1840. Laid on the table, and ordered to be printed. [Washington]: Blair & Rives,
printers, [1840]. 8vo. [1] f. (verso blank).
$10.00 Government document: 26th Congress, 1st Session. Senate. 324.
Removed from a nonce volume.
Ink numeral in top right corner of p. [1]. (19352)
Penguin Classics USA, publishers, New York. A complete annotated listing of Penguin Classics and
twentieth-century classics. New York: Penguin USA, n.d.. 8vo. [4], 233 pp.
$13.50
Paperback. Near fine. (16574)
Perrault, Charles. Cinderella or the little glass slipper. New York: Henry Z. Walck, 1971. 8vo. 48 pp.; illus.
$10.00 First published in Great Britain in 1970. Historical notes by Kathleen Lines on p. 48. This edition
is based on a translation by Robert Samber. Color illustrations by Shirley Hughes. Part of a series: Walck
Fairy Tales with historical notes, edited by Kathleen Lines.
Publisher's yellow cloth, lightly soiled, spine
cocked. Illustrated dust jacket, foxed and soiled, price clipped., torn. Good, in a good dust jacket. (7260)
Perry, Anne. Ashworth Hall: A novel. New York: Ballantine Books, 1997. 8vo. [6 (1 blank)], 373, [5 (4 blank)]
pp.
$10.00
One of seventeen novels featuring Thomas and Charlotte Pitt.
Paperback. Fine. (4118)
Persico, Joseph E. Piercing the Reich. The penetration of Nazi Germany by American secret agents during
World War II. New York: The Viking Press, (1979). 8vo. xviii, [2 (1 blank)], 376, [2 (blank)] pp.
$12.00
The story of the Office of Strategic Services (OSS) and its more than 200 agents who infiltrated
Germany in the fall of 1944.
Publisher's cloth. Near fine, in a very good dust jacket. (6842)
Pettem, Silvia. Separate lives: the story of Mary Rippon. Longmont, Colorado: The Book Lode, 1999. 8vo. viii,
280 pp.
$7.50 Second printing. "Biography of the first woman professor and one of the most beloved and respected
University of Colorado faculty ...," quoted from back cover.
Paperback. Lower outer corner of front cover
bent. Very good, but showing obvious signs of having been read. (13811)
Philadelphia. Citizens. [drop-title] Memorial of a number of citizens of Philadelphia, praying that the payment
of the awarded indemnity under the late Treaty with France may be anticipated. January 10, 1837.—Referred
to the Committee on Finance. January 12, 1837.—Committee discharged, laid on the table, and ordered to be
printed. [Washington]: Gales & Seaton, printers, 1837. 8vo. 2 pp.
$10.00 Government document: 24th Congress, 2d Session. 63. Removed from a nonce volume; two small
holes in inner margin, not touching text. Inner edge slightly irregular. Ink numeral in upper margin. (12699)
Pidal, Ramón Menéndez. Miscellánea histórico-literaria. Buenos Aires: Espasa-Calpe, 1952. Small 8vo. 145,
[7] pp.
$10.00
Colección Austral, no. 110. With "Indice des Autores de la Colección Austral" in the back.
Paperback. Pages toned; creases in lower corners. Front endpaper with small ownership label. In the original
(slightly chipped) dust jacket. (13001)
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Poncins, Gontran de. Kabloona. Illustrated by the author with an introduction by Lewis Galantière.
Alexandria, VA: Time Life Books Inc., 1980. 8vo. Illus.
$12.50 Later edition. First published in 1941. The author, a French aristocrat, recounts his travels in the
Arctic wilderness and his life among the Eskimos, still untouched by modern civilization. With drawings and
photographs.
Paperback. Very good condition. (6622)
Porter, Eliot; & Kenneth Brower. Galapagos: The flow of wildness. Volume 2, Prospect. New York &
elsewhere: Sierra Club & Ballantine Books, 1970. 8vo. 160 pp.; illus.
$12.50 A survey of the flora, fauna, and geology of the Galapagos islands. Photographs by Eliot Porter, who
also wrote the text with Kenneth Brower, and an introduction by John P. Milton. Illustrated with 69 superb
color photographs. Stated second of two volumes; volume 1 is entitled "Discover."
Paperback. Faint pencil
impressions to front cover. Otherwise, a very good copy. (5208)
Prall, William. Four Protestant princesses of France. A study by William Prall... [New York: Huguenot
Society of America, 1929]. 8vo. 20 pp.
$12.50
Read at a meeting of the Huguenot Society of America, February 6, 1929.
Original wrappers.
Lightly sunned near edges of front cover, rubbed a little at spine. Very good. (7283)
Presbyterian Church in the U.S. [drop-title] The Brick Church record. Vol. XLIV. October 29, 1933. Number
3. [New York]: 1933. 8vo. [8] pp.; illus.
$7.00
On p. [1]: "Services of Thanksgiving commemorating the Seventy-fifth anniversary of the present
building." Contents: Morning worship, afternoon worship, announcements, the Brick Church: an outlines of
its history, ministers of the Brick Church, and affiliated activities. The Brick Presbyterian Church church
removed to Murray Hill, New York, from its former location on Beekman Street.
Lacks wrappers.
Impression left by paper clip (now absent) at top edge. Slight tear along fold, with partial separation of first
and last leaves. (17938)
Presbyterian Church in the U.S. [drop-title] The Brick Church record. Vol. XXII. November, 1933. Number
1. [New York]: 1933. 8vo. 12 pp.
$7.00 On cover: "Seventy-fifth anniversary number." With a poem, remarks, and sermon (1 Timothy 3:15).
The Brick Presbyterian Church church removed to Murray Hill, New York, from its former location on
Beekman Street.
Lacks wrappers. First page a little age-browned. (15508)
Prescott, William Hickling. Prescott's The Conquest of Mexico designed for modern reading by Marshall
McClintock. [New York]: Jullian Messner Inc., (copyright 1948). Tall 12mo. xiii, 360 pp.; endpaper maps and
one other. .
$10.00
Introduction by Sylvanus G. Morley, the great Mayanist. Text edited down from the original 3
volumes.
Publisher's cloth. A good+ copy. (8761)
Queen, Ellery, ed. Ellery Queen's awards: Eleventh series. The winners of the eleventh annual short story
contest sponsored by Ellery Queen's Mystery Magazine. New York: Simon & Schuster, 1956. Small 8vo. [10],
310 pp.
$12.50 This volume contains 16 prize-winning short stories from the detective-crime-mystery short story
contest of 1956. Includes the first and second prize winners, the best "first story," the special award of merit,
and three additional stories from the honor roll. A complete list of all the prize winners is also included. First
prize was won by A. H. Z. Carr for "The Black Kitten."
Ex-libary copy. Publisher's cloth, in a dust jacket
enclosed in mylar. The dust jacket is taped to the pastedowns and cockled. Browning. Long tear to one page.
Library charge card in the back. A reading copy. (5154)
Quevedo, Francisco de. Historia de la vida del Buscón. Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1962. Small 8vo. 148, [17] pp.
$10.00
Colección Austral, no. 24. With "Indice des Autores de la Colección Austral" in the back. Octava
edición. Paperback. Pages toned. Rubber-stamps, small booklabel, and inked ownership signature on front
endpaper. In the original dust jacket, with small ink mark on front. (12979)
Radcliffe College. The Arthur and Elizabeth Schlesinger Library on the History of Women in America.
1976–1978. Cambridge: Radcliffe College, [1978]. 8vo. 45 pp.
$12.50
Report concerning Radcliffe's Schlesinger Library's growth in the size of its holdings, and the
production of scholarly work using the Library's resources. The Black Women Oral History Project is
discussed on pp. 11–12. Contemporary typewritten form letter (with self-addressed envelope), laid in.
Stapled, in original wrappers. Near fine. (7056)
Regis, Ed. Who got Einstein's office?. Eccentricity and genius at the Institute for Advanced Study. Reading,
Mass., & elsewhere: Addison-Wesley, (1998). 8vo. 316 pp.
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$7.00

First paperback printing.

Paperback. Very good. (13046)

Remarque, Erich Maria. A time to love and a time to die. New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1954.
8vo. [4], 378, [1 (blank)] pp.
$8.00 Book-of-the-Month Club edition. Translated from the German by Denver Lindley. "Ernst is a German
soldier on three weeks furlough from the Eastern front at the time when that front is crumbling in the
months after Stalingrad...What he wants is to return to the quiet of his parents' house in a city he pictures
as unseared by war...He could not have imagined the city as he finds it or could he have imagined his meeting
with Elizabeth (quoted from front flap)."
Publisher's brown cloth. Covers with a few specks of white. Dust
jacket somewhat worn, with small tears and chips; price crossed out with blue ink. Old label partially
removed from front free endpaper. Good +, in a good dust jacket. (5770)
Rennert, Hugo Albert. The Spanish stage in the time of Lope de Vega. New York: Dover Publications, [1963].
8vo. xv, 403, [8] pp.
$10.00 Later edition. Unabridged, unaltered republication of the original 1909 text. Publisher's ads in the
back. A study of dramatic literature of Spain in the 16th and 17th centuries with discussions of Tirso de
Molina, Luis Velez de Guevara, Rojas, and others.
Paperback. Covers just a bit of soiled. Interior clean.
Small ownership label on front free endpaper. A very good copy. (12796)
Rhett, R. Barnwell. [drop-title] Report no. 81. [To accompany bill H. R. no. 68.] House of Representatives.
Benjamin Hodges—representatives of. January 12, 1848. [Washington]: 1848. 8vo. 1 f. (verso blank).
$10.00 Report on the petition of Catharine Hodges, widow of Benjamin Hodges, requesting compensation
for the loss of a slave named Phil, "taken" by the British during the War of 1812. Government document:
Thirtieth Congress—First Session. Removed from a nonce volume; inner margin ragged, not affecting text;
short tear at upper margin, not touching text. (12222)
Rice, David Talbot. Byzantine art. Baltimore: Pelican Books, 1962. 16mo. 272 pp.; illus.
$7.00
Reprinted with revisions. The first edition was published by the Oxford University Press in 1930,
and was revised from beginning to end on publication as a Pelican in 1954. The chapters on mosaics and
paintings were completely rewritten and the book was further revised in 1962. A short history of Byzantine
art.
Paperback. Lightly worn covers. Very good condition. (5269)
Richard B. Arkway, bookseller. Rare books. New York: Richard B. Arkway, 1984. 8vo. 123 pp.; illus.
$10.00 Catalogue XXV. Spring 1984. Science, Americana, commerce, atlases, nautica, medicine, Far East,
travels, scientific instruments, mathematics, religion.
Original illustrated wrappers. Date inked at top
edge on front cover; no other markings. Very good. (19210)
Rodriguez, Mario, & Vincent C. Peloso. A guide for the study of culture in Central America. (Humanities and
Social Sciences). Washington: Pan American Union, 1968. Small folio. 88 pp.
$10.00 Bibliography of reference works, and books and articles arranged by subject and country. The fifth
title in the "Basic Bibliographies" series.
Original wrappers; light soiling, tear at bottom of spine. Pages
clean. (12794)
Rosengarten, Dale. Row upon row: seagrass baskets of the South Carolina lowcountry. [Columbia, S.C.]:
McKissick Museum, University of South Carolina, 1986. 4to. 64 pp.; illus.
$10.00
In-depth study of this basketmaking tradition. Published in conjunction with the McKissick
Museum exhibition, which lasted from 13 September to 19 November, 1986.
Original wrappers. Fine.
(17084)
Rostenberg, Leona, & Madeleine Stern. Old books, rare friends: two literary sleuths and their shared passion.
New York, London, Toronto, Sidney, Auckland: Doubleday, (copyright 1997). 8vo. xii, 275, [1] pp.
$12.50 First edition.
Publisher's quarter cloth over paper boards. Fine, in a VG/Fine dust jacket. Price
label on rear of d/j. (16620)
Rugoff, Milton. The Beechers: an American family in the nineteenth century. New York: Harper & Row, 1981.
$10.00
History Book Club edition.
Publisher's cloth. Dust jacket worn, with several tears. (6549)
Ruskin, John. Frondes agrestes: readings in 'Modern painters.'. Chosen at her pleasure, by the author's
friend, the younger lady of the Thwaite, Coniston. London: George Allen (Pr. by Ballantyne, Hanson & Co.),
1902. 8vo. vii, [1], 184 pp.
$12.50
"Thirty-eighth thousand," stated on the title-page. First published in 1875.
Full calf, giltstamped on the spine; front cover detached. Binding rubbed, scratched, and worn around edges. Spine
chipped, gilt on spine faded. All edges gilt. (10466)
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Saintbury, G. Dryden. London & New York: Macmillan, 1888. 8vo.
$10.00
In the "English Men of Letters" series edited by John Morley.
Publisher's cloth, with tiny label
of a Belfast bookseller inside front cover. Clean inside and out; small private ownership stamp on front free
endpaper. (6708)
Salem (Mass.). Board of Park Commissioners. A reference guide to Salem, 1630. Forest River Park. Salem,
Massachusetts. [Salem, Mass.: Board of Park Commissioners, 1935]. 8vo. 52 pp.; illus.
$7.50
Revised and enlarged edition. First published in 1930 under the title _Massachusetts Bay
tercentenary: guide to Salem, 1630_.
Original wrappers. Pencilled shelf number on front wrapper. Near
fine. (17344)
San Pedro, Diego de. Obras. Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1958. 8vo. 249 pp.
$12.50 Clásicos castellanos 133. Edición, prólogo y notas por Samuel Gili y Gaya.
Paperback. Shelving
number inked on spine. Small ownership label and rubber-stamp on front endpaper. Tiny tears and chips at
bottom of spine and cover edges. (13034)
Nepal
Sanday, John. Monuments of the Katmandu Valley. Gembloux, Belgium: Unesco (printed by Duculot), 1979.
8vo. 129, [1 (blank)] pp.; illus.
$12.00 With black and white photographs, drawings, and maps. Publisher's wrappers. Near fine. (8061)
Santayana, George. The middle span. Vol. II: Persons and places. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1945.
8vo. Frontis., [5] ff., 187 pp.
$10.00
First trade edition.
Publisher's cloth, sunned and spotted. Spotting in fore-edges and on some
text pages. Owner's inscription on front free endpaper. A reading copy. In mylar. (10459)
Sanz, Carlos. Consecuencias del descubrimiento de América deducidas de la bibliografía y tomando como eje
los descubrimientos geográficos. Madrid: Imprenta Aguirre, 1965. 8vo. 16 pp.
$8.50
Off-print from the Boletin de la Real Sociedad Geografica.
Self-wrappers. First page soiled and
with a short tear. Light crease-marks. (13061)
Savage, George. Porcelain through the ages. Baltimore: Pelican Books, 1963. 16mo. 348, [4 (1 blank)] pp.;
illus.
$6.00 Second edition. First edition was published in 1954. On the back cover it states that this is the first
history of porcelain to be published in an inexpensive edition. "In this volume George Savage traces it from
its beginnings in China more than twelve hundred years ago, through its European apotheosis in the
eighteenth century, to its emergence as a factory-made product in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
He discusses a number of aspects which are related to the subject, such as the numerous existing forgeries
and reproductions of valuable porcelain, and the better-known methods of identifying the factory origin and
the artist responsible," (quoted from the back cover).
Paperback. Covers lightly worn. Very good. (5273)
Scieszka, Jon, & Lane Smith. [cover title] The stinky cheese man and other fairly stupid tales. [New York]:
Viking Penguin, (copyright 1992). 4to. [51] pp.; illus.
$12.50
First edition. Other stories include Chicken Licken; The Really Ugly Duckling; The Tortoise and
the Hair; Cinderumpelstiltskin; Little Red Running Shorts; & Jack's Bean Problem. A completely illustrated
book.
Publisher's illustrated paper boards. Dust jacket with fain (coffee?) stain on front. Fine, in a near
fine d/j. (16634)
Scott, Jean Sampson. Beginning: an Afro-American genealogical pursuit. New York: Empress Printers, 1985.
Oblong 16mo. 27, [1 (blank)] pp.; illus.
$10.00 A step-by-step guide to Afro-American genealogical researching, including information on slave and
free black records, and a brief bibliography.
Stapled, in original wrappers. Fine. (5440)
Scott, John Reed. The unforgiving offender. Philadelphia & London: J. B. Lippincott, 1913. 8vo. [2], frontis.,
[8 (3 blank)], 11–388, [1 (blank)], [3] pp.; 2 plts.
$6.50
First edition of this romance novel. With color illustrations by Clarence F. Underwood and
publisher's ads in the back.
Publisher's red cloth. Spine cocked, gilt on spine darkened. Front hinge
cracked. Signed by the previous owner on the front pastedown. Good +. (5801)
Secrest, Meryle. Kenneth Clark: A biography. New York: Fromm International, 1986.
$7.50
Paperback, in fine condition, inscribed by author. With photographs.
(6473)
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Sellery, George Clarke. The Renaissance: Its nature and origins. Madison, Milwaukee, & London: University
of Wisconsin Press, 1969. 16mo. [8 (2 blank)], 296 pp.
$8.00
Reprint. Originally published in 1950. On the back cover it states, "Here is the Renaissance at a
glance, from the twelfth century to the fifteenth. Here are Dante, Chaucer, Machiavelli and Louis XI, the
Medici, Villon, Pecock, Gutenberg, Columbus, Innocent III, Aquinas, Froissart, and the other great names
of the Renaissance and late Middle Ages. The author considers one by one the politics of the period, its
economics, literature, fine arts, its inventions, its works of philosophy, of criticism, and of history; he has
selected the important figures and the significant events and weighed the conclusions of the scholars. He
states as his considered opinion that the Renaissance was not a revolution caused by the rediscovery of the
ancient classics but a stage in the natural evolution brought about by the energies and activities of vigorous
people all over western Europe, people who, then as now, were trying to achieve a more abundant life."
Paperback. Near fine. (5271)
Sender, Ramón J. The king and the queen. New York: The Universal Library, Grosset & Dunlap, (cop. 1968).
8vo. vii, [1], 231 pp.
$12.50
Translated from the Spanish by Mary Low. Quoted from the back cover: "'Things happen to the
duchess,' the servants had said, 'like in dreams.' But that July of 1936 was to be almost a dream not only for
the beautiful duchess of Arlanza and her duke, but for all of them: the head gardener Rómulo, his wife
Balbina, and the thousands of people trapped by civil war raging in the streets of Madrid."
Paperback.
Binding lightly soiled. Small ownership label affixed to one corner of title-page. Very good. (12813)
Shellabarger, Samuel. Captain from Castile. Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 1945. 8vo. [6 (2 blank)], 503, [3
(blank)] pp.
$5.00
Hernando Cortez is one of the characters in this historical novel set in Mexico. Edition not stated,
but probably not a first edition. Endpapers illustrated with maps.
Publisher's red cloth. Spine wrinkled,
darkened. Previous owner's name pencilled on half-title. Good +. (5809)
Shepperd, Augustine H. [drop-title] Expenditures—Navy Department. May 5, 1830. Read, and laid upon the
table. [Washington: 1830]. 8vo. 3 pp.
$10.00
Report of the Committee on the Expenditures of Navy Department and correspondence from the
Secretary of the Navy and Comptroller's Office of the Treasury Department. Government document: 21st
Congress, 1st Session. Rep. No. 393. Ho. of Reps.
Removed from a nonce volume; stitch holes at inner
edge, not touching text. Fold marks; mild foxing and an ink numeral at top margin of p. [1]. Leaves
detaching. (18949)
Shumway, Gary L., & William G. Hartley. An oral history primer. Salt Lake City, Utah: Primer Publications,
(1983). Oblong 8vo. 28 pp.; illus.
$10.00 Tenth printing. On cover: "For tape-recording personal and family histories."
Original wrappers.
Fine. (17744)
Sitwell, Osbert. Left hand, right hand! Boston: Little, Brown, 1944.
$7.50
(6639)
Smith, Elmer L. Covered bridges of Pennsylvania Dutchland. Witmer, Penn.: Applied Arts, 1965. 4to. (3)–42
pp.; illus.
$10.00
Fourth printing of this "pictorial presentation" of the covered wooden bridges of southeastern
Pennsylvania. Lavishly illustrated with photographs by Mel Horst.
Original illustrated wrappers. Very
good. (9836)
Smith, Martin Cruz. Red Square. New York: Random House, (1992). 8vo. 418 pp.
$10.00
First edition, 2nd issue.
Publisher's cloth with paper-covered boards, in d/j. VG/VG. (16491)
Soames, Mary. Clementine Churchill: The biography of a marriage. Boston: Houghton, Mifflin & Co., 1979.
8vo. Illus.
$8.50 Later American edition. Biography of Clementine and Winston Churchill by their youngest daughter.
Publisher's cloth. Water stained, pages cockled. Fair condition. (6563)
Society for the History of Belgian Protestantism. An Easter message from Flanders Fields to America.
Brussels, Belgium: 1921. 8vo. [4] pp.
$12.50
This "Easter greetings to all Americans" contains a brief description of the research interests of
the Society and an appeal for support. Includes a duplicate, and a handwritten letter dated 1921 from Louis
Piers De Boer, agent for the Society in America, to the librarian of the New Jersey Historical Society.
Broadsheet, folded, and printed on each side. Near fine. (6699)
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Sorensen, Theodore C. Kennedy. New York: Harper & Row, 1965.
$12.00
Book club Edition.
(6604)
Sotheby's, auctioneers, London. Aubrey Beardsley. London: Sotheby's, 1999. 4to. 72 pp.; illus.
$7.50
Auction catalogue for sale L09222 (Thursday, 18 November 1999 at 10:30 am). 147 lots. Color and
black-and-white illustrations.
Original illustrated wrappers. Light spots and residue of sticky substance
on front cover. (14403)
Spain. Constitution. Fundamental laws of the state. The Spanish constitution. Madrid: Servicio Informativo
Espanol, 1967. 12mo. 224 pp.
$12.50 Franco's constitution.
Original publisher's wrappers. Stamp on the rear cover indicating it was
sent to the office of the president of Indiana University in 1968 (7853)
Sprigge, Elizabeth. A shadowy third. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1927. 8vo. [6 (1 blank)], 259, [3 (1 blank)]
pp.
$6.50
First edition.
Publisher's cloth over paper boards. Gilt on spine darkened, covers soiled. Edges
lightly rubbed. Thumb-sized concave impression on front cover. Lightly foxed. Untrimmed. Good+. No dust
jacket. (7257)
Squires, William Henry Tappey. [cover title] The Presbyterian Church in the colony of Virginia, 1562–1788.
[Richmond, Va.?]: Squires, 1938. 8vo. 17 pp.
$10.00 "Reprinted from the Union Seminary Review, Richmond, Va., October 1938."
Original wrappers.
Pencilled shelf number at bottom left corner of front cover. Tiny tear at top edge of front cover. Very good.
(17055)
Steel, Ronald. Walter Lippmann and the American century. Boston: Little, Brown, 1980.
$10.00
History Book Club edition. With photographs.
Publisher's cloth. Dust jacket in very good
condition. (6610)
Steinem, Gloria. Moving beyond words. New York: Simon & Schuster, (copyright 1994). 8vo. 296 pp.
$14.50
First trade edition, first issue.
Publisher's cloth over paper boards. In a fine dust jacket; not
price-clipped. A fine book. (14414)
Stephens, Ann Sophia. A noble woman. Philadelphia: T. B. Peterson & Brothers, c. 1871. 12mo. [2], (19)–208
pp. (lacking pp. 209–479).
$10.00
First edition.
Wright, II, 2365. Library cloth and paper sides, pressure-stamped by a nowdefunct library. Rear cover missing, front cover and title-leaf separated, spine gone. Soiling, staining, rubber
stamps, tape repairs in some margins. Title-page with inked inscription. Piece of pp. 129/130 torn out with
loss of a few words. Lacks pp. 209–479. A worn copy. (7602)
Stevens, Sylvester K. Pennsylvania history and morale. Harrisburg: Pennsylvania Historical Commission,
1942. 8vo. [2], 10 pp.
$10.00
The author was a member of the Pennsylvania Historical Commission and state historian.
Original printed blue wrappers. Fine. (17027)
Stevenson, Robert Louis. The pocket R. L. S.. Being favourite passages from the works of Stevenson. New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1920. 16mo. [8], 216, [4] pp.
$9.00 Title-page printed in black and red.
Publisher's limp red leather, spine with gilt-stamped title and
decorations, front cover with gilt initials. Rubbing and abrasions at corners and joints, with some peeling of
leather; small loss of leather at head and foot of spine. (14536)
Stevenson, Robert Louis. Treasure Island. New York: McLoughlin Bros., n.d.. 8vo. Frontis., 160 pp.; illus.
$12.00
No publication date, probably ca. 1915. Illustrated with a color frontispiece and black-and-white
illustrations throughout the text.
Publisher's brown-orange cloth, front cover lettered in black and
stamped with a scene from the book. Lightly rubbed, hinges (inside) starting, endpapers foxed and soiled.
Previous owner's stamp on the front free endpaper. Pages age-toned. Good. (5838)
Stewart, John Q. The use and abuse of map projections. New York: American Geographical Society, 1943.
8vo. 589–604 pp.
$10.00
Reprinted from The Geographical Review, Volume XXXIII, No. 4, 1943, pp. 589–604.
Original
wrappers, lightly sunned. Small impression left at top of front cover from paper clip (now absent) being
fastened to it. Very good. (17104)
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Stone, Robert. Outerbridge reach: A novel. New York: Ticknor & Fields, 1992. 8vo. [6 (1 blank)], 409, [1
(blank)] pp.
$10.00
Paperback. Fine. (4119)
Stroppa-Quaglia, R. The European war: the powers. New York: Editions d'Art Co. (Pr. by Book Publishers'
Press), [copyright 1914]. Tall 8vo. xii, [4], 292, [12] pp.; illus.
$12.50 Publisher's green cloth, stamped in black on the spine and front. Ex-library, with bookplate on front
pastedown. Very good. (14600)
Stryker-Rodda, Kenn. Genealogy [Merit badge series]. New Brunswick, NJ: Boy Scouts of America, 1978. 8vo.
32 pp.
$12.50 Very good. In original printed wrappers. Slight rubbing to spine and small stains to rear wrapper.
(6460)
Susann, Jacqueline. Dolores. New York: William Morrow & Co., (© 1974, 1976). 8vo. [10], 176 pp.
$4.00 Book club edition. Susann's last novel. As quoted from the front flap, it is the story of Dolores Ryan,
"the beautiful and fashionable young widow of an assassinated American President" who "finds herself too
poor to sustain her extravagant tastes and too lonely to be fulfilled as a woman." Fine, in publisher's cloth.
In a very good dust jacket, with some scratches and slight edge wear. (10707)
Swann Galleries (New York). Books on medicine and dentistry, chiefly from the collectin of Lee Albert
Krimmer, D.D.S. New York: Swann Galleries , 2003. 8vo. [108] pp.
$7.50
Catalogue for sale 1979 (October 9, 20033). Illustrated. 455 items.
Printed & illustrated
wrappers. Some pages dog-eared. (12294)
Swann Galleries. The S. Carl Mark collection of 19th and 20th century literature. New York: Swann Galleries,
2000. 8vo.
$10.00
269 lots. Illustrated.
Original wrappers. (18215)
Swann Galleries. The Virgil C. Lutes collection of 20th century literature. New York: Swann Galleries, 2000.
8vo.
$10.00
405 lots.
Original wrappers. (18217)
Tan, Amy. Saving fish from drowning. New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, (copyright 2005). 8vo. xv, [3], 474,
[1] pp.
$12.50
First edition.
Publisher's quarter cloth over paper boards. Fine, in a VG/Fine dust jacket.
(16621)
Targ, William. Carrousel for bibliophiles. New York: Philip C. Duschnes, 1947. 8vo. xii, 400 pp.
$10.00
"A treasury of tales, narratives, songs, epigrams and sundry curious studies relating to a noble
theme."
Publisher's cloth. Foot of spine slightly pulled. Bookplate on front pastedown. Near fine. (15883)
Tarkington, Booth. Gentle Julia. Garden City, NY & Toronto: Doubleday, Page & Co., 1922. Small 8vo. [2],
frontis., [8 (3 blank)], 375, [1 (blank)] pp.
$10.00 First edition. Illustrated by C. Allan Gilbert and Worth Brehm.
Publisher's brown cloth, stamped
in black. Foxed. Paper tops soiled. Previous owner's signature on front endpaper. Very good condition. (5146)
Tarkington, Booth. Monsieur Beaucaire. New York: McClure, Phillips and Co., 1900 [date from t.-p.]. 8vo. [2
(1 blank)], frontis., [6 (1 blank)], 128, [2 (1 blank)] pp.; 6 plts. (incl. frontis.).
$10.00
Stated ninth impression. Booth Tarkington's novella about the adventures of a gallant young
Frenchman in early 18th-century England, begins like this: The young Frenchman did very well what he had
planned to do. His guess that the Duke would cheat proved good. As the unshod half-dozen figures that had
been standing noiselessly in the entryway stole softly into the shadows of the chamber, he leaned across the
table and smilingly plucked a card out of the big Englishman's sleeve. "Merci, M. le Duc!" he laughed, rising
and stepping back from the table. The Englishman cried out, "It means the dirty work of silencing you with
my bare hands!" and came at him. "Do not move," said M. Beaucaire, so sharply that the other paused.
"Observe behind you." The Englishman turned and saw what trap he had blundered into; then stood
transfixed, impotent, alternately scarlet with rage and white with the vital shame of discovery . . . . WHO
could stop reading, there? The book is illustrated with a frontispiece and five plates, each with a protective
tissue guard, by C. D. Williams.
Publisher's gilt-stamped red cloth; soiled, front cover slightly bent, front
hinge starting. A few pages lightly soiled and foxed. Gift inscription on the half-title. Good. (5459)
Tarkingtron, Booth. Magnifident Amerisons. Garden City : Doubleday, Page & Co., 1922. 12mo. 516 pp.
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$10.00 In the publisher's "Lambskin Library" series. Publisher's red lambskin leather binding, stamped
in gold. Edges of covers abraded to the underlying boards. (8763)
Thurston, E. Temple. Sheepskins & grey russet. New York & London: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1920. 12mo.
Frontis., 310 pp.
$7.50
First American edition. Illustrated by Emile Verpilleux.
Publisher's gilt lettered and illustrated
cloth. (7829)
Train, Arthur. Manhattan murder. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1936. 8vo. [8 (3 blank)], 268, [4
(blank)] pp.
$14.00 First edition.
Publisher's gilt-stamped black cloth. Spine slightly cocked, gilt on spine darkened.
Small chip out of front joint. Without dust jacket. A good + copy. (5774)
Train, Arthur. Tut, tut! Mr. Tutt. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1923. 8vo. [4 (2 blank)], frontis., [4 (1
blank)], 315, [1 (blank)] pp.
$8.50 Publisher's green cloth. Gilt on spine darkened. Some flecks of white on covers, paper edges soiled.
Good. (5760)
Ullman, James Ramsey. The White Tower. Philadelphia & New York: J. B. Lippincott Co., (copyright 1945).
8vo. 479, [1 (blank)] pp.
$11.00
Third printing. The six major characters in this novel "desire above all else to climb the White
Tower despite its dangers--each for a private reason of his own." Set in Switzerland during World War II.
Publisher's cloth. Dust jacket torn and missing a large piece from back panel. A very good copy. (5743)
Ullman, James Ramsey. The White Tower. Philadelphia & New York: J. B. Lippincott Co., (copyright 1945).
8vo. 479, [1 (blank)] pp.
$5.00 Second impression. Signed by the previous owner on the half-title. The six major characters in this
novel "desire above all else to climb the White Tower despite its dangers--each for a private reason of his
own." Set in Switzerland during World War II.
Publisher's cloth. Without the dust jacket. A very good
copy. (7759)
Ullman, James Ramsey. The White Tower. Philadelphia & New York: J. B. Lippincott Co., (copyright 1945).
8vo. 479, [1 (blank)] pp.
$10.00
Fourth printing. The six major characters in this novel "desire above all else to climb the White
Tower despite its dangers--each for a private reason of his own." Set in Switzerland during World War II.
Publisher's cloth, soiled. Without the dust jacket. A very good copy. (9392)
Unamuno, Miguel de. Niebla. Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1966. Small 8vo. 166, [18] pp.
$10.00 Colección Austral, no. 99. With "Indice des Autores de la Colección Austral" in the back. Undécima
edición.
Paperback. Pages toned. Small booklabel on front endpaper. Text block separating from its
binding at hinges (inside). Dust jacket with a spot of soil. In the original dust jacket. (12968)
Unamuno, Miguel de. San Manuel Bueno, mártir y tres historias más. Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1966. Small 8vo.
160, [16] pp.
$10.00
Colección Austral, no. 254. With "Indice des Autores de la Colección Austral" in the back. Sexta
edición.
Paperback. Toned. Small booklabel on front endpaper. Text block loose in its binding. In the
original dust jacket. (12967)
United States. Army. [drop title] Military asylum. Petition of officers of the United States Army in Mexico,
praying Congress to establish an asylum for the support of invalid soldiers. January 19, 1848. Ordered to be
printed. [Washington]: Tippin & Streeper, printers, 1848. 8vo. 1 p.
$10.00 The petition refers to the reports of the Military Committees of the House of Representatives (report
no. 74, 26th Congress, 2nd Session, and report no. 109, 28th Congress, 2nd Session) concerning military
asylums. Government document: 30th Congress, 1st Session. Ho. of Reps. Miscellaneous No. 11. Removed
from a nonce volume. Light foxing. (11684)
United States. Congress. Report of the joint committee appointed to enquire what business is necessary to
be done during the present session. June 6, 1809. Ordered to lie on the table. City of Washington: A. & G.
Way, printers, 1809. 8vo. 4 pp.
$12.50
Concerns the Congressional calendar.
Shaw & Shoemaker 19060. Removed from a nonce
volume. Librarian's lightly pencilled notation on title-page. Inner margin of title-page browned. (15706)
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United States. Congress. House. Report from the committee to whom was referred on the twenty seventh
ultimo, the report of the Secretary of State, on the petition of James Jay, of the state of New York. City of
Washington: A. & G. Way, printers, 1807. 8vo. 4 pp.
$12.50
"February 17, 1807. Read, and referred to a committee of the whole House, to-morrow."
Revolutionary war claim.
Removed from a nonce volume. Lightly pencilled librarian's notation on titlepage. Leaves separated. (18870)
United States. Congress. House. Report of the committee on so much of the message of the President as
relates to the military establishment, to whom was referred, a resolution of the House of the twenty-sixth
ultimo, to disband the troops raised under the "Act to raise for a limited time an additional military force."
June 9, 1809. Read and referred to a committee of the whole House on Monday next. City of Washington: A
& G. Way, printers, 1809. 8vo. [2] ff.
$10.00
Resolution concerning the proposal to disband a part of the regular army.
Shaw & Shoemaker
19051. Removed from a nonce volume; inner edge a little irregular. First and last pages darkened in margin.
Title-page rubber-stamped by the War Department Library. (13170)
United States. Congress. House. Report, in part, of the committee who were directed by a resolution of the
House, of the twenty-fourth ultimo to enquire into the expediency of amending the several acts providing for
the sale of the public lands of the United States. [Washington: 1803]. 8vo. 4 pp.
$10.00
"2d December, 1803. Read, and ordered to be referred to a committee of the whole House on
Monday next." Relating to the annexation of the state of Georgia.
Shaw & Shoemaker 5398. Removed
from a nonce volume. A librarian's lightly pencilled notation on title-page. Closed tear (about a half-inch long)
on title-page, not touching any text. (18879)
United States. Congress. House. Committee of Claims. Report of the Committee of Claims, on the petition of
John Thompson. Washington City: Pr. by Roger C. Weightman, 1813. 8vo. 6 pp.
$12.50
"December 17, 1813. Read and committed to a committee of the whole House on Monday next."
Concerning the petitioner’s claim to interest, in addition to the principal already paid, due to him for monies
advanced by him for the public service. Printed at head of title: [4]. Government document: House document
(United States. Congress. House); 13th Congress, 2nd session, no. 4. Shaw & Shoemaker 30334. Removed
from a nonce volume. Title-page with a librarian's lightly pencilled notation. Very light foxing and small
spots. Very good. (18901)
United States. Congress. House. Committee of Commerce and Manufactures. Report of the Committee of
Commerce and Manufactures, on the petition of William Gardner, referred the 1st instant. [Washington:
1803]. 8vo. 3 pp.
$10.00
"28th November, 1803. Read, and ordered to be referred to the committee of the whole House, to
whom was referred, on the 25th instant, a report of the Committee of Commerce and Manufactures on the
petition of Charles D'Wolfe, of Bristol, in the State of Rhode-Island." On the petition for relief from payment
of a bond made to the government for the exportation of domestic distilled spirits to Africa.
Shaw &
Shoemaker 5434. Removed from a nonce volume. Title-page with a librarian's lightly pencilled notation.
Leaves separated. (18899)
United States. Congress. House. Committee of Commerce and Manufactures. Report of the Committee of
Commerce and Manufactures, to whom was referred on the first instant the petition of Constant Taber.
[Washington: 1803]. 8vo. 2 pp.
$10.00
"30th November, 1803. Read and ordered to be committed to the Committee on the whole House,
to whom was referred on the twenty-fifth instant, a report of the Committee of Commerce and Manufactures,
on the petition of Charles D'Wolfe, of Bristol, in the state of Rhole-Island." On the petition for relief from
payment of a bond made to the government for the exportation of domestic distilled spirits to Africa. Shaw
& Shoemaker 5437. Removed from a nonce volume. Title-page with a librarian's lightly pencilled notation.
Light fold mark across top right corner. Very good. (18907)
United States. Congress. House. Committee of Commerce and Manufactures. Report of the Committee of
Commerce and Manufactures, to whom was referred on the first instant, the petition of Simon Davis &
Samuel Martin. [Washington: 1803]. 8vo. [2] pp.
$10.00
"30th November, 1803. Read, and ordered to be committed to the committee of the whole House,
to whom was referred on the 25th instant, a report of the Committee of Commerce and Manufactures, on the
petition of Charles D'Wolfe, of Bristol, in the State of Rhode-Island." On the petition for relief from payment
of a bond made to the government for the exportation of domestic distilled spirits to Africa.
Shaw &
Shoemaker 5440. Removed from a nonce volume. Title-page with a librarian's lightly pencilled notation. Very
good. (18898)
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United States. Congress. House. Committee of Revisal and Unfinished Business. Report of the Committee
of Revisal and Unfinished Business. December 14th, 1801, ordered to lie on the table. Published by order of
the House of Representatives. [Washington: 1801]. 8vo. 4 pp.
$12.50
Shaw & Shoemaker 1540. Removed from a nonce volume. Small chip at inner edge, not affecting
text. A librarian's lightly pencilled notation on title-page. (18877)
United States. Congress. House. Committee of Ways and Means. Report of the Committee of Ways and
Means, on the petition of sundry inhabitants of the city of New York, praying for the incorporation of a
national bank. January 10, 1814. Read and committed to a committee of the whole House on the state of the
Union. Washington City: Pr. by Roger C. Weightman, 1814. 8vo. [4] pp.
$10.00
Government document: House document (United States. Congress. House); 13th Congress, 2nd
session, no. 28. Printed at head of title: [28].
Shaw & Shoemaker 33447. Removed from a nonce volume.
A librarian's lightly pencilled notation in top right corner of title-page. (16670)
United States. Congress. House. Committee on Foreign Affairs. [drop title] William D. Jones [To accompany
bill H. R. No. 464.] July 2, 1840. Mr. Cushing, from the Committee on Foreign Affairs, made the following
report: ... [Washington]: Blair & Rives, printers, 1840. 8vo. 1 p.
$10.00
William D. Jones petitions Congress to provide compensation for his performance of duties as the
United States' diplomatic agent in Mexico, from 28 December 1836 to 7 July 1839. Government document:
26th Congress, 1st Session. Rep. No. 633. Ho. of Reps.
Removed from a nonce volume; inner edge a little
irregular; two holes in inner margin, not touching text. Foxed. Title-page with number inked in upper right
corner by an early hand. (11648)
United States. Congress. House. Committee on Pensions and Revolutionary Claims. [drop-title] Report of the
Committee on Pensions and Revolutionary Claims, on the petition of Elizabeth Morgan, widow of Zaquille
Morgan, in behalf of herself and children. January 26, 1816. Read, and ordered to be printed. [Washington:
William A. Davis, 1816]. 8vo. 2 pp.
$10.00 Concerning the petitioner's claim for compensation for the death of her husband from exhaustion
while serving as a captain in the Army during the defense of Washington in 1814. At head of title: "[31]".
Government document: House document (United States. Congress. House); 14th Congress, 1st session, no.
31.
Shaw & Shoemaker 39609. Removed from a nonce volume; inner edge a little irregular; remnants of
paper adhered in inner margin. First page rubber-stamped by the War Department Library. (13169)
United States. Congress. House. Committee on the Public Lands. [drop-title] Report of the Committee on the
Public Lands on the petition of Gabriel Winters and others. [Washington: 1816]. 8vo. 3 pp.
$10.00
"March 8, 1816. Read, and ordered to be printed." Printed at head of title: [63].
Shaw &
Shoemaker 39614. Removed from a nonce volume. Lightly pencilled notation and rubber-stamp on p. [1].
Small chip out of inner edge. (18834)
United States. Congress. Senate. [drop-title] In Senate of the United States. January 23, 1835. Mr. Hendricks
laid on the table the following documents, relating to his relating to his resolution of the 22d instant, on the
subject of the duration of the sessions of Congress, which were ordered to be printed, and referred to the
Committee on the Judiciary. [Washington: 1835]. 8vo. 3 pp.
$10.00
Including a statement "showing the commencement and termination, and the number of days in
each session of Congress, held under the present Congress" (pp. 2-3). Government document: 23d Congress,
2d Session. 79.
Removed from a nonce volume. Ink numeral on top margin of p. [1]. (18684)
United States. Congress. Senate. [drop-title] List of committees of the Senate of the United States, for the first
session of the twenty-sixth Congress, 1839–40. December 16, 1839. [Washington]: Blair & Rives, printers,
[1839]. 8vo. 2 pp.
$12.50
List of members of each Senate committee. Government document: 26th Congress, 1st Session.
Senate. 3.
Removed from a nonce volume; stitch holes in inner margin, not touching text. Fold mark
across one corner. Small red circular seal adhered in upper left corner of p. [1], obscuring "26th" and "1st"
at head of title. Foxed. (18990)
United States. Congress. Senate. [drop-title] List of committees of the Senate of the United States, for the
second session of the twenty-third Congress, 1834–'35. December 19, 1834. [Washington: 1834]. 8vo. 3 pp.
$10.00
Government document: 23d Congress, 2d Session. 21.
Removed from a nonce volume. Mild
spotting. Ink numeral on top margin of p. [1]. (18682)
United States. Department of the Navy. Naval History Division. [cover title] Maritime dimensions of the
American Revolution. Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1977. 4to. 36 pp.
$8.50 Contents: "Navy Policy of the Continental Congress," by Frank C. Mevers; Defeat at Sea: The Impact
of American Naval Operations upon the British, 1775–1778," by David Syrett; "First Commentary," by
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William James Morgan; "Second Commentary," by Raymond G. O'Connor; and "Observations from the Floor,"
by Vice Admiral Edwin B. Hooper, USN (Ret.). Original wrappers. Pencilled librarian's inscription at inner
margin of p. 3. Fine. (17758)
United States. Department of the Treasury. [drop title] Report from the Secretary of the Treasury, in
compliance with a resolution of the Senate, in relation to the report of Mr. Owen on the geology and
mineralogy of the Territory of Iowa. June 9, 1840. Read, and ordered to be printed. [Washington]: Blair &
Rives, printers, 1840. 8vo. 2 pp.
$10.00
Letters of Levi Woodbury, Treasury Secretary, and Jas. Whitcomb, Commissioner of the General
Land Office, reporting the receipt and printing of Mr. Owen's geological report. Government document: 26th
Congress, 1st Session. Senate. 539.
Removed from a nonce volume; inner margin a little irregular; two
holes in inner margin, touching a couple of letters. Light foxing. (11653)
United States. Department of the Treasury. [drop-title] Report of the Secretary of the Treasury, showing, in
compliance with a resolution of the Senate, the annual amounts of drawback paid on the exportation of
domestic refined sugar, since the application of the drawback system to that exportation. April 18, 1840.
Ordered to be printed. Washington: Blair & Rives, printers, 1840. 8vo. 1 p.
$10.00 Signed in type by Levi Woodbury, Secretary of the Treasury, and T. L. Smith, Register. Government
document: 26th Congress, 1st Session. Senate. 399.
Removed from a nonce volume; inner edge a little
irregular. Foxed. First page with number inked in upper right corner by an early hand. (11912)
United States. Dept. of the Treasury. [drop-title] Treaty with Spain—ninth article. Letter from the Secretary
of the Treasury, containing the information required by a resolution of the House of Representatives of the
26th ultimo, in relation to the causes which have prevented the execution of the 9th article of the treaty with
Spain of the 22d of February, 1819. [Washington]: 1837. 8vo. 2 pp.
$10.00
Government document: 24th Congress, 2d Session. Doc. No. 67. Ho. of Reps. Treas. Dept.
Removed from a nonce volume; inner edge a little ragged; two holes in inner margin, not touching text. First
page with ink numeral in upper margin. Browned. (12195)
United States. Dept. of the Treasury. Report of the Secretary of the Treasury, for the improvement and better
management of the revenues of the United States: read in the House of Representatives of the United States,
the second February, 1795, and published by their order. Philadelphia: Pr. by Francis Childs, 1795. 8vo. 8
pp. (lacks pp. 9–11).
$10.00 Evans 29773. Removed from a nonce volume. Margins chipped and brittle (without affecting text).
Small chips within text, costing several words on each page (without affecting overall sense). Title-page a
little darkened at upper and lower margins. Lacks final two leaves (pp. 9–11). (17385)
United States. Navy Dept. [drop-title] Clerks—Navy Department. Letter from the Secretary of the Navy,
transmitting statements of the names of the clerks employed in the Navy Department during the year 1830,
and the compensation allowed to each. [Washington: 1830]. 8vo. 2 pp.
$10.00
"January 11, 1830. Read, and laid upon the table." Government document: 21st Congress, 1st
Session. Doc. No. 20. Ho. of Reps. Navy Dept.
Removed from a nonce volume. Ink numeral in top margin
of p. [1]. Foxing. Very good. (18948)
United States. Navy Dept. [drop-title] Navy Yard—Portsmouth, Virginia. Letter from the Secretary of the
Navy, in reply to a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 29th ultimo, requiring information of
the probable loss of property to the United States, by changing the site of the Navy Yard at Portsmouth,
Virginia, for one more eligible. [Washington: 1830]. 8vo. 2 pp.
$10.00 "May 6, 1830. Read, and laid upon the table." Government document: 21st Congress, 1st Session.
Doc. No. 98. Ho. of Reps. Navy Dept.
Removed from a nonce volume. Ink numeral in top margin of p. [1].
Foxing. Very good. (18915)
United States. Navy Dept. [drop-title] Surveys—naval depots. Letter from the Secretary of the Navy, in reply
to a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 14th instant, in relation to the reports of the survey
of certain ports and harbors, with a view to the establishment of naval depots. [Washington: 1830]. 8vo. [1]
f. (verso blank).
$5.00
"December 23, 1830. Read, and laid upon the table." Government document: 21st Congress, 1st
Session. Doc. No. 15. Ho. of Reps. Navy Dept.
Removed from a nonce volume; inner edge a little irregular.
Ink numeral in top margin of p. [1]. Foxing. Very good. (18916)
United States. Navy Dept. [drop-title] Upon the subject of Navy yards. Letter from the Secretary of the Navy,
transmitting a report of the Commissioners of the Navy, upon the subject of Navy Yards. [Washington: 1830].
8vo. 3 pp.
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$10.00
"February 1, 1830. Referred to the Committee on Naval Affairs." Government document: 21st
Congress, 1st Session. Doc. No. 43. Ho. of Reps.
Removed from a nonce volume. Ink numeral in top
margin of p. [1]. Very good. (18914)
United States. Office of Civilian Defense. A handbook for air raid wardens. Prepared by the Training Section
of the U. S. Office of Civilian Defense. Washington: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1941. 12mo. 60 pp.;
illus.
$12.50 Stated revised edition. Describes measures for safeguarding civilians against an air attack. Includes
a drill manual for the Citizens' Defense Corps. Illustrated with drawings.
Original brown wrappers. Pages
clean, with no writing inside. Near fine. (6481)
United States. Office of Civilian Defense. Handbook for auxiliary firemen. Prepared by the Training Section
of the U. S. Office of Civilian Defense. Approved by the Advisory Committee of Fire Defense. Washington: U.
S. Government Printing Office, 1941. 12mo. 94 pp.; illus.
$12.50
Fundamentals of firefighting. Includes a drill manual for the Citizens' Defense Corps. Illustrated
with drawings.
Original beige wrappers. Lightly soiled covers, a few small dog-ears. Very good. (6477)
United States. Office of Civilian Defense. A handbook for demolition and clearance crews.. Prepared by the
Training Section of the U. S. Office of Civilian Defense. Washington: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1941.
12mo. 52 pp.; illus.
$12.50 Describes measures for safeguarding civilians against an air attack. Includes a drill manual for the
Citizens' Defense Corps. Illustrated with drawings.
Original brown wrappers. Near fine. (6478)
United States. Office of Civilian Defense. A handbook for road repair crews. Prepared by the Training Section
of the U. S. Office of Civilian Defense. Washington: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1941. 12mo. 44 pp.;
illus.
$12.50 Describes measures for safeguarding civilians against an air attack. Includes a drill manual for the
Citizens' Defense Corps. Illustrated with drawings.
Original brown wrappers. Near fine. (6480)
United States. Office of Civilian Defense. Handbook of first aid.. Prepared by the Training Section of the U.
S. Office of Civilian Defense in cooperation with the American Red Cross. Washington: U. S. Government
Printing Office, 1941. 12mo. 72 pp.; illus.
$12.50 A first aid course for members of the Civilian Defense. Illustrated with drawings.
Original brown
wrappers. Covers lightly soiled. Very good. (6479)
United States. Register of the Treasury. Message from the President of the United States, transmitting an
account of the contingent expenses of government, for the year, 1816. January 18, 1817. Read, and ordered
to lie on the table. Washington: Pr. by William A. Davis, 1817. 8vo. [5] pp.
$10.00
Report signed in type: "Treasury Department, Register's Office, January 15th, 1817, Joseph
Nourse, Register." Letter of transmittal signed in type: "James Madison, January 17, 1817." Government
document: House document (United States. Congress. House); 14th Congress, 2nd session, no. 45. Printed
at head of title: (45).
Shaw & Shoemaker 42661. Removed from a nonce volume. Lightly pencilled
librarian's notation and War Dept. Library rubber-stamp on p. [1]. Very good. (17540)
United States. War Dept. [drop-title] Appropriation—Northern frontier. [To accompany bill H. R. No. 892.]
Letter from the Secretary of War to the Chairman of the Committee of Ways and Means, upon the subject
of appropriation for the protection of the Northern frontier. [Washington: 1838]. 8vo. 2 pp.
$10.00
Includes an extract of a letter from Maj. Gen. Winfield Scott to the Secretary of War, dated
Headquarters, Eastern Division, Louisville, Kentucky, November 27, 1838. "December 19, 1838. Printed by
order of the House of Representatives." Government document: 25th Congress, 3d Session. Doc. No. 27. Ho.
of Reps. War Dept.
Removed from a nonce volume. Ink numeral in top right corner of p. [1]. Very good.
(19069)
Upward, Allen. The club of masks. Philadelphia & London: J. B. Lippincott Co., 1926. 8vo. 311 pp.
$10.00 Mystery novel. First U.S. edition.
Publisher's cloth; spine slightly cocked, binding soiled. Titlepage chipped at upper right corner, with paper loss (but no loss of text); contents page with small chip at
outer edge. Tear at upper margin of pp. 237-238. Some pages with creases at corners. Light soiling to first
several pages. Early gift inscription at front free endpaper. (13900)
Valdés, Juan de. Diálogo de la lengua. Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1964. Small 8vo. 140, [18] pp.
$10.00
Colección Austral, no. 216. With "Indice des Autores de la Colección Austral" in the back. Cuarta
edición.
Paperback. Pages toned. Small booklabel and rubber-stamp on front endpaper. Text block loose
in its binding. In the original dust jacket. (12963)
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Valera, Juan. Doña luz. Mexico: Editorial Novaro-Mexico, (cop. 1957). 16mo. 186 pp.
$12.50 Series: Colección NOVA-MEX.
Paperback; covers soiled, front cover creased across one corner,
back cover with price marked in crayon near top edge. Preliminary pages separated. Small ownership label
on front free endpaper. Ink marginal annotation in one page. Pages toned. Good. (12842)
Valera, Juan. Pepita Jiménez. Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1963. 8vo. lxxii, 229 pp.
$12.50 Clásicos castellanos 80. Edición y prólogo de Manuel Azaña.
Paperback. Shelving number inked
on spine. Small ownership label, pencilling, and rubber-stamp on front endpaper. Bottom right corner of front
cover torn away, with loss of paper but no loss of printing. Light stains on spine and cover edges. (13032)
Valle-Inclán, Ramón del. Sonata de primavera. Sonata de estío. Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1965. Small 8vo. 162,
[18] pp.
$10.00
Colección Austral, no. 430. With "Indice des Autores de la Colección Austral" in the back. Sexta
edición.
Paperback. Pages toned. Small booklabel on front endpaper. In the original dust jacket. (12966)
Valle-Inclán, Ramón del. Tirano banderas. Novela de tierra caliente. Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1965. Small 8vo.
157, [19] pp.
$10.00
Colección Austral, no. 105. With "Indice des Autores de la Colección Austral" in the back. Sexta
edición.
Paperback. Pages toned. Small booklabel on front endpaper. Spot on front of dust jacket and on
front cover. In the original dust jacket. (12965)
Vega, Lope de. Arte nuevo de hacer comedias. La discreta enamorada. Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1967. Small 8vo.
153, [19] pp.
$10.00 Colección Austral, no. 842. With "Indice des Autores de la Colección Austral" in the back. Tercera
edición. Paperback. Pages toned. Small booklabel and rubber-stamp on front endpaper. In the original dust
jacket. (12977)
Vega, Lope de. El mejor alcalde, el rey. Fuente ovejuna. Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1965. Small 8vo. 154, [18] pp.
$10.00
Colección Austral, no. 294. With "Indice des Autores de la Colección Austral" in the back. Octava
edición.
Paperback. Pages toned. Small booklabel and rubber-stamp on front endpaper. Scattered ink
underlining within text. In the original dust jacket. (12976)
Vega, Lope de. Peribáñez y el comendador de Ocaña. La estrella de Sevilla. Buenos Aires: Espasa-Calpe, 1966.
Small 8vo. 210, [14] pp.
$10.00
Colección Austral, no. 43. With "Indice des Autores de la Colección Austral" in the back. Décima
edición. Paperback. Pages toned. Small booklabel and rubber-stamp on front endpaper. In the original dust
jacket. (12978)
Vermont. Legislature. [drop title] Resolutions of the legislature of Vermont, in favor of the distribution of the
proceeds of the sales of the public lands among the several states. January 30, 1840. Referred to the
Committee on Public Lands, and ordered to be printed. [Washington]: Blair & Rives, printers, 1840. 8vo. 1
p.
$10.00 Government document: 26th Congress, 1st Session. Senate. 133. Removed from a nonce volume;
inner edge a little irregular; two holes in inner margin, not touching text. Light foxing. Title-page with
number inked in upper right corner by an early hand. (11651)
Verrazzano, Giovanni de. Verrazzano's voyage. 1524. [Boston: 1890?]. 12mo. 16 pp.
$10.00
Old South Leaflets, no. 17. Reprint of Verrazzano's 1524 letter recording his voyage across the
Atlantic to reach China by a westward route. This is the English translation of Dr. J. G. Cogswell published
in 1841 by the New York Historical Society, translated from the copy found in the Strozzi Library at Florence.
Rebound in cloth-backed paper boards, title handwritten in ink on the front cover. Very good. (10199)
Villanueva, Marcel. The French contribution to the founding of the United States. New York: Vantage Press,
(©1975). 8vo. [7] ff., 130 pp.; illus.
$8.00
First edition. With typewritten notice from the author taped to the front free endpaper. It states,
"This copy was presented to the Union County Historical Society on 14 June 1981 by the Abraham Clark
Chapter of the SAR (Roselle), Sidney Olson, Vice President and Chaplain."
Fine, in red publisher's cloth.
In a mildly soiled and stained dust jacket. (10125)
Virgil. The Aeneid of Virgil. New York & London: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1951. 8vo. xiii, 381, [1 (blank)] pp.
$14.00
A verse translation by Rolfe Humphries.
Publisher's cloth. Gilt-stamping on the spine faded a
little. No dust jacket. Near fine. (5179)
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Voronikhina, L. The Hermitage. Guide-book. Leningrad: [1968]. 8vo. 104 pp.; illus.
$5.00
This the Hermitage museum guide book, with illustrations and floor plans.
Paperback. A little
yellowing to spine, light creases, ownership signature to front cover. A good+ copy. (5207)
Wager, Walter. Designated hitter. New York: Arbor House, (copyright 1982). 8vo. [2 (blank)], 251, [3 (blank)]
pp.
$10.00 "The CIA deputy director of operations is worried about a leak in the organization: the most highly
paid assassin on earth, a master killer—whose targets make clear he is in the employ of a rival
superpower—is at work. There is only one man who is equally proficient in the art of assassination: the
assassin's former CIA trainer," as quoted from the front flap.
Publisher's cloth. Ex-libary, with stamp of
the Enoch Pratt Free Library, Baltimore's Public Library, on top paper edges. Seven-digit number stamped
on one page inside, charge pocket and barcode in the back. In a very good dust jacket. Overall, very good.
(5746)
Walker, John. Self-portrait with donors: Confessions of an art collector. Boston: Little, Brown, 1974.
$12.50
(6467)
Wardropper, Bruce W., ed. Critical essays on the theatre of Calderón. New York: New York University Press,
1965. 8vo. xvi, 239, [1] pp.
$8.00 Stated on the back cover: "Included here are essays on every aspect of Calderón's work. Some provide
close readings of his major plays: La vida es sueño, El principe constante, El alcalde de Zalamea, La devoción
de la Cruz and El pintor de su deshonra. Others deal with the persistent themes—and especially the theme
of honor—in all his work. Taken together, they reveal the extraordinary intellectual rigor and the richness
of style of one of the greatest dramatists jof Spain's Golden Age."
Paperback. Covers lightly soiled and
rubbed. Small ownership label on half-title. Very good. (12799)
Warrick, La Mar. Yesterday's children. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell, 1943. 8vo. [6 (2 blank)], 202 pp.
$6.50 First edition. A coming-of-age novel, set in a Chicago suburb during the late 1930's and early 1940's.
Publisher's beige cloth; binding soiled, stained, cockled; overall, worn. Hinges (inside) cracked, endpapers
soiled. A fair copy. (5515)
Washington (city). [drop-title] Smithsonian bequest. Memorial of the corporation of the city of Washington
on the subject of the Smithsonian Bequest. February 5, 1840. Referred to the Select Committee upon the
subject to which it relates. [Washington]: Blair & Rives, printers, [1840]. 8vo. 2 pp.
$12.00
The memorial, addressed to Congress, is signed in type by mayor Peter Force and others. The
petitioners urge the establishment of the Smithsonian Institution "as soon as practicable." Government
document: 26th Congress, 1st Session. Doc. No. 51. Ho. of Reps.
Removed from a nonce volume; stitch
holes in inner margin, not touching text. Early inked notation at top of p. [1]. (18710)
Watts, Harvey M. Lux erat! Philadelphia: John C. Winston Co., 1915. 8vo. [8] pp.
$10.00
Front wrapper with inked inscription "From the author" (unsigned).
Printed paper wrappers,
slightly soiled with corners bumped, front wrapper with "University Club" stamp. (16992)
Western Electric. Legacy for all: A record of achievements by Black American scientists. N.p.: Western
Electric, n.d. [ca. 1971]. 8vo. 27, [1] pp.; illus. (wrappers included in pagination).
$12.50
"We hope this booklet will stir black youngsters everywhere to consider science and engineering
as vocations (p. 3)." Brief biographies of the most eminent black scientists, with accompanying photographs.
Includes George Washington Carver (agricultural scientist), Daniel Hale Williams (surgeon), Benjamin
Banneker (astronomer, inventor, surveyor, gazeteer), Jan Ernst Matzeliger (inventor), Lewis Howard Latimer
(draftsman, engineer), Granville T. Woods (inventor), Charles Richard Drew (blood research pioneer), Mathew
A. Henson (explorer), and Elijah McCoy (inventor).
Original illustrated wrappers. Rubber stamps of the
Department of Curriculum Services, N.J. Historical Society. Pencilled gift inscription in inner margin of p.
3. Fine. (5319)
White, Dorothy Shipley. Seeds of discord. De Gaulle, Free France and the Allies. Syracuse, NY: Syracuse
University Press, 1964. 8vo. xi, [1], 471 pp.; illus.
$10.00
Signed by the author on the front free endpaper.
Publisher's cloth, light stain on front cover,
lower outer corners bumped slightly. Lacks the dust jacket. A very good copy. (12792)
White, William Allen. The autobiography of William Allen White. New York: Macmillan Company, 1946. 8vo.
669 pp.
$10.00
Book club edition. Black and white photos. A "Mid-American" life, still an interesting one.
Publisher's cloth in original dust jacket; soiled and worn with tears. Shaken. (6651)
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Wideman, John Edgar. Philadelphia fire. New York: Vintage Books, 1991. 8vo. [8], 199, [1] pp.
$5.00
First Vintage Contemporaries Edition. By the winner of the PEN/Faulkner Award. "Based on the
1985 bombing by police of a West Philadelphia row house owned by the Afrocentric cult Move, it tells of
Cudjoe, a writer who returns to his old neighborhood after a decade of self-imposed exile, obsessed with
finding the lone boy who was seen running from the flames," as stated on the back cover. Paperback. Near
fine. (4114)
Wild, Nathan. The farmer's, mechanic's and gentleman's almanack, and farmer's calendar, with a complete
ephemeris; calculated for the year ... 1826. Chesterfield, N.H.: Published by the author (J. Metcalf, pr.;
Wendell, Mass.), [1825]. 12mo. [20 of 24] ff.
$12.50
Sixth almanac published in Chesterfield. At head of title: Number VII. Woodcut on title-page of
wheat, plow, rake, sickle, pitchfork, and and thresher. Remedies, encyclopedia article about the Banyan tree,
a story of the town of Windham, Connecticut.
Drake 4920; Shoemaker 20485. Uncut; later stitching. A
somewhat dog-eared and tattered copy with some marginal jottings and ink stains. Lacks final four leaves.
Spotting. (15908)
Wild, Nathan. The farmer's, mechanic's, and gentleman's almanack, ... 1830. [Wendell, Mass.]: Printed by
J. Metcalf, Wendell, Mass., [1829]. 12mo. [20 of 24] ff.
$12.50
At head of title: Number XI. Woodcut on title-page of a globe, telescope, map, books, and inkwell
with quill pen. Anecdotes, etc.
Drake 3960; Shoemaker 38552. Uncut; later stitching and oversewing.
Worn and tattered copy. All pages chipped at top outer corners, with loss of a few letters and words of text
to several pages. Two leaves with loss of bottom portion of page, one losing a third of page, another with
losing its last line of text; fourth leaf (January/February) with loss of top third of page, tear across another
page (Sept./Oct.) costing portions of some words. Title-page with loss of paper at corners without loss of text.
Heavy waterstaining and bug-spotting. Lacks four leaves including one page of the December calendar.
(15916)
Wilder, Thornton. The ides of March. New York & London: Harper & Brothers, 1948. 8vo. [6], vii-viii, [2 (1
blank)], 3–246, [2 (1 blank)] pp.
$10.00
Book-of-the-Month-Club edition, with the newsletter laid in.
Publisher's blue cloth, stamped in
silver. Covers soiled. Previous owner's signature and bookplate on front pastedown. Very good condition, in
a tattered dust jacket. (5824)
Williamsburg Antiques Forum. Thirty-first Williamsburg Antiques Forum on the arts of early America..
Summaries of lectures and suggested readings. January 28-31, -- February 4-7, 1979. [Williamsburg: 1979].
12mo. 20 pp.
$12.50
Original printed and illustrated wrappers. Very Good. (4134)
Wilner, Merton M. Popular history of the war. Buffalo, Cleveland, & New York: The Matthews-Northrup
Works, (1919). Small 8vo. 36 pp.; maps.
$9.00 Short history of World War I with color maps.
Original wrappers. Ink numeral and pencilled call
number on front wrapper. Near fine. (17673)
Wilson, Joseph R. The Santa Fe trail and other poems. Philadelphia: International Printing Co., 1921. 8vo.
75, [1] pp.
$10.00 Publisher's printed paper wrappers, dust-soiled. Ex-library: Front wrapper with numeral stamped
in outer margin and pencilled notation in upper margin. Front free endpaper excised. (17113)
Wood, Charles. First, the fields. Chapel Hill, NC: The University of North Carolina Press, (copyright 1941).
8vo. [8 (3 blank)], 308, [4 (blank)] pp.
$12.50 First edition of this book about the American South.
Publisher's brown cloth, stamped in yellow.
Some stains on the back cover; otherwise, clean. One corner of front endpaper cut away. Interior clean and
tight. Very good. (5807)
Woodbury, Levi. [drop-title] Insolvent debtors. Letter from the Secretary of the Treasury, transmitting a
report in relation to insolvent debtors of the United States. December 30, 1839. Read, and laid on the table.
[Washington]: Blair & Rives, printers, [1839]. 8vo. 4 pp.
$12.50
The report is accompanied by a statement listing the applicants, the nature of the debt, amount,
case how disposed, etc. Government document: 26th Congress, 1st Session. Doc. No. 21. Ho. of Reps. Treas.
Dept.
Removed from a nonce volume; two stitch holes in inner margin, not touching text. Ink numeral in
top right corner of p. [1]. Foxing. (18962)
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Woodbury, Levi. [drop-title] Report from the Secretary of the Treasury, in compliance with a resolution of the
Senate, in relation to the number of the land offices, and the condition of the business therein. [Washington:
1839]. 8vo. 3 pp.
$10.00
"January 21, 1839. Referred to the Committee on Public Lands, and ordered to be printed."
Government document: 25th Congress, 3d Session. Senate. 114.
Removed from a nonce volume; stitch
holes in inner margin. Ink numeral in top right corner of p. [1]. Foxed. (18881)
Woodruff, Robert Eastman. [cover title] Erie railroad: its beginnings - and today. [New York: Erie Railroad
Co., 1951]. 8vo. 27, [1] pp.
$12.50 Centenary booklet of the Erie Railroad Company. Illustrated throughout with maps, drawings, and
photographs.
Original illustrated wrappers, with paper shelf label at lower left corner of front wrapper.
Pencilled library call number on lower margin of p. [2]. (17601)
Woollcott, Alexander. While Rome burns. New York: Grosset & Dunlap, (1936). 8vo. viii, 328 pp.
$5.00
Eighteenth printing.
Publisher's red cloth. Without the dust jacket. Very good. (7760)
Worcester, Mass. Resolutions adopted by the city government of Worcester upon the death of Charles Sumner
March 23, 1874. Worcester, Mass.: Pr. by Charles Hamilton, 1874. 8vo. 6 pp.
$10.00
Original printed wrappers, splitting at spine. Small rectangle of discoloration on title-page, offsetting from a piece of paper no longer present. (4162)
World Peace Foundation. A League of Nations. Volume I. 1917-1918. Boston: World Peace Foundation, [1918].
8vo. 14, [2 (blank)] pp.
$12.50 A list of contents of the first volume of this pamphlet series.
Stapled, in self-wrappers. Near fine.
(6494)
World Peace Foundation. A League of Nations. Volume II. 1919. Boston: World Peace Foundation, [1919]. 8vo.
9, [3 (blank)] pp.
$12.50 A list of contents of the second volume of this pamphlet series.
Stapled, in self-wrappers. Light
soiling to front. A couple of small dog-ears. Very good. (6496)
World Peace Foundation. Publications of World Peace Foundation. Volume VII. 1917. Boston: World Peace
Foundation, [1917]. 8vo. [6 (2 blank)] pp.
$10.00
List the contents of the February, No. 1 issue. At top of title-page: "Pamphlet Series."
In selfwrappers. Slightly tattered at edges. (6497)
Wright, George. The army at work and play: sketches from the cantonments. No place: [1917]. 8vo. [4] ff.;
illus.
$12.50
Vol. CXXXVII, no. 819, 47. 15 color drawings by George Wright of the Doughboys in boot camp.
Four leaves removed from an unidentified periodical, fastened together with a paper clip. Slightly irregular
at inner edge. (19270)
Wright, Peter. Spycatcher: The candid autobiography of a senior intelligence officer. New York: Viking, 1987.
$10.00
History Book Club edition. With photographs.
Publisher's cloth. Dust jacket slightly worn
around corners. (6654)
Wright, Silas, jr. [drop-title] In Senate of the United States. June 22, 1840. Submitted, and ordered to be
printed. Mr. Wright made the following report: The Committee on Finanace, to whom was referred the
petition of Louisa S. Owen, widow and administratix of G. W. Owen, deceased, late collector of the customs
for the port of Mobile, in the state of Alabama, report: ... [Washington]: Blair & Rives, printers, [1840]. 8vo.
4 pp.
$12.50 Government document: 26th Congress, 1st Session. Senate. 567. Removed from a nonce volume;
stitch holes in inner margin, not touching text. Ink numeral in top right corner of p. [1]. Light spotting on
first and final pages. (19288)
Zinsser, William K. Search & research: the collections and uses of the New York Public Library at Fifth
Avenue and 42nd Street. New York: New York Public Library, 1961. 4to. 46, [2] pp.
$12.50
Original wrappers. Fine. (17181)
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PURCHASES INVOICED FROM THIS LIST
will have a

“COLLECTION DISCOUNT”
applied on this schedule:
10 items, 10% off;
20 items, 15% off;
30 items, 20% off;
. . . and up, or, rather,
down . . .

•

PRB&M /SessaBks
Everything is guaranteed to be as described; everything is
offered subject to prior sale; everything is sold as on approval,
returnable with notice within 5 days of receipt for any reason.
Delivery in the U.S. is by ground U.P.S. and shipm ent abroad is
by U.S. air m ail, unless we are otherwise instructed.
Prices are net, invoices due upon receipt; postage and insurance are billed.
Institutions m ay be invoiced as their system s require.
Pennsylvanians m ust expect to be charged the required sales taxes.
VISA, M asterCard, Am erican Express, Discover,
check, & wire paym ents are all welcom e.

Thank you for your attention,
& your orders!
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